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“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed.
Third, it is accepted as being self-evident.”
Arthur Schopenhauer
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Abstract
In the recent years, researchers have become increasingly interested in the development
of radically new and sustainable transportation modes for both passengers and cargo. These
challenges have led to study in areas of knowledge that were dormant, such as the potential
of using lighter than air aircraft for cargo transportation. The focus of this thesis is the
development of a control architecture that can be integrated on autonomous heavy lift airship
and thereby enables safe cargo exchange process. Besides, the dynamic model of the heavy
lift airship must be clarified before designing a controller. This system makes use of a Cable
Driven Parallel Manipulator (CDPM), allowing the airship to load and unload cargo while
hovering.
The heavy lift airship is a multi-body systems in which multiple rigid bodies are joined
together. During loading and unloading process, the transferred cargo can oscillate due to
airship maneuvers. On the other hand, the pendulum-like behavior of suspended load can
alter the flight characteristics of the airship. The thesis contributions are presented in two
parts. In the first part, we assume that there is no inertial coupling between the airship
and CDPM. Hence, our researches concern only the CDPM tacking into account the base
mobility at first and then the cable sagging phenomena. The control design should integrate
an optimal tension distribution since cables must remain in tension.
In the second part, we address the analysis of the heavy lift airship considering the
coupling effect between the suspended payload and the airship. To describe the dynamics
coupling, the basic motion of one subsystem is regarded as an external disturbance input
for the other one. Hence, the dynamic model of this multi-body system composed of the
airship and the CDPM can be modeled as an interconnection of lower order subsystems. We
assume that the heavy lift airship is a weakly coupled subsystems. Based on this assumption,
we design a decentralized controller, which makes it possible to control the airship and the
CDPM independently. Numerical simulation results are presented and stability analysis are
provided to confirm the accuracy of our derivations.
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Résumé
A l’heure où le monde entier appelle à développer de nouvelles technologies de trans-
port afin de faire face au défi écologique, des projets de dirigeables gros porteurs perme-
ttent de relever ce défi. En outre, les dernières avancées technologiques dans le domaine
de l’aérospatiale ont permis de résoudre un certain nombre de problèmes responsables de
l’hibernation des grands dirigeables pendant plus d’un demi-siècle. Ceci a donné naissance à
de nouveaux types de dirigeables gros porteurs.
Dans cette thèse, le modèle dynamique du dirigeable gros porteur est défini afin de con-
cevoir un contrôleur efficient. La particularité du dirigeable présenté est sa capacité de charger
et de décharger le fret en vol stationnaire, ce qui permet de réduire l’apport logistique et hu-
main par rapport à des scénarios comportant un atterrissage et permet ainsi l’utilisation de
cet engin dans des zones ayant peu ou pas d’infrastructure.
Ce dirigeable est muni d’une grue formée par un robot parallèle à câbles (RPC) permettant
d’optimiser le chargement et déchargement. Cette phase étant la plus sensible, car la charge
suspendue peut osciller dangereusement notamment sous l’effet du mouvement de dirigeable.
Nous avons concentré nos efforts dans cette thèse à l’analyse de cette phase critique. Le
dirigeable gros porteur sera représenté par un système multi-corps composé de plusieurs
corps reliés entre eux par des articulations.
Les contributions de la thèse sont présentées en deux parties. Dans la première par-
tie, nous supposons qu’il n’y a pas de couplage inertiel entre le dirigeable et le RPC. Ainsi
nos recherches ne concernent que le RPC en tenant compte de la mobilité de la base sus-
pendue par des câbles considérés dans un premier temps comme idéaux, puis les phénomènes
d’affaissement et de flexibilité des câbles seront pris en compte. La conception de la com-
mande de ce système doit aussi intégrer une répartition optimale de la tension car les câbles
doivent à chaque configuration rester tendus.
Dans la deuxième partie, nous abordons l’analyse du système global en considérant l’effet
de couplage inertiel entre la charge utile suspendue et le dirigeable. Le modèle dynamique
de ce système multicorps formé par le dirigeable et le RPC peut être modélisé comme une
interconnexion de sous-systèmes d’ordre inférieur. Nous supposons que le dirigeable gros
porteur est un sous-système faiblement couplé. En se basant sur cette hypothèse, un con-
trôleur décentralisé est proposé permettant de contrôler indépendamment le dirigeable et le
RPC. Les résultats des simulations numériques sont présentés et montrent la robustesse de
ce contrôleur.
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1.1 Background and Research Motivation
The development of radically new and sustainable transportation modes for both passengers
and cargo is absolutely necessary. Actually, more than two-thirds of the world’s land area
and more than half of the world’s population do not have direct access to paved roads or
airways so for centuries they have remained isolated. This lack of infrastructure and current
environment problem present numerous challenges for the worldwide. The search for an
alternative heavy-lifting vehicle on land or sea becomes a priority for many countries. Take
the example of Canada, approximately 70 percent of its surface area is inaccessible most
of the year. Airplanes and all-weather roads are the only means of transport in Northern
Canada. As a result, these transportation and logistics barriers negatively impact on the
residents of these regions. For example, the cost of food in the remote communities is 2.5 to
3 times higher than the cost of food in the urban areas of Canada due to the lack of low-cost
and reliable freight transport service. Furthermore, the mining industry faces many logistic
challenges in remote areas.
In order to transport heavy loads in a precautionary way, the study and development
of economical and environmentally friendly air vehicles becomes a priority. One such new
transportation system that uses clean and efficient energy are cargo airships, called heavy-
lift airship. With unlimited access to isolated locations around the globe, heavy-lift airship
enables affordable and safe delivery of cargo that is too heavy for helicopters or too difficult
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to transport by land or sea without forward infrastructure or manpower required. Heavy
lift airship also burns much less fuel than conventional aircraft. For many projects, the
combination of these capabilities makes heavy lift airship the best economic choice and an
environmentally friendly alternative to traditional modes of transportation. Many research
are conducted to study the airship industry and its enabling technologies. This research effort
results in a comprehensive insight to date into the development of a new generation of cargo
airships that have the potential to reduce economic barriers for both remote communities
and mines.
1.1.1 Advantage of Cargo Airship
The potential for cargo airships to replace conventional heavier-than-air vehicles such as
fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters as a lower cost and more sustainable form of air transport
is stimulating research. There are several reasons that such cargo airship appears attractive
for both civil and military heavy lift application:
High energy efficiency
The inherent nature of airship technology makes it more environmentally sustainable. An
airship has the advantage of not requiring large amount of fuel to lift cargo. As a buoyant
aircraft, an airship requires only energy for propulsion to move through the air unlike others
aircraft that need about half of fuel consumed to just keep the vehicle aloft. For an airship
what sustains weight is the physical property of helium gas buoyancy. The engines are
only used to drive horizontal shifts. The airship reduces greenhouse gas emissions by up
to 90 percent compared to fixed-wing freighters. The resurgence of airships comes as the
balance between rapid transportation and lower tax rates. In fact, few products need to
be transported at 500 miles per hour and few shippers can afford to pay the costs of jet
transport.
Long range and large payload capacity
The vertical takeoff and landing capabilities give the cargo airship an additional advantage
over other means of transporting heavy loads. Buoyant lift does not lead to inherent limita-
tions on payload capacity as does dynamic lift. The airship gains one kilogram of lift for every
cubic meter of air displaced by a lighter lifting gas. A heavy lit airship can transport several
40 ft cargo containers, offering complementary solutions to current transportation demands
and creating delivery solutions that were once previously nonexistent. Due to its long range
and large payload capability, the airship is particularly attractive for applications requiring
the transport of equipment over land or sea areas that are beyond the range of helicopter.
The airship is a paradigm shift for freight transportation in the ice-roads region of northern
Canada, possibly as a land bridge across such continents as Africa or as a supply aircraft for
all shore activities.
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Low cost for infrastructure
Airship basically needs anchoring and gas supply systems to manage the ascent and descent.
An airship achieves lift by the displacement of air with lighter than air gas which needs only
a prior installation of ballast equipment and mooring towers. Unlike fixed-wing aircrafts
which require airports with an extensive runway, airship needs smaller and less sophisticated
infrastructure. Its vertical take-off and landing skills eliminate the need for large teams and
maneuver infrastructure.
Employing transport airships as part of a multi-modal cargo transportation system re-
duces freight costs. This benefit is enormous for humanitarian relief operations and develop-
ments project in remote areas that rely on air cargo. Nevertheless, one of the drawbacks of
airships is the slow speeds in transporting goods across continent compared to heavier-than-
air vehicles such as fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters.
1.1.2 Current and Developing Cargo Airship
Modern cargo airships incorporate the latest aeronautical and aerospace technology such as
avionics, weather radar, high tech materials (e.g. carbon fiber and light weight materials for
the airship skin). The right combination of these technologies creates a mode of freight trans-
portation with significant comparative advantages over rail, air and maritime transportation.
Figure 1.1: Cargolifter airship : CL 160
The use of the lighter-than-air vehicle for cargo transport was resumed in 1996 with the
CL 160 airship. The latter is designed by the Germany company Cargolifter and can carry
160 tons [1]. Described as a "flying crane", the CL 160 hovers at about 100 m above the
ground and a special loading frame, which is fixed during flight to the keel of the airship,
is then rigged with four cable winches to the ground. This new and specially developed
technology allows the airship to load and unload heavy cargo without touching the ground
and almost independently of local infrastructure (See Figure 1.1). Amazon has filed a patent
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for flying warehouses that could use a fleet of drones to make deliveries to customers [2].
This flying warehouses is an airship that remains at a high altitude and drones have to pick
up items from the airship bay and deliver them to customers. Like Cargolifter and Amazon,
several companies are planning to have an operating cargo airship within a few short years.
Flying Whales : The French company Flying Whales will pick up with the LCA60T, a
revolutionary cargo airship with a capacity of 60 tons and a length of 150 meters. The
cargo is stowed in a cargo hold that is 75 meters long, 8 meters high, and 8 meters wide
or suspended by crane. The heavy-lift airship concept is currently being prepared for
the market in France and China and is expected to lift off in 2021.
Lockheed Martin Corporation : Lockheed Martin is an American aerospace, defense,
security and advanced technologies company with worldwide interests. It is one of
the largest and most well-resourced company developing cargo airship technology [3].
More than ten years ago, the Lockheed Martin’s team built and flew the technology
demonstrator known as the P-791 airship. This cargo airship is a non-rigid hybrid
design that depends on aerodynamic lift for buoyancy control. The military canceled
the project and Lockheed Martin rebranded the P-791 as SkyTug for civil cargo hauling
and sold it to Canadian oil companies. Based on the technology demonstrated by the P-
791, Lockheed Martin launched in partnership with Hybrid Enterprises the commercial
LMH-1 hybrid airship, scheduled to operate in 2019. A photo of the LMH-1 airship is
shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Lockheed Martin airship : LMH-1
Worldwide Aeros Corporation : Aeros is an American manufacturer of airships based
in Montebello, California. After several organizations failed to deliver lighter-than-air
hybrid cargo airships on their NASA and DARPA contracts, Aeros came through and
delivered the Aeroscraft, with a lift capability of 66 tons [4]. The Aeroscraft prototype
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is 79 meters long and 29.5 meters wide. The structures under airship are landing pads,
a type of inflated hovercraft skirt. These landing pads allow the airship to rest on
ground, water or ice. The company expects to start flight tests in the near future.
Hybrid Air Vehicles : The British company, Hybrid Air Vehicles, is the successor com-
pany of a series of corporations founded originally in 1971 by Roger Munk. In June
2010, Hybrid Air Vehicles was awarded a contract with the United States military to de-
sign and build a non-rigid hybrid airship, called the Long Endurance Multi-Intelligence
Vehicle (LEMV). Despite a successful test flight in August 2012, the LEMV program
faced mounting problems such as the vehicle overweight. Hence, the United States mil-
itary canceled the program in February 2013 and sold the LEMV airship to its original
designer. From its LEMV experience, Hybrid Air Vehicles develops the Airlander 50
airship, with a load capacity of 50 tons [5].
Varialift : Varialift Airships Plc is an airship company based in Great Britain. The latter
has so far successfully demonstrated and patented their buoyancy control system [6].
An agreement was signed between Varialift and the French Ministry of Defense in 2016.
Varialift Manufacturing France SARL was duly set up in November 2016. They are
pursuing development of a 50 tons capacity cargo airship, named ARH50 (See Figure
1.3).
Figure 1.3: Varialift Airship : ARH50
Augur Aeronautical Center : The Augur Aeronautical Center is a leading Russian com-
pany which is operating in the field of designing and producing lighter-than-air vehicles.
The ATLANT airship is designed by RosAeroSystem, a subsidiary of the Augur Aero-
nautical Center. The ATLANT can carry up to 170 tons of payload (depending on
model). Further, it can perform non-stop flights to a distance of 5,000 km. The key
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feature of the ATLANT airship is its autonomous operation in all flight modes (includ-
ing takeoff and landing) without ground crew and ground infrastructure.
Airship do Brasil Industria Aeronautica (ABD) : ADB is a Brazilian private equity
firm, belonging to Groups Engevix and Bertolini. It is one of the biggest logistics
companies in Brazil involved in cargo shipping, storage facilities, road equipment con-
struction and naval dockyard construction. About 80 of Brazil’s roads are unpaved.
This presents major problem to cargo transporting vehicles. ABD is planning to de-
velop a cargo airship, with a load capacity of 30 tons, to serve their own transportation
needs. Available details are sketchy on ABD 3-30 cargo airship.
1.1.3 Challenge Statement
All the aforementioned heavy-lift airships have internal cargo bays to transport their cargo,
with the exception of the CL-160 that has a suspended external load frame. This means
that airships require a very large operational footprint to load or oﬄoad cargo. Hence, the
aforementioned heavy-lift airships are ill-suited for logistics operations in a compact area, like
those required in over land or sea areas that are beyond the range of the helicopter, limited
to handle a suspended payload of up to 20 tons.
Limiting the operational footprint of these heavy-lift airships is a key issue. In order to
overcome the existing difficulties, the airship’s loading and unloading phase makes use of a
cable driven parallel manipulator (CDPM), allowing it to load and unload without touching
the ground. The airship hovers above the ground and a special loading frame, which is
fixed during flight to the keel of the airship, is then handled with cables winches to the
ground. The choice of the CDPM for handling a heavy load is justified by its potential
properties such as large workspace capability, reconfigurability and economical structure and
maintenance. However, replacing the rigid links by cables introduces many new challenges
in the study. Unlike the rigid links, cables can only apply tensile forces and not compressive
forces. Dynamic behavior of the cables is another major challenge in mechanical design and
control.
The focus of this research is to enable the composed system to execute tasks that cannot
be accomplished by the robots individually. Hence, the airship is used for gross motion of
the system, while the CDPM is used for loading and unloading phase. With regard to this
topic, we are pioneer in this field. Researchers have only proposed some effective dynamic
model and control methods for heavy lift helicopter. However, their approaches can not be
used for cargo airships for due to the underlying ratio of densities between the airship and
the surrounding fluid. The airship aerodynamics resembles that of submarines more than
that of helicopter. Consequently, the airship has a slow dynamic characteristic contrary to
the helicopter with speed dynamic characteristic.
Expected heavy lift airship gives rise to various technical problems compared to existing
aircrafts. The airship mission is the loading and unloading of the heavy load by means of
motorized winches while the airship hovers above the ground. In this phase, the cargo airship
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is assimilated to a flying crane that constitutes a complicated pendulum system. Furthermore,
the suspension system connects both airship and the payload via cables. The flying crane is
modeled as a multi-body system consisting of the airship envelope and the suspended CDPM.
The modeling and control of this system is a major challenge.
1.2 Literature Review
The relevant literature for this thesis covers two principle areas: the airship and the cable
driven parallel manipulator. Firstly, we present a literature survey of studies regarding to
main challenges of airship, which are in two main categories: modeling and control. Then,
some terminologies and basic theories used in the study of cable robots are explained.
1.2.1 Autonomous Unmanned Airship
An airship is a lighter-than-air aircraft that utilizes both aerodynamic and aerostatic (static
buoyancy) lift. Unlike conventional heavier-than-air vehicles such as fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters, whose lift is aerodynamically generated by the motion of an airfoil through the
air, airships stay a loft using a light lifting gas. The engines will only be used to drive
horizontal shifts. This distinguishing feature can provide them with long endurance, high
payload-to-weight ratio and low fuel consumption.
Airship is the first aircraft to enable controlled and powered flight. In 1784, a French
aeronautical theorist, Jean Baptiste Meusnier, proposed a design for an airship of ellipsoid
form that is fundamentally the basis of all airships now. The invention of the steam powered
engine in the 19th century sparked the beginning of the airship industry, as it was capable of
providing the power needed for sustained flight. In 1884, the first fully controllable airship
was launched by Charles Renard and Arthur Constantin Krebs.
The golden age of airships began with the early twentieth century. The great German
Zeppelins were prominent in intercontinental transport and also as war reinforcement in both
the First and Second World War. Airships demonstrated that lighter-than-air technology has
the endurance and capability to cross oceans and reach remote areas. But the use of airships
declined over time as fixed-wing aircraft became more capable and with the occurrence of
several airship accidents, including the 1937 burning of the Hindenburg while flying over New
Jersey, USA.
Although the golden age of airships had ended for decades, airships slowly started to gain
popularity again because people wanted to find an aircraft with low fuel consumption later
the oil crisis in 1973. In the past few years, the development of modern techniques, such
lightweight material, optimal design, renewable energy technologies and automatic control
have occurred. The latest technological advances in the field of aeronautics have solved many
problems that have led to the hibernation of airships for close to a mid-century. This makes
it suitable for a wide range of applications in commercial, scientific and military fields like
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cargo transportation [7], environmental and urban areas monitoring [8], [9], advertising and
tourism [10], stratospheric observation [11] and telecommunications [12].
1.2.1.1 Classification of Cargo Airship
The airship is composed of a gondola to carry the payload, a structure and an envelope. A
propulsion system is required to stabilize and move the airship in the surrounding air.
1.2.1.1.1 Conventional and Hybrid Airship Buoyancy control is necessary for ascent,
descent, and cargo exchange. Airship hovers in air, following Archimedes’ principle: a body
surrounded by a fluid receives a lift equal to the weight of the displaced fluid. Since the
density of the carrying gas within the hull is less than the density of air, the buoyancy force
provides an energy-free form of lift. The airship gains one kilogram of lift for every cubic
meter of air displaced by a lighter lifting gas. The lifting capacity of an airship is based on a
variable volume of lighter than air gases design that depends on using ballonets. The latters
are bags inside the envelope into which air is either forced in or out. Ballonets equipped
with blowers and air valves are used for the control of internal pressure changes caused by
expanding and contracting lifting gas within the airship. While the airship climbs during
flight, the atmospheric pressure decreases and the lifting gas inside the envelope expands.
The reverse occurs when the airship descends so the atmospheric pressure increases and the
lifting gas inside of the hull contracts. Ballonets are required to adapt the pressure because
variables such as temperature, altitude, density and atmospheric pressure affect the state of
the lifting gas inside the hull of the airship during flight.
There are two types of air vehicles currently operating that use lighter than air gases for
lift : conventional airships that use primarily static lift and hybrid airships that combine static
lift and aerodynamic lift. Both vehicle types are based on a variable volume of lighter than
air gases. Most airship developers have chosen one of two routes to address load exchange
and ground handling issues [13] :
1. Conventional Airship: The conventional airship has enough buoyancy to lift itself and
the cargo. This airship is always lighter than air and require ground crews and equip-
ment to assist during takeoff and landing. The ground crews must also supply and
remove ballast, such as sand or water to compensate the cargo weight. Provision of
material to balance cargo changes is a non-trivial problem. For instance, water is sug-
gested as an easily available and appropriate materials, yet the problems that can occur
in obtaining water for desert operations should be obvious.
2. Hybrid Airship: The hybrid airship combines the lift obtained from buoyancy effects,
known as static lift, with that coming from airship’s aerodynamic shape, characterized
as dynamic lift. Although, the combination of lift sources reduces the ground crews
and equipment, hybrid airships require runways for takeoff and landing and burn much
more fuel than traditional airships compared to conventional airships.
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1.2.1.1.2 Structure Recent developments in new materials and superior connection tech-
niques enable the design and construction of airships with high performance. Hence, stronger
materials that can accommodate lighter weight designs like composite materials, new plastics
and metal alloys are available. Unlike an airplane, the most flexible component of an airship
is its hull. Based on the hull structure, airships fall into three main categories [14] :
1. Rigid Airship: A rigid airship’s shape can be maintained independent of envelope pres-
sure because the envelope is usually supported by a metal structure. The external sup-
port structures are composed of a variety of transverse girders forming approximately
circular frames and longitudinal girders running through the length. Transverse girders,
usually made of aluminum, are connected by longitudinal girders and are cross-braced
with pretensioned metal wires for increased structural strength. Rigid airships are
usually constructed with a load-bearing frame which allows them to accommodate all
sizes and types of cargoes. Rigid airships generate increased difficulties and challenges
in construction and manufacturing due to the high cost of tooling and complicated
assembly of structures.
2. Non-Rigid Airship: In contrast to rigid airship, a non-rigid airship’s shape is sustained
by a pressure differential between the lifting gas in the hull and the atmosphere. In other
words, it does not have an internal metal frame inside of the hull. An envelope, as the
gas containment membrane, encloses the lifting gas and the ballonets. The gondola,
engines and cargo space are held by a catenary curtain that is suspended internally
from the top of the envelope. Non-rigid configurations are especially suitable for small
airships. In comparison with rigid airships, the fabrication cost of non-rigid airships
is lower and the manufacturing time cycle is shorter. Non-rigid airships have simple
structures and are easy to design, build, and maintain. They over come the issue of
weight penalty inherent in the use of rigid structures.
3. Semi-Rigid airship: Semi-rigid airships require the internal gas pressure within the
envelope to maintain their shape in combination with a rigid keel that holds the engines
and cargo space. A rigid keel with an aerodynamic shape runs from nose to tail along
the bottom surface of the air vehicle. Semi-rigid airships have some characteristics of
rigid airships and non-rigid airships since the keel on the bottom acts as a structural
member carrying load. The mutual support between keel and envelope is good for
resisting and distributing the bending moments.
Rigid airships must be larger than semi-rigid and non-rigid airships to obtain the same
useful cargo lift because more lifting gas is required to overcome the dead-weight of their
structure. Contrary to rigid airships, semi-rigid and non-rigid airships pressurize the gas
within their envelope above the ambient atmosphere. In fact at higher pressures, the tiny
molecules of the lifting gas are pushed out of every pinhole and leaky seam. There is an
economic trade-off between the increased weight of a rigid airship and the cost of replacing
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helium that leaks. Non-rigid, semi-rigid and rigid airships have their specific advantages and
disadvantages. In reality the choice of configuration depends on vehicle size, availability of
materials and tentative applications.
1.2.1.2 Airship Dynamic Modeling
The resurgence of airships has created a need for accurate dynamics models and simulation
capabilities to analyze their flight behavior and to design their control systems. Unlike
conventional heavier-than-air vehicles such as fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters, certain
solid-fluid interaction forces can not be neglected such as buoyancy and those related to the
inertia of the surrounding air called the added-mass force and moment. The added masses
phenomenon is well known for airships and similarly for submarines. When an airship moves
in an incompressible and infinite inviscid fluid, the kinetic energy of the fluid produces an
effect equivalent to an important increase of the mass and the inertia moments of the body.
Besides the aerodynamic forces and the added mass effect, the airship dynamics are
influenced by the gravity force, the buoyancy created by the lifting gas and the actuation
forces. Both Nahon [15] and Gomes [16] elaborate a complete dynamic model of the airship
in the absence of external disturbances. Furthermore, Azinheira et al. [17] incorporate the
wind effects into the nonlinear airship equations motion. As a result, a real airship dynamic
model is developed to accurately represent the behavior of the aircraft under the effect of
atmospheric turbulence and other disturbances. Linear dynamic models are still used for
airships nowadays due to their simplicity and the fact that the models can be calibrated by
updating the aerodynamic derivatives obtained from wind-tunnel or flight tests.
Numerous of other airship dynamics models are presented in the literature. Actually,
references are categorized into two major topics in this filed: structural analysis of airships and
air-structure interaction mainly represented by the added masses phenomena. In the existing
airship dynamics models, such as those presented in [18], the aircraft is modeled as a rigid
body and the structural flexibility is ignored. However, real airships experience deformations
and their structural flexibility can influence the aerodynamic forces and moments. The largest
component of a typical modern airship, the hull, is actually an inflated membrane structure.
The defection behavior of flexible airships is investigated by using a bending beam model
and experiments show that such a model could provide reasonable accuracy [19]. With
more recent advances in computational capabilities, finite element analysis has been used
for the structural analysis to obtain the static elastic deformation and natural modes. In
general, the majority of the above works on flexible airships focus on the computation of
their static deformation, stress, aerodynamic forces and natural modes. However, few studies
investigated the influence of flexibility on the dynamics characteristics. Bennaceur et al. [20]
investigate the motion equations of a flexible airship with a particular focus on the effects of
deformation on the inertial force. However, their formulation is limited by assuming the air
to be a potential fluid. The use of Lagrangian approach in the dynamic analysis of flexible
structures leads to complex relationships when describing deformations and stresses. An
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updated Lagrangian method is developed for deformable bodies in large displacements of
translation and rotation [21]. The resolution of the dynamic problem is incremental. Body
configuration and motion are identified using a moving reference pattern representing the
position of the deformable body in the previous step. In the same sense Azouz et al. propose,
as a reference configuration, a rigid configuration of the airship that follows the movement
of the deformable body without coinciding with it [22]. The disadvantage of this approach is
the computation time which seems important to control the system in real time.
1.2.1.3 Airship Control
One of the most important feature of an autonomous airship is its capacity to accomplish
different type of tasks with a high level of performance, maneuverability and with less over-
sight of human operators. The existence of two radically different modes of flight (aerostatic
versus aerodynamic flight) complicate the autonomy (control) in addition to the large vari-
ability of the models during the different phases of flight (take off, cruise flight, landing).
Another challenge stems from the fact that the airship often has parametric uncertainties
and external disturbances.
A linearized airship model is introduced as a solution to provide airships with autonomous
operation capacity. One important result of the linearization approach is the separation of two
independent motions : the motion in the vertical plane, named longitudinal, and the motion
in the horizontal plane, named lateral. This decoupling allows the design of independent
controllers for the two motions. Based on linearized decoupled models of the airship, The
LAAS/CNRS autonomous blimp project [23] proposes a global control strategy including
hover and aerodynamic flight. It is achieved by switching between four sub-controllers based
on linear and back-stepping solutions one for each of the independent flight phases considered,
take-off and landing as well as longitudinal and lateral navigation.
The nonlinear dynamics modeling of airship is developed and summarized in a component
form by Khoury [24]. For trajectory tracking control, this kind of formulation is useful to
apply numerous control methods such as classical PID, feedback linearization, back-steeping
approach and sliding mode control. A path following controller for the AURORA airship is
designed where the objective is to make the vehicle follows a set of pre-defined points at a
given altitude and velocity [25]. The PID controller for the path following regulation problem
consists of a classical inner/outer-loop structure. The inner loop controls the airship heading
whose reference signal the output of the outer-loop controller. A global approach based on
the back-stepping solution guarantees the airship path-tracking. This controller is designed
from the airship nonlinear dynamic model taking into account actuator saturation and be-
ing robust to wind disturbances. In addition, the authors of [26] use sliding mode control
to perform the trajectory tracking task in 3D space for an unmanned blimp. The vehicle
motion is split into lateral and longitudinal motion then a sliding mode controller is designed
for each motion. Moreover, researcher uses a dynamic inversion or feedback linearization
approach to achieve robust control in their autonomous airship of the AURORA project [27].
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Robustness tests ere conducted in this research in order to study the nonlinear controller
performance in the presence of disturbances and model parameter errors. Furthermore, the
authors of [28] and [29] propose a nonlinear trajectory tracking control for airship moving
at low speed. The algorithm is described using the transformed equations of motion instead
of the classical equations. They use the decomposition of the inertia matrix which contains
inertial and geometrical parameters of the vehicle already applied in [30]. The main feature
of the proposed algorithm is that the dynamical coupling are included in the control gain
matrix. As a result, the controller gives fast system response and it ensures the tracking er-
ror convergence. Moreover, the authors of [31] propose a predefined path following controller
for small robotic airship based on computer vision-based navigation. In order to keep the
airship on a predefined track, a fuzzy flight control system is designed where a geometrical
methodology can extract information about orientation and position of the airship needed
for the control.
1.2.2 Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
In the recent years, the field of robotics has grown tremendously as a result of both an im-
proved theoretical understanding of these complex systems and rapid technological advances
in computation, communication and miniaturization. Robotic manipulators are classified
based on their structural topology. A serial manipulator is an open-loop kinematic chain
obtained by consecutively connecting different rigid bodies with joints allowing one degree
of freedom between two links. Typically, These couplers are generally translational or revo-
lute joints. A popular application for serial robots in today’s industry is the pick-and-place
assembly robot, called a SCARA robot [32]. On the other hand, a parallel manipulator is
a closed-loop kinematic chain mechanism whose end-effector is linked to the base by several
independent kinematic chains. These chains are typically referred to as legs or limbs, while
the end effector is commonly called the platform. The prototypical example of a parallel ma-
nipulator is the Stewart-Gough platform [33]. The latter consists of six prismatic actuators
connecting the base to the moving platform. One particular subset of parallel manipulators
that has seen considerable recent research interest is cable-driven parallel manipulator [34].
Cable Driven Parallel Manipulators (CDPM), also called Cable Driven Parallel Robots
(CDPR) or cable robots are a special class of parallel robots in which the rigid links are
replaced by cables. Typical cable robots are formed simply by multiple cables that connect
the movable end-effector to the base instead of articulated legs. The position and orientation
of the platform depend on the cables length which can be adjusted by winches fixed at
remote positions or mounted on mobile bases. Actually, a CDPM is composed of four basic
components. A platform or end-effector, which is positioned within a workspace to fulfill a
specific task, cables to control and move the platform, winches which change the cable length
and a supporting structure upon which these winches are fastened.
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1.2.2.1 Classification of CDPM
A general classification of cable-driven parallel manipulators is introduced in [35]. According
to the relationship between the number of driving cables (nc) and the number of degree of
freedom of the end-effector (n), two types of CDPMs can be distinguished
Under-constrained CDPMs : under-constrained CDPMs are equipped with a number of
cables less than or equal to the number of degrees of freedom (nc ≤ n), allowing the
control of only nc end-effector degrees of freedom. In such a system, the platform may
move and deviate from its equilibrium position since it can still preserve some level of
freedom once the actuators are locked and the cable lengths are fixed. Despite this,
under-constrained CDPMs are implemented over several applications such as measure-
ment, rescue, service and rehabilitation operations.
Over-constrained CDPMs : over-constrained CDPMs are equipped with more cables
than the number of degrees of freedom (nc ≥ n+ 1), allowing the control of all degrees
of freedom of the moving platform by cable. Compared to under-constrained CDPMs,
this cable robot has the ability to increase the usable workspace and reduce the num-
ber of singular configurations. Through adding redundant driving cables, payload are
redistributed to more cables and the stiffness can be increased. In addition, safety is
reinforced by employing redundant cables. However, the rising risk of cable collision
can be a major inconvenience of redundant actuated CDPMs. Anti-collision should be
paid more attention in the design and trajectory planing. Examples of over-constrained
CDPR are the FALCON robot [36] and the KNTU [37].
1.2.2.2 Advantage and Disadvantage of CDPM
Cable-driven parallel manipulators offer a variety of potential advantages over serial and
traditional parallel manipulators. Due to its unique configuration, cable robot bears several
attractive features which can be summarized as follows
Large workspace : In literature, the CDPM workspace is defined as the set of postures
where a force and torque equilibrium can be obtained with cable tensions remaining
within a prescribed range (usually between its minimum and maximum). As cables can
be easily released and retracted through winches, the workspace ranges from very small
to very large areas (from several centimeters to several hundred meters)
Large payload capacity and energy eficiency : Replacement of the heavy prismatic ac-
tuators with relatively light cables provides a high payload-to-weight ratios. Further-
more, their relatively low mass and inertial properties facilitate performance at higher
dynamics. Thus, CDPM is suitable for high acceleration applications. For serial robots,
the energy consumption is high because each actuator must support not only the pay-
load being maneuvered but also the weight of all the subsequent links and actuators.
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Indeed, deformations in each link and positioning errors in the joints accumulate to-
wards the end-effector. The CDPM improves upon these shortcomings as the end-
effector weight can be distributed through each of the supporting limbs. Hence, the
energy consumption is focused on the end-effector movement and CDPM has a greater
positioning accuracy.
Simple structure and low cost : Besides the above advantages, the simple structure of
CDPM gives rise to a system that is reconfigurable and less expensive to construct and
maintain. Another advantage provided by cables consists in the possibility to easily
connect and disconnect them to the end effector which makes CDPM easily assembled,
disassembled and transported. Thus, CDPM can be designed in extremely large scale
within an acceptable cost to meet different requirements/tasks with cheap components
and much shorter time.
Despite their numerous advantages, there are several challenges associated with CDPM.
Cable tension analysis : Replacing the rigid links by cables introduces many new chal-
lenges in the study. Unlike the rigid links, the unilateral characteristic of the cables (can
pull but not push moving platforms) adds complexity to the modeling and analysis of
the system. In order to overcome this constraint, it is possible to design CDPMs with
a minimum of one degree of actuation redundancy. In addition, the controller design
of CDPMs should integrate an optimal tension distribution to keep cable in tension for
the whole manoeuvre. Another related problem is the determination of the workspace.
The workspace of CDPRs is not only related to the geometric constrain of CDPMs, but
also is limited by the cable tensions.
Behavior of cables : Dynamic behavior of the cables is another major challenge in me-
chanical design and control. In most studies of CDPM, a non-elastic massless cable
model is used [38]. The cables are then considered as straight line segments. Thereby,
studies become much easier and the model obtained is quite close to reality. Another
aspect considers the elasticity along cable axis and assumes cable as massless spring.
However, these assumptions are not accurate enough especially for large working vol-
ume applications where the cables must withstand large tensions. Thus a non-negligible
cable mass must be taken into account to fit well with the real manipulator. This more
realistic cable behavior has lead to study the sagging phenomena, aiming to elaborate
the model of a cable shape under the effect of its own weight. A related problem is
to analyze the static and dynamic stiffness of CDPMs which has a significant effect on
their static and dynamic behaviors.
1.2.2.3 Application of CDPMs
The application of cable driven system has risen significantly. Inspired by the Stewart plat-
form, the NIST RoboCrane has the capacity to lift and precisely manipulate heavy loads over
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large volumes with fine control in all six degrees of freedom [39]. Recently, a new cable-driven
system for transportation of loads in industrial area has been developed which is called Co-
GiRo [40]. It is the Europe biggest cable robot driven by 8 cables acting in parallel (See
Figure 1.4 ). The load capacity of the CoGiRo can reach 500 kg, while the total mass of the
moving parts of the robot including the end-effector and the driving cables is only about 100
kg.
Figure 1.4: CoGiRo cable robot
Many researchers have used cable-driven systems to design more efficient medical devices.
They are used in rehabilitation and nursing. For example, individuals who are rehabilitating
their gait after a stroke could use such a system to help accelerate their recovery. Rosati et
al. developed a wire-driven robot for poststroke upper-limb rehabilitation (NeReBot) [41].
Basically, the robot consists of a set of three wires independently driven by three electric
motors. The wires are connected to the patient’s upper limb by means of a splint and are
supported by a transportable frame. By controlling wire length, rehabilitation treatment can
help patient in training certain muscle functions in a given workspace.
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Figure 1.5: NeReBot for rehabilitation
Probably the largest planned application for a CDPM is the "Five Hundred Meter Aparture
Spherical Telescope" (FAST) to be built in southwest China [42]. As shown in Figure 1.6,
The robot consists of a light focus cabin (end-effector) driven by cables and servomechanism
plus a parallel robot as secondary adjustable system to carry the most precise parts of the
receivers for astronomical observation [43]. This telescope offer astronomers a new window in
the sky to study the universe. A rapidly deployable cable robot to augment search and rescue
mobile robots is proposed by Merlet [44]. This device can play an important role in rescue
operations by providing quickly a heavy lift ability in environment. Pott et al. introduce a
family of cable-driven parallel robot called IPAnema that are designed for industrial processes
[45]. The last field of applications mentioned is virtual reality simulator where a new cable
robot simulator is developed at the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics [46].
Figure 1.6: Five Hundred Meter Aparture Spherical Telescope (FAST)
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1.3 Contributions and Thesis Outline
The main objective of this thesis is the development of a control architecture that can be
integrated on autonomous heavy lift airship and thereby enables safe cargo exchange process.
Besides, the dynamic model of the heavy lift airship must be clarified before designing a con-
troller. The heavy lift airship studied here is composed of a set of rigid solids interconnected
by kinematic joints. The work of the heavy-lift airship requires the cooperation of the two
subsystems (i.e the airship and cable driven parallel manipulator (CDPM). This novel fly-
ing robot is composed of four basic components. (i) A moving platform, which is positioned
within a workspace to fulfill a specific task, (ii) cables to control and move the platform, (iii)
winches which change the cable length and finally (iv) an airship considered as a supporting
structure underneath it these winches are fastened. The modeling of this multi-body system
is quite complicated. To make the task less arduous, we have to make some assumptions.
In the first part, we assume that the inertial coupling between the two above subsystems
is negligible. For the first case, the airship is controlled at a fixed point. Thus, we limit
ourselves to develop the kinematic and dynamic model of a convectional CDPM as well
as a robust tracking controller. The second case corresponds to the critical phase where
the airship may be subjected to destabilization during hovering. Here, the six-dimensional
motions of the airship have a direct impact on handling position of the moving suspended
platform connected to the airship via cables. Consequently, we are interested in the modeling
and control of a mobile CDPM. For our heavy lift airship, cables have the length of several
hundred meters. Therefore, cable mass and elasticity should be included within the models.
To better understand the dynamic behavior of CDPM with non-negligible cable mass and
elasticity, we investigate this problem latter in 3.
In the second part, the contributions are twofold. First, the dynamic model of this multi-
body system is determined by considering the coupling effect between the suspended payload
and the airship using Kirchoff equation in 5. Second, the control of this complex system
consisting of an airship carrying a payload through a CDPM is a major challenge. The
reason is that the systems to be controlled are too large and the problems to be solved are
too complex. For this purpose, a decentralized control structure is proposed in 6. The choice
of the above control architecture is justified by the weakly coupled of the two subsystems
(i.e. airship and cable driven parallel robot) which makes it possible to control the above
two subsystems independently. A robust sliding mode control, capable of auto-piloting and
controlling the airship, is developed. Furthermore, an inverse dynamic controller is applied to
the cable driven parallel robot in order to ensure loading and unloading phase. The feature
of the proposed control system, is that the coupled dynamics between the airship and the
cable driven parallel robot are explicitly incorporated into control system design, without
any simplifying assumption.
The following two parts are divided into chapters.
Chapter 2 This chapter presents the kinematic and dynamic model of both convectional
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and mobile CDPM, using Newton-Euler approach. We assume that cables are massless,
inextensible and they are always taut. The cables are then considered as straight line
segments. This assumption is valid if the ratio of platform to cables masses is large or
generally, the compliant displacements of the platform are small. In this preliminary
analysis of a mobile CDPM, the suspended platform is taken as the research object and
the base motion is regarded as a disturbance. The motion equations show explicitly the
interaction between suspended platform and the movable base through cable tensions.
Chapter 3 In this chapter, kinematic and dynamic analysis of large CDPM is addressed,
focusing on a more realistic model involving cables with distributed mass and time-
varying lengths. For large workspace applications, cables are of relatively large cross-
sectional area to withstand a heavy payload and self-weight. The compliance of the
driving cables is the major factor that affects the positioning accuracy of CDPM. To
solve this problem, the inverse kinematic model is introduced by gathering both the
cable catenary equations to the platform static equilibrium equations. This model is
used to determine the static pose error of the suspended platform for a given set of
unstrained cable lengths. Furthermore, a dynamic structure approach for large CDPM
is developed. The dynamic model of the system is characterized by partial differential
equations. These equations are converted to a finite number of ordinary differential
equations using Ritz’s procedure.
Chapter 4 Based on the established dynamic models for CDPM with non-elastic massless
cables, a robust trajectory tracking control is developed in this chapter for both con-
ventional and mobile CDPM. The control of the CDPM is not trivial. Compared to
parallel robots with rigid arms, the cable forces of a CDPM must be kept in tension in
all manoeuvres. This leads to use redundant actuation in order to keep all the driving
cables in tension during the CDPM operation. Therefore, the control design must inte-
grate an optimal tension distribution which minimize actuation energy according to the
kinematics and dynamic conditions. The stability of the system is analyzed through
Lyapunov function. Finally the performance of proposed controller is examined by
simulation results.
Chapter 5 This chapter describes the heavy lift airship as a multi-body systems composed
of the airship and the suspended CDPM. The dynamic model of this multi-body sys-
tem can be modeled as an interconnection of lower order subsystems. Specifically, we
decompose our system into two isolated subsystems (i.e the airship and the CDPM).
By applying Kirchoff equations, we obtain the global dynamic model. The unknown
disturbance from the airship motion can be modeled as additive terms in the dynamics
of suspended platform and vice-versa.
Chapter 6 In this chapter, a robust control is developed for heavy lift airship. A special
focus is done on the critical phase of loading and unloading using CDPM. We assume
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that the heavy lift airship is a weakly coupled subsystems. This assumption is exploited
to design a decentralized controller, which makes it possible to control the airship
and the CDPM independently. In this preliminary study, we chose to apply a sliding
mode control to stabilize the airship and a PD computed-torque controller for tracking
trajectory during loading and unloading phase. Further, rigorous stability analysis is
provided. Finally, numerical simulation results are presented to verify the proposed
approach
Chapter 7 Finally, concluding remarks will be given and potential direction for future work
will be discussed.
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Chapter 2
Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
with Non-elastic Massless Cables
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2.1 Introduction
A Cable Driven Parallel Robot is a type of parallel manipulator whose rigid links are re-
placed by cables. The platform motion is generated by an appropriate control of the cable
lengths. The platform is manipulated by winches that can extend or retract the cables. These
winches may be in fixed locations or mounted on mobile bases. In this chapter we present an
introduction to CDPM in order to highlight the different challenges involved with CDPM.
Unlike conventional CDPM with fixed winches, Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Manipula-
tors are a special category of cable driven parallel robots in which the actuators pulling the
cables (winches) possess some degrees of freedom to move in space. For both the kinematic
and dynamic analyses, the problem can be classified into Conventional CDPM and mobile
CDPM. A non-elastic massless cable model is used in this chapter. The cables are then
considered as straight line segments.
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2.2 Conventional Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
Most of the past research efforts focus mainly on conventional CDPM. Among them, several
studies on large-dimension cable robot have been made. Notable CDPM prototypes which
can handle heavy payloads are the early NIST RoboCrane [47], the large dimension CDPM
in FAST project [48], [49] , the Marionet crane robot [50] and CoGiRo [51]. The CoGiRo,
developed by LIRMM1 and TECNALIA, is a 6-DOF suspended CDPM driven by 8 cables
used for the pick-and-place.
The choice of the CDPM for handling a heavy load is justified by its potential properties
such as large workspace capability, reconfigurability and economical structure and mainte-
nance. However, replacing the rigid links by cables introduces many new challenges in the
study. Unlike the rigid links, cables can only apply tensile forces and not compressive forces.
Dynamic behavior of the cables is another major challenge in mechanical design and control.
In most studies of CDPM, a non-elastic massless cable model is used [52],[53]. The cables
are then considered as straight line segments. Based on numerical and experimental results
given in [54], Ottaviano and Castelli prove the suitability of neglecting the cables mass.
2.2.1 Kinematic Modeling
For kinematics model, geometrical property such as positions and its corresponding time
derivatives, velocity and acceleration are our concern. The inverse kinematics problem seeks
to determine the lengths of the cables given the position and orientation of the suspended
platform. However, the reverse calculation leads to the forward kinematic model. The inverse
kinematics for parallel structures are easier to compute than the forward kinematics.
2.2.1.1 Jacobian Matrix
In this section, we assume that cables are massless, inextensible and they are always taut
which means that the cable forms a perfect straight line between the platform and the base
of the CDPM. In order to identify the kinematic relationships between the joint space and
the operational space of the system, the following loop-closure equations are developed with
corresponding to the ith kinematic chain:
li =
−−−→
AiBi = η
p
1 +R0Pbi −ai0, i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.2.1)
For a CDPM having the geometry illustrated in Figure 2.1, there are nc kinematic clo-
sures. In fact, the ith exit point Ai of the cable is connected to a winch whereas the other
end is attached to a suspended platform in ith attachment point Bi. li is the ith driving
cable connecting these two points. The coordinates of nc exit and attachment points are
collected respectively in the vectors ai0 and bi. ai0 is expressed in the inertial reference frame
R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0) while bi is expressed in the platform body-fixed frame RP (P ,Xp,Yp,Zp)
having as origin the geometric center of the platform P . We use a parametrization by the
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the conventional CDPM
Euler angles : yaw, pitch and roll (ψp,θp,φp) to describe the suspended platform attitude.
R0P is the rotation matrix between the two frames R0 and RP :
R0P =

cψpcθp cψpsθpsφp − sψpcφp sψpsφp + cψpcφpsθp
sψpcθp cψpcθp + sφpsθpsψp sθpsψpcφp − cψpsφp
−sθp cθpsφp cθpcφp
 (2.2.2)
The following shorthand notation for trigonometric function is used: cθp := cosθp, sθp :=
sinθp, tθp := tanθp. To help the reader to follow modeling of the CDPM, we use standard
notations. The italic type indicates a scalar quantity, the boldface indicates a matrix or a
vector quantity. The transpose operator is T . The cross product of two vectors a and b is
defined only in three-dimensional space and is denoted by a× b. These notations hold for all
the expressions used in this thesis.
Under the established coordinate frames, the generalized coordinates of the suspended
platform are expressed by ηp = [ηp1,η
p
2]
T , where the position and orientation of the suspended
platform in the inertial frame R0 can be respectively described by ηp1 = [xp,yp,zp]T and
ηp2 = [φp,θp,ψp]T . Further, we denote by χ˙p = [η˙
p
1,ωp]T the suspended platform twist (linear
and angular velocities) such that the two vectors η˙p1 = [x˙p, y˙p, z˙p]T and ωp = [ωxp ,ωyp ,ωzp ]T
represent respectively the linear and angular velocity of the platform. ωp is obtained from
the following relation:
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ωp =

cψpcθp −sψp 0
sψpcθp cψp 0
−sθp 0 1


φ˙p
θ˙p
ψ˙p
= Sp(ηp2)η˙p2 (2.2.3)
where Sp(ηp2) is the transformation matrix from Euler angle rates to angular velocities.
The relation between χ˙p = [x˙p, y˙p, z˙p,ωxp ,ωyp ,ωzp ]T and η˙p = [x˙p, y˙p, z˙p, φ˙p, θ˙p, ψ˙p]T is:
χ˙p =
(
I 3×3 03×3
03×3 Sp(ηp2)
)
η˙p (2.2.4)
Note that [ωp] is the anti-symmetric tensor corresponding to the cross product associated
with ωp, such that : R˙0P = [ωp]R0P .
[ωp] =

0 −ωzp ωyp
ωzp 0 −ωxp
−ωyp ωxp 0
 (2.2.5)
The Jacobian matrix can be determined by taking the time derivative of each cable length
li. Note that ai0 is the position vector of the exit point of the cable Ai, its derivative with
respect to time is zero. Then, we have:
l2i = (η
p
1 +R0Pbi −ai0)T (ηp1 +R0Pbi −ai0) i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.2.6)
li l˙i = l
T
i (η˙
p
1 + R˙0Pbi) i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.2.7)
li l˙i = li
T η˙p1 + l
T
i [ωp]R0Pbi i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.2.8)
li l˙i = l
T
i η˙
p
1 + (R0Pbi × li)Tωp i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.2.9)
If we generalize for the nc cables, the matrix writing becomes:
l1 · · · 0
:
. . . :
0 · · · lnc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B1

l˙1
:
l˙nc
=

lT1 (R0Pb1 × l1)T
: :
lTnc (R0Pbnc × lnc)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1
(
η˙p1
ωp
)
(2.2.10)
Thus the Jacobian matrix of the system is : J =B−11 A1. In the case of a conventional
CDPM with nc cables and 6-DOF suspended platform, the Jacobian matrix is:
J (χp) =

1
l1
(ηp1 +R0Pb1 −a1)T 1l1 (R0Pb1 × (η
p
1 −a1))T
: :
1
lnc
(ηp1 +R0Pbnc −anc)T 1lnc (R
0
Pbnc × (ηp1 −anc))T
 (2.2.11)
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2.2.1.2 Inverse Kinematics
Unlike serial manipulators, inverse kinematics for CDPMs is trivial. The Jacobian matrix
J (χp) is defined as the relation between the platform twist χ˙p = [η˙
p
1,ωp]T and the linear
velocities of the driving cables l˙ = [l˙1, l˙2, ..., l˙nc ]T such that:
l˙ = J (χp)χ˙p (2.2.12)
The nc motorized winches are used to adjust the cable length. Each winch consists
essentially of a movable drum around which a cable is wrapped. In fact any rotation of
the drum corresponds to a released or wound cable portion. The relationship between the
variation of cable length, δli and the variation of motor rotational angle, δϕi is:
δli = diδϕi, i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.2.13)
where di is the constant radius of the drum. Let us denote by ϕ˙ = [ϕ˙1, ϕ˙2, ..., ϕ˙nc ]T the
joint velocity vector of motor rotational angle. The both vectors in operational space l˙ and
in joint space ϕ˙ are connected by the following equation:
l˙ =Rϕ˙ (2.2.14)
where R is a diagonal matrix nc × nc defined by diag(R) = [d1,d2, ...,dnc ]T . By sub-
stituting the equation (2.2.12) into the equation (2.2.14), we obtain the inverse kinematic
model:
ϕ˙ =R−1J (χp)χ˙p (2.2.15)
2.2.1.3 Forward Kinematics
The forward kinematics can be considered as the dual problem of the inverse kinematics
analysis. In fact, this model refers to the determination of position and orientation of the
suspended platform given the joint velocity vector of motor rotational angle such that:
χ˙p = J
+(χp)Rϕ˙ (2.2.16)
in which, J+ = J T (JJ T )−1 is the pseudo-inverse of J . In general, the forward kinematic
produces a coupled nonlinear equations which can result in multiple solutions. This problem
is often solved using numerical methods or through the use of additional sensors. Merlet
propose interval analysis method to determine several solution for redundant cable robot
[55]. Finding all the solutions and selecting one for the system is a problem that is still open
today and is not be addressed in this thesis.
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2.2.2 Static Modeling
For CDPMs, static analysis becomes essential for proper workspace analysis and control. We
assume that the cable is massless and not extensible which means that the cable shape is
considered as a straight line. Indeed the tensions, exerted by each cable on the platform at
different attachment points Bi, have the same direction as the vector
−−−→
AiBi. These tensions
can be seen as the product between its magnitude, ti, and the opposite of the corresponding
unit vector, named v i =
−−−→
AiBi
‖−−−→AiBi‖
. Further, we denoted by F e = [f ext,mext]T the external
wrench acting on the suspended platform, where f ext and mext represent respectively the
external force and torque. For suspended platform static equilibrium, the force and torque
balance equations are given by:
f ext −
nc∑
i=1
tiv i = 0 (2.2.17)
mext −
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi × tiv i = 0 (2.2.18)
Form the loop-closure kinematic equation (2.2.1), we have v i = 1li (η
p
1 +R0Pbi − ai0). By
substituting v i in the above two equations, we get the suspended platform static equilibrium
in matrix form:
F e = −
 1l1 (ηp1 +R0Pb1 −a1)T · · · 1lnc (ηp1 +R0Pbnc −anc)T
1
l1
(R0Pb1 × (ηp1 −a1))T · · · 1lnc (R
0
Pbnc × (ηp1 −anc))T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
W
T (2.2.19)
where the vector T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T is the collection of the nc cables tension magnitude,
ti and W describes the force transmission matrix. The Jacobian matrix J and the wrench
matrix W are essentially the same since one is minus the transpose of the other, such that
W = −J T .
Using the principle of virtual work, we obtain the static equilibrium of the CDPM (i.e
winches and suspended platform). Let us denote by Γ the engine torque input vector that
acts on the nc winches to manipulate the platform via cables used as transmission elements.
δϕ represents the virtual displacement vector of motor rotational angle caused by Γ whereas
δχp represents the virtual displacements vector of the suspended platform caused by the
external force and moment tensor F e. According to the principle of virtual work, known as
D’Alembert’s Principle [56], we have:
ΓT δϕ +F Te δχp = 0 (2.2.20)
Referring to the kinematic model (2.2.15), the virtual displacements δϕ and δχp are
related by following relation:
δϕ =R−1J (χp)δχp (2.2.21)
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Thus,
(ΓTR−1J (χp) +F Te )δχp = 0 (2.2.22)
The above equation holds for any virtual displacement δχp. Then by eliminating δχp, we
can get ΓTR−1J (χp) +F Te = 0. By taking transpose of it, yields:
F e = −R−1J T (χp)Γ (2.2.23)
It can be shown that the torque input vector Γ in joint space are related to the external
forces and moments F e applied on the CDPM suspended platform in operational space.
Hence, The statics of cable parallel robot is closely related to the inverse kinematics.
2.2.3 Dynamic Modeling
Using the Newton-Euler approach, the general dynamic model of a CDPM can be divided
into two expressions corresponding to the platform dynamics and the dynamics of the nc
winches. These dynamic equations that describe the movement of a CDPM can provide the
controller designer with valuable information to design an optimum controller. As already
mentioned, we assume that the cables are massless and not extensible. Hence, the cable
behavior has no effect.
2.2.3.1 Dynamics of the Actuators
Each winch (actuator) consist of a synchronous servo motor coupled to a planetary gearbox
witch is connected to a drum. Winches are usually equipped with a movable drum around
it a cable is wrapped. Actually, the engine torque input, τi causes the cylindrical drum
to rotate by an angle ϕi about its symmetry axis. Then, the rotating drum transmits a
tensile force, named ti, to the cable exit point Ai. Since we assume that cable remains taut
during operation this tensile force has the same direction as the vector −−−→AiBi. Applying the
Newton-Euler approach, the dynamic equation of the ith winch is:
τi = Iiϕ¨i + diti (2.2.24)
where Ii is the inertia moment of the drum, di is the constant radius of the drum and
ϕ¨i is the accelerations of motor rotational angle ϕi. Then we generalize the above equation
for the nc winches, so that we obtain the dynamic model of CDPM actuators given by the
following equation:
Γ = Imϕ¨ +RT (2.2.25)
The engine torques input vector Γ = [τ1,τ2, ...,τnc ]T that acts on the winches can control
all cables length thought tensions T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T . Furthermore, Im is the diagonal inertia
moment matrix of drums, such that diag(Im) = [I1,I2, ...,Inc ]T , ϕ¨ = [ϕ¨1, ϕ¨2, ..., ϕ¨nc ]T is the
joint accelerations vector of motor rotational angle and R is a diagonal matrix defined by
diag(R) = [d1,d2, ...,dnc ]T .
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2.2.3.2 Dynamics of the Platform
Once the actuators dynamic model is elaborated, we derivate the dynamic model of the
CDPM suspended platform by applying Newton-Euler approach. For a CDPM, the position
and orientation of the platform depend on the cables length which can be adjusted by mo-
torized winches. The external forces, such as the weight of the platform and its loading, are
represented by the vector mge3 where e3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of gravity,
m is the loaded platform mass and g the gravitational acceleration. The dynamic model of
the suspended platform is given by the following relation:
mη¨p1 =mge3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiv i (2.2.26)
IP0ω˙p +ωp × IP0ωp = −
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi × tiv i (2.2.27)
with χ¨p = [η˙
p
1,ω˙p]T is the operational acceleration vector, where η˙
p
1 and ω˙p represent re-
spectively the linear and angular acceleration of the platform in operational space. Remember
that for CDPM with massless and not extensible cable, the tensions can be seen as the prod-
uct between ti, its magnitude and the corresponding unit vector, named v i =
−−−→
AiBi
‖−−−→AiBi‖
. These
tensions are collected in the wrench F e =−J TT applied at its geometric center P where the
vector T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T groups the nc cables tension ti and −J T is the force transmission
matrix. IP0 and I p are the inertia moment matrix of the platform expressed respectively in
the inertial reference frame R0 and platform body-fixed frame RP , such that IP0 =R0PI pRP0 .
The compact dynamic model of the suspended platform is:
M (χp)χ¨p +C (χp,χ˙p)χ˙p = −J T (χp)T +G (2.2.28)
where
M (χp) =
(
mI 3×3 03×3
03×3 R0PI pRP0
)
; C (χp,χ˙p)χ˙p=
(
03×1
ωp ×R0PI pRP0 ωp
)
; G= [mge3,03×1]T
J T (χp) =
 1l1 (ηp1 +R0Pb1 −a1)T · · · 1lnc (ηp1 +R0Pbnc −anc)T
1
l1
(R0Pb1 × (ηp1 − a1))T · · · 1lnc (R
0
Pbnc × (ηp1 −anc))T

The complete dynamic model is obtained by coupling the two expressions: the dynamic
model of the nc winches (2.2.25) and the dynamic model of the platform (2.2.28):
Γ = Imϕ¨ +RT (2.2.29)
M (χp)χ¨p +C (χp,χ˙p)χ˙p = −J T (χp)T +G (2.2.30)
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Solving Γ from the equation (2.2.29) and substituting into (2.2.30), the resulting expres-
sion is not homogeneous. It depends on both operational and joint acceleration vector χ¨p
and ϕ¨:
M (χp)χ¨p +C (χp,χ˙p)χ˙p −G = −J T (χp)R−1(Γ − Imϕ¨) (2.2.31)
Referring to equation (2.2.15) and by replacing ϕ¨ by R−1(J (χp)χ¨p + J˙ (χp)χ˙p) in the
preceding expression, the complete dynamic model in the operational space becomes:
−J T (χp)R−1Γ =M eq(χp)χ¨p +C eq(χp,χ˙p)χ˙p −G (2.2.32)
with
• M eq(χp) =M (χp)−J T (χp)R−1ImR−1J (χp).
• C eq(χp,χ˙p) =C (χp,χ˙p)−J T (χp)R−1ImR−1J˙ (χp).
2.3 Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
Most of the research on payload manipulation via cables focus mainly on two major classes:
(i) conventional cable robots with winches fixed in the inertial frame, already presented in the
previous section and (ii) towing robots with fixed-length cables on mobile bases. Typically,
towing robots is accomplished via cooperative manipulation of a payload suspended via cables
by quad-rotors or other unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The use of cables eliminates the
need to carry manipulators or grippers on board the quad-rotors, thus allowing to transport
heavier objects. Additionally, cables can have a long extension, thus giving more freedom
to distribute the quad-rotors. The problem of cooperative aerial transportation has already
been addressed in several recent publications. In [57], [58] and [58], quasi-static models have
been used to study this problem. However, these approaches are severely limited because
they ignore the payload dynamics. In [59], the authors address this limitation by studying
the dynamics of cooperative manipulation. The authors prove that the system is differentially
flat and give an expression of the flat output, using it, to plan feasible trajectories.
A promising alternative [60] attempts to merge these two approaches together. Thus, the
variability of cable lengths is associated to the base mobility. In [61], the authors examined
enhancing manipulation capabilities of cable robots by the addition of base mobility to spool-
ing winches (allowing a group of mobile robots to cooperatively manipulate a payload using
cables). As a result, cooperating mobile cable robots, called Mobile Cable-Driven Parallel
Robots (MCDPRs) becomes a reality. A MCDPR is composed of a conventional CDPR with
nc cables and a n-DOF moving-platform mounted on p mobile bases. The first MCDPR
prototype has been designed and built in the context of Echord++ Fastkit project [62]. The
targeted application for such MCDPR prototype is logistics. Fastkit addresses an industrial
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need for flexible pick-and-place operations while being easy to install, keeping exiting infras-
tructures and covering large areas. The prototype is composed of eight cables (nc = 8), a six
degree-of-freedom moving-platform (n= 6) and two mobile bases (p= 2).
By appropriately modifying the exit and/or anchor points, the cable robot performance
can be improved. In fact, base mobility facilitates the regulation of the tension direction (via
active coordination of mobile bases) and allows for better conditioning of the wrench-feasible
workspace [63]. However, the idea for introducing mobility into the bases (in the form of
gantries, and/or vehicle bases) can significantly enhance the redundancy and complexity into
the system which needs to be carefully analyzed and resolved. Some recent works [64] and
[65] have considered the static kinematics of MCDPRs, using it to find the optimal actuators
configuration according to various metrics. In [66], the developed kinematic model is utilized
to determine the available twist set of MCDPRs. It considers the joint velocity limits for
cables and the mobile bases. Further in [62], the authors prove that the workspace of the
MCDPR depends not only on the tension limits but on the Static equilibrium constraints
of the mobile bases. They determine the available wrench set for a planar MCDPR with a
point-mass end-effector using both the convex hull and hyperplane shifting method. Then,
a new real time tension distribution algorithm is introduced for MCDPRs that takes into
account the stability of the mobile bases during the computation of feasible cable tensions
[67]. Yet none of these papers fully considers the dynamics of the system showing explicitly
the interaction between payload and mobile bases. In this preliminary analysis of a MCDPR,
the suspended platform is taken as the research object and the base motion is regarded as a
disturbance [68].
2.3.1 Kinematic Modeling
A Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator is composed of a conventional CDPM with
nc cables and n-DOF moving platform mounted on a mobile base. The kinematic and
dynamic analysis of a MCDPM is made with respect to three reference frames (as shown
in Figure 2.2), namely an earth-fixed frame R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0), a base body-fixed frame
RA(A,Xa,Ya,Za) having as origin the inertia center of the mobile base A and a platform
fixed-frame RP (P ,Xp,Yp,Zp) having as origin the geometric center of the suspended plat-
form P . We use a parametrization by the Euler angles : yaw, pitch and roll (ψa,θa,φa) to
describe the mobile base attitude. R0A is the rotation matrix between the two frames R0 and
RA:
R0A =

cψacθa cψasθasφa − sψacφa sψasφa + cψacφasθa
sψacθa cψacθa + sφasθasψa sθasψacφa − cψasφa
−sθa cθasφa cθacφa
 (2.3.1)
The following shorthand notation for trigonometric function is used: cθa := cosθa, sθa :=
sinθa, tθa := tanθa. The general motion of the base can be described by ηa = [ηa1,ηa2]T with
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Figure 2.2: Representation of the mobile CDPM
respect to the reference frame R0, where ηa1 = [xa,ya,za]T and ηa2 = [φa,θa,ψa]T denote re-
spectively the position and orientation vector of the base expressed in R0. The two vectors
η˙a1 = [x˙a, y˙a, z˙a]T and ωa = [ωxa ,ωya ,ωza ]T represent respectively the linear and angular ve-
locities of the base with respect to the inertial reference frame R0. The angular velocity ωa
can be expressed in terms of Euler angle rates η˙a2 = [φ˙a, θ˙a, ψ˙a]T as follows:
ωa =

cψacθa −sψa 0
sψacθa cψa 0
−sθa 0 1


φ˙a
θ˙a
ψ˙a
= Sa(ηa2)η˙a2 (2.3.2)
The generalized coordinates of the suspended platform are expressed by ηp = [ηp1,η
p
2]
T ,
where the position and orientation of the suspended platform in the inertial frame R0 can be
respectively described by ηp1 = [xp,yp,zp]T and η
p
2 = [φp,θp,ψp]T . R0P is the rotation matrix
between the two frames R0 and RP :
R0P =

cψpcθp cψpsθpsφp − sψpcφp sψpsφp + cψpcφpsθp
sψpcθp cψpcθp + sφpsθpsψp sθpsψpcφp − cψpsφp
−sθp cθpsφp cθpcφp
 (2.3.3)
We denote by χ˙p= [η˙
p
1,ωp]T the suspended platform twist such that the linear and angular
velocity are defined by η˙p1 = [x˙p, y˙p, z˙p]T and ωp = [ωxp ,ωyp ,ωzp ]T respectively. The angular
velocity ωp can be expressed in terms of Euler angle rates η˙p2 = [φ˙p, θ˙p, ψ˙p]T as follows:
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ωp =

cψpcθp −sψp 0
sψpcθp cψp 0
−sθp 0 1


φ˙p
θ˙p
ψ˙p
= Sp(ηp2)η˙p2 (2.3.4)
Unlike conventional CDPM with fixed base, a mobile CDPM consists of a suspended
platform connected to winches mounted on a mobile base by means of nc cables acting in
parallel. The position of the ith exit point Ai is defined by vector ai in the local frame fixed
to the mobile base RA, originating from A. The point Bi, where the ith cable is attached to
the suspended platform, is defined by vector bi in platform body-fixed frame RP , originating
from P and li is the ith driving cable connecting these two points. The length of the ith cable
is denoted by li = ‖−−−→AiBi‖ and v i =
−−−→
AiBi
‖−−−→AiBi‖
denotes the unit vector along the ith cable. Cables
are assumed to be straight and massless. For parallel robot, there are nc kinematic closures.
The vector li is expressed in reference frame R0 as follows:
li =
−−−→
AiBi = η
p
1 +R0Pbi − ηa1 −R0Aai i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (2.3.5)
The kinematic model of mobile CDPM seeks to determine the relationship between the
6-DOF moving platform twists, χ˙p = [η˙
p
1,ωp]T and both the linear velocities of the driving
cables, l˙ = [l˙1, l˙2, ..., l˙nc ]T as well as the linear and angular velocities of the mobile base χ˙a =
[η˙a1,ωa]T . For this purpose, we derive the cable length li with respect to time. We have then:
l2i = (η
p
1 +R0Pbi − ηa1 −R0Aai)T (ηp1 +R0Pbi − ηa1 −R0Aai) (2.3.6)
li l˙i = l
T
i (η˙
p
1 + R˙0Pbi − η˙a1 −R˙0Aai) (2.3.7)
li l˙i = l
T
i (η˙
p
1 − η˙a1 + [ωp]R0Pbi − [ωa]R0Aai) (2.3.8)
li l˙i + l
T
i η˙
a
1 + (R0Aai × li)Tωa = lTi η˙p1 + (R0Pbi × li)Tωp (2.3.9)
l˙i + v
T
i η˙
a
1 + (R0Aai × v i)Tωa = vTi η˙p1 + (R0Pbi × v i)Tωp (2.3.10)
where [ωp] and [ωa] are anti-symmetric tensors corresponding to the cross product of
the two vectors ωp and ωa respectively, such that : R˙0P = [ωp]R0P and R˙
0
A = [ωa]R0A. If we
generalize for the nc cables, the matrix writing becomes:
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
l˙1
:
l˙nc
+

vT1 (R0Aa1 × v1)T
: :
vTnc (R0Aanc × vnc)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J 1
(
η˙a1
ωa
)
=

vT1 (R0Pb1 × v1)T
: :
vTnc (R0Pbnc × vnc)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J
(
η˙p1
ωp
)
(2.3.11)
Then, the suspended platform twist χ˙p of the mobile CDPM is defined as follows:
Jχ˙p = l˙ +J 1χ˙a (2.3.12)
χ˙p = J
+l˙ +J+J 1χ˙a (2.3.13)
in which, J+ = J T (JJ T )−1 is the pseudo-inverse of Jacobian matrix J . As it is shown in
the above equation, the suspended platform twist can be expressed in two terms. The first
one, J+l˙ is caused by the variation of cable length and the second term, J+J 1χ˙a is the twist
due to the motion of the base. For a conventional CDPM with fixed base, the platform twist
is χ˙p = J+l˙.
2.3.1.1 Velocity and Acceleration of the Suspended Platform
In this section, we analyze the motion of the 6-DOF suspended platform relative to both the
inertial reference frame R0 and the local frame RA attached to the mobile base of the CDPM.
The vector p = [x,y,z]T represents the relative position of the platform geometric center P
with respect to RA, originating from A. The orientation vector of the platform body-fixed
frame RP with respect to RA is Θ = [φ,θ,ψ]T . RAP is the rotation matrix between the two
local frames RA and RP .
RAP =

cψcθ cψsθsφ − sψcφ sψsφ + cψcφsθ
sψcθ cψcθ + sφsθsψ sθsψcφ − cψsφ
−sθ cθsφ cθacφ
 (2.3.14)
The following shorthand notation for trigonometric function is used: cθ := cosθ, sθ := sinθ,
tθ := tanθ. The platform body-fixed frame RP is rotating with respect to the local frame RA
with an angular velocity ω witch can be expressed in terms of Euler angle rates Θ˙ = [φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙]T
as follows:
ω =

cψcθ −sψ 0
sψcθ cψ 0
−sθ 0 1


φ˙
θ˙
ψ˙
= S(Θ)Θ˙ (2.3.15)
where S is the transformation matrix from Euler angle rates to angular velocities. We
introduce the notation d
−−→
OM
dt
eC
cG to represent the linear velocity vector of a pointM with respect
to the frame G, expressed in a frame C and −→ω eCcB/G represents the angular velocity vector
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of a frame B with respect to a frame G, expressed in a frame C. The superposed dot, w˙,
denotes the time derivative relative to a Galilean reference frame R0 whereas the superposed
ring, w˚, denotes the time derivative relative to local frame. The notation holds for all the
vectors used in this section. The expression of the linear velocity of the platform geometric
center P expressed into the inertial reference frame R0 is given by:
d
−−→
OP
dt
eR0
cR0
=
d
−→
OA
dt
eR0
cR0
+
d
−→
AP
dt
eR0
cRA
+−→ω eR0cRA/R0 ×
−→
AP (2.3.16)
As it is known, the vectors d
−→
OA
dt
eR0
cR0 and
−→ω eRAcRA/R0 correspond to the absolute linear and
angular velocities of the mobile base, defined respectively as η˙a1 and νa2. d
−→
AP
dt
eRA
cRA corresponds
to the relative linear velocity of the platform geometric center P expressed into the base body-
fixed frame RA, denoted as v. We multiply the two latter vectors νa2 and v by the rotation
matrix R0A to get the expression of η˙p1 in the inertial reference frame R0. By substituting
these expressions in the above equation (2.3.16), we have:
η˙p1 = η˙
a
1 +R0Av + (R0Aνa2 ×R0Ap) (2.3.17)
η˙p1 = η˙
a
1 +R0A(v + νa2 ×p) (2.3.18)
By differentiating the equation (2.3.16) with respect to time, the linear acceleration of
the platform geometric center P expressed in the inertial reference frame R0 is given by the
following expressions:
d2
−−→
OP
dt2
eR0
cR0
=
d2
−→
OA
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
d
dt
d
−→
AP
dt
eR0
cRA
+−→ω eR0cRA/R0 ×
−→
AP
 (2.3.19)
d2
−−→
OP
dt2
eR0
cR0
=
d2
−→
AP
dt2
eR0
cRA
+ 2−→ω eR0cRA/R0 ×
d
−→
AP
dt
eR0
cRA
+
d2
−→
OA
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
d−→ω
dt
eR0
cRA/R0
×−→AP +−→ω eR0cRA/R0 × (
−→ω eR0cRA/R0 ×
−→
AP )
 (2.3.20)
Note that d2
−→
OA
dt2
eR0
cR0 and
d−→ω
dt
eRA
cRA/R0 correspond to the absolute linear and angular accel-
eration of the mobile base, defined respectively as η¨a1 and ν˙a2. Further, d
2−→AP
dt2
eRA
cRA represents
the relative linear acceleration of the platform geometric center P expressed into the base
body-fixed frame RA, denoted as v˚. By substituting these expressions in the above equation
(2.3.20), we get:
η¨p1 =R0A(v˚ + 2νa2 × v) + η¨a1 +R0A {ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)} (2.3.21)
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The expression of the absolute angular velocity of the suspended platform expressed in
inertial reference frame R0 is:
−→ω eR0cRP /R0 =
−→ω eR0cRP /RA +
−→ω eR0cRA/R0 (2.3.22)
−→ω eRPcRP /R0 =R
0
A
−→ω eRAcRP /RA +R
0
A
−→ω eRAcRA/R0 (2.3.23)
As already stated, −→ω eRAcRA/R0 represents the angular velocity of the mobile base expressed
in local frame RA, defined as νa1. ω is the relative angular velocity of the suspended platform
expressed in local mobile frame RA which corresponds to −→ω eRAcRP /RA . Substituting these
expressions in the above equation (2.3.23), we get:
ωp =R0A(ω + νa2) (2.3.24)
By differentiating the equation (2.3.24) with respect to time, the angular acceleration of
the platform expressed in the inertial reference frame R0 is given by the following expression:
ω˙p =R0A(ω˚ + ν˙a2) + R˙0A(ω + νa2) (2.3.25)
ω˙p =R0A(ω˚ + ν˙a2 + νa2 ×ω) (2.3.26)
2.3.2 Dynamic Modeling
In this section, we describe the dynamic equations showing explicitly the interaction between
suspended platform and the movable base through the cable tensions. In this preliminary
analysis of a mobile CDPM, the suspended platform is taken as the research object and the
base motion is regarded as a disturbance. The dynamic model is built by considering both
the force and torque balance equations of the suspended platform. We assume that the cables
are massless and not extensible.
2.3.2.1 Force Balance Equation
The tension in each cable is denoted by ti= tiv i, where v i corresponds to the unit vector along
the ith cable and ti is the tension magnitude. If gravity and cables tension are considered
as the only forces acting on the platform, the force balance equation at the moving platform
geometric center P can be formulated as follows:
mη¨p1 =mge3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiv i (2.3.27)
where η¨p1 is the linear acceleration of the platform. The gravity force is represented by
the vector mge3 where e3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of gravity, m is the loaded
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platform mass and g the gravitational acceleration. By substituting the linear acceleration
η¨p1 from (2.3.21) into the above equation (2.3.27), we get:
mR0A
[
v˚ +RA0 η¨a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)
]
=mge3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiv i (2.3.28)
We multiply the above equation by RA0 :
m
[
v˚ +RA0 η¨a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)
]
=mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiRA0 v i (2.3.29)
We denote by ui the unit vector along the ith cable , such that ui =RA0 v i:
mv˚ +m
[
RA0 η¨a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)
]
=mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (2.3.30)
2.3.2.2 Torque Balance Equation
Similar to the force balance, only gravity and cables tension act on the suspended plat-
form. Thus, the torque balance equation at the moving platform geometric center P can be
formulated as follows:
IP0ω˙p +ωp × IP0ωp = −
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi × tiv i (2.3.31)
in which ω˙p is the angular acceleration of RP relative to R0 expressed in R0 and IP0 is
the inertia matrix of the suspended platform with respect to inertial reference frame R0, such
that IP0 =R0PI pRP0 , where I p is the inertia matrix of the suspended platform with respect to
the local frame RP . bi is the position vector of the point Bi, where the ith cable is attached
to the suspended platform. By substituting the angular velocity and acceleration ωp and ω˙p
respectively, given by the expressions (2.3.24) and (2.3.26), into the above equation (2.3.31),
we get:
IP0R0A [ω˚ + ν˙a2 + (νa2 ×ω)] +R0A(ω + νa2)× IP0R0A(ω + νa2) = −
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi × tiv i (2.3.32)
By substituting the inertia matrix IP0 =R0PI pRP0 into the latter equation, we get:
R0PI pRPA [ω˚ + ν˙a2 + (νa2 ×ω)] +R0A(ω +νa2)×R0PI pRPA(ω +νa2) =−
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi× tiv i (2.3.33)
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We multiply the latter equation by RA0 :
RAPI pRPA [ω˚ + ν˙a2 + (νa2 ×ω)] + (ω +νa2)×RAPI pRPA(ω +νa2) =−
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi× tiRA0 v i (2.3.34)
We denote by ui the unit vector along the ith cable, such that ui =RA0 v i:
RAPI pRPAω˚ +ω ×RAPI pRPAω +RAPI pRPA [ν˙a2 + (νa2 ×ω)]
+ νa2 ×RAPI pRPA(ω + νa2) +ω ×RAPI pRPAνa2 = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (2.3.35)
Gathering both force and torque balance equation, we get:
mv˚ +m
[
RA0 η¨a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)
]
=mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (2.3.36)
RAPI pRPAω˚ +ω ×RAPI pRPAω +RAPI pRPA [ν˙a2 + (νa2 ×ω)]
+ νa2 ×RAPI pRPA(ω + νa2) +ω ×RAPI pRPAνa2 = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (2.3.37)
The two latter equations can be combined in one matrix equation:
(
mI 3 03×3
03×3 RAPI pRPA
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MP
(
v˚
ω˚
)
+
(
03×1
ω ×RAPI pRPAω
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
CP χ˚
+
(
−mgRA0 e3
03×1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
GP
+
 Dηa1
Dηa2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DP
= −
(
u1 · · · unc
RAPb1 ×u1 · · · RAPbnc ×unc
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
W P
T
with:
• Dηa1 =m
[
RA0 η¨a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)
]
• Dηa2 =RAPI pRPA [ν˙a2 + (νa2 ×ω)] + νa2 ×RAPI pRPA(ω + νa2) +ω ×RAPI pRPAνa2
The base motion acts as a disturbance to the platform. By choosing to express the
preceding dynamics equations in the base body-fixed frame RA, the unknown disturbance
due to base motion can be modeled as additive terms in the dynamics of the suspended
platform. Further, the latter disturbance term is denoted by the vector DP where Dηa1 and
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Dηa2 are considered respectively as the disturbance along both the platform transition and
rotation motion. The compact dynamic model of the platform is given by the following
expression:
M P (χ)χ
◦◦+CP (χ,χ˚)χ˚ +GP (χ) +DP (χ,χ˚,η¨a,η˙a) =W P (χ)T (2.3.38)
in which, χ◦◦= [v˚,ω˚ ] is the operational acceleration of the platform expressed in the mobile
frame attached to the base RA. M P is the mass matrix, CP is the matrix of Coriolis and
centrifugal terms and GP is the gravitational force. DP represents the disturbance term due
to base motion. The vector T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T groups the nc cables tension ti andW P is the
force transmission matrix.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have investigated the motion equations of both convectional and mo-
bile CDPM, using Newton-Euler approach. The addition of base mobility provides greater
flexibility, but it requires careful investigation. The kinematic and dynamic modeling play
an important role in the movement analysis of a CDPM and is the foundation to design a
robust controller. For both motion equations, A non-elastic massless cable model is used.
Subsequently an extension is made for non-negligible cable mass in the next chapter.
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3.1 Introduction
Despite their numerous advantages, there are several challenges associated with CDPMs. The
compliance of the driving cables is the major factor that affects the positioning accuracy of
CDPMs. In most studies, a non-elastic massless cable model is used. The cables are then
considered as straight line segments. Another aspect considers the elasticity along cable axis
and assumes cable as massless spring [69],[70]. The basic assumption of the spring model
is that the effect of cable weight on the static cable profile is negligible. The strained cable
length depends on the cable tension and the cable elasticity. Therefore, spring cable model is
efficient for low-density and thin cables. If the cable weight is significant compared with the
external load, a non-negligible cable mass must be taken into account to fit well with the real
manipulator. This more realistic cable behavior leads to study the sagging phenomena. The
above model considers both the cable elasticity and the effect of cable weight on the static
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cable profile. This model is studied and used in civil engineering since 1930s [71]. However,
it is quite new in the analysis of CDPMs [72].
3.2 Inverse Kinematic Modeling
In most studies of CDPMs with non-negligible cable mass and elasticity, the kinematic anal-
ysis leads to a system of non-linear equations [73]. In this system, the robot kinematics and
the mobile platform static equilibrium are coupled. In [74]. Kozak et al present a method-
ology to compute numerically the inverse kinematics of the manipulator and then study the
sagging effects on the stiffness of the mechanism. The stiffness concept as discussed by [75] is
used in order to model the robot’s behavior. For CDPMs using massless spring cable model,
the platform pose error can be calculated by its static Cartesian stiffness matrix. The latter
relates the force and torque applied on the mobile platform to its corresponding linear and
angular displacement. Stiffness is needed in order to maintain positional accuracy of CDPMs
and attenuate vibration to ensure the system safety.
3.2.1 Static cable modeling
Considering the physical cable characteristics, the compliance of cables mainly has two
sources. One is the axial stiffness of the cables that is associated with the elastic mate-
rial modulus and the cable structure. The other is the sag-introduced flexibility which comes
from the effect of cable weight on the static cable profile. The sag-introduced flexibility cor-
responds to the gravitational potential energy stored in the cable. The static sagging cable
model, also known as elastic catenary model, describes the static profile of a cable by a set of
non-linear equations. According to Irvine [71], this model exists for a long time and is mainly
used in civil engineering. However, it is necessary to briefly introduce this model using our
coordinate system and variables.
To get the cable static model, it is necessary to place in the plane Pi containing Ai and
Bi. Thus, an additional axis frame Ri(Ai,Xi,Zi) that lies in the vertical plane Pi needs to be
established. This frame shares the vector Z0 with the frame R0. Axis Xi, orthogonal to Zi,
is chosen so that the x-coordinate Bix of Bi in frame Ri is positive. Thus, to transform R0
into the frame attached to the plane Pi, one single rotation of angle βi around Z0 is needed.
The rotation angle can be computed as βi = arctan(
y−−−→
AiBi
x−−−→
AiBi
), where x−−−→
AiBi
and y−−−→
AiBi
are the
components of vector −−−→AiBi expressed in the frame RBi( having as origin Bi and whose axises
are parallel to the axises of the global frame R0). The rotation matrixR0i between the global
frame R0 and the local frame Ri is:
R0i =

cβi −sβi 0
sβi cβi 0
0 0 1
= [pi1 ;pi2 ;pi3 ] (3.2.1)
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where the vectors pi1 , pi2 and pi3 are the three column vectors of the rotation matrix R0i .
One of the cable-ends is fixed and an external tension ti is applied to the other end. With
the effect of both external tension and gravity, the shape of the cable between points Ai and
Bi is not a straight line but a sagging curve in the plane Pi. Assume that all cables have the
same Young’s modulus E, cross section area S and mass per unit length ρ. Pi is an arbitrary
point along the strained cable. The position of Pi is denoted by Cartesian coordinates xi and
zi. The variable si represents the arc length of the cable as measured from the exit point
Ai to the point Pi, whereas the variable s0i will be used to denote the unstrained length of
that cable segment. s0i varies from 0 to l0i . Further, ri(s0i) represents the position vector
of a cable element ds0i located at s0i . To compute the static displacement of the ith cable,
we assume that the unstrained length of the cable l0i and the tension applied to the cable
end ti are known. From this starting point, we briefly reproduce Irvine’s derivation using our
coordinate system and variables. Firstly, the shape of the cable must satisfy the geometric
constraint around the point Pi: (
dxi
dsi
)2
+
(
dzi
dsi
)2
= 1 (3.2.2)
Secondly, the constraint of the static equilibrium can be written as:
fi
dxi
dsi
= tix (3.2.3)
fi
dzi
dsi
= tiz + ρg(s0i − l0i) (3.2.4)
where fi is the cable force applied at point Pi. tix and tiz are the components of ti along
Xi and Zi axis respectively. Thirdly, the cable force fi must satisfy Hooke’s law:
fi = ES
(
dsi
ds0i
− 1
)
(3.2.5)
Solving for dxidsi and
dzi
dsi
and substituting into (3.2.2), we find an expression for the cable
force as a function of the unstrained path length s0i :
fi(s0i) =
√
t2ix + [tiz + ρg(s0i − l0i)]2 (3.2.6)
since both dxidsi and
dsi
ds0i
can be written as function of fi by equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.5),
dxi
ds0i
is given by:
dxi
ds0i
=
dxi
dsi
dsi
ds0i
=
tix
fi
(
fi
ES
+ 1
)
(3.2.7)
Applying the same procedure for z−axis:
dzi
ds0i
=
dzi
dsi
dsi
ds0i
=
1
fi
(tiz + ρg(s0i − l0i))
(
fi
ES
+ 1
)
(3.2.8)
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Substituting the tension expression (3.2.6) back into (3.2.7) and (3.2.8), the following
solvable differential equations are obtained:
dxi
ds0i
=
tix
ES
+
tix√
t2ix + [tiz + ρg(s0i − l0i)]2
(3.2.9)
dzi
ds0i
=
tiz
ES
+
ρg(s0i − l0i)
ES
+
tiz + ρg(s0i − l0i)√
t2ix + [tiz + ρg(s0i − l0i)]2
(3.2.10)
Integrating and applying the boundary conditions xi(0) = 0 and zi(0) = 0, we get the
following equations (3.2.11) and (3.2.12). These equations describe the profile of the cable
under the action of gravity g and cable tensions [tix , tiz ]T :
xi(s0i) =
tixs0i
ES
+
tix
ρg
{
sinh−1
[
tiz − ρg(l0i − s0i)
tix
]
− sinh−1
[
tiz − ρgl0i
tix
]}
(3.2.11)
zi(s0i) =
tizs0i
ES
+
ρg
ES
(
s20i
2 − l0is0i
)
+
1
ρg
{√
t2ix +
[
t2iz + ρg(s0i − l0i)
]2 −√t2ix + [tiz − ρgl0i ]2
}
(3.2.12)
3.2.2 Kinematic model of CDPM
In this section, the inverse kinematics of CDPM is presented with considering both the cable
elasticity and the effect of cable weight on the cable profile. The objective of the inverse
kinematic model is to calculate the length of all the driving cables for a given pose of the
suspended platform. When cable sag is non-negligible, the inverse kinematics of CDPM
becomes quite difficult to compute. In fact, the cables lengths l0i and the components of the
tensions applied at their end point Bi are related and must be determined at the same time.
The first challenge for analyzing a cable-driven robot with sagging cables is to mathe-
matically describe the static displacement (or the shape) of the cables under the influence of
gravity. For a suspended CDPM, one of the cable ends Ai is connected to winches mounted
on a fixed base and an external tension ti is applied to the other end Bi. The position of
the ith exit point Ai is defined by vector ai0 in the inertial reference frame R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0).
The position of the attachment point Bi is defined by vector bi in platform body-fixed frame
RP (P ,Xp,Yp,Zp), originating from the geometric center of the platform P and li is the
ith driving cable connecting these two points. The length of the ith cable is denoted by
li= ‖−−−→AiBi‖ and v i=
−−−→
AiBi
‖−−−→AiBi‖
denotes the unit vector along the ith cable. We use a parametriza-
tion by the Euler angles : yaw, pitch and roll (ψp,θp,φp) to describe the suspended platform
attitude. R0P is the rotation matrix between the two local frames R0 and RP .
Under the established coordinate frames, the generalized coordinates of the suspended
platform are expressed by ηp = [ηp1,η
p
2]
T , where the position and orientation of the suspended
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platform in the inertial frame R0 can be respectively described by ηp1 = [xp,yp,zp]T and ηp2 =
[φp,θp,ψp]T . For parallel robot, there are nc kinematic closures. The vector li is expressed
in reference frame R0 as follows:
li =
−−−→
AiBi = η
p
1 +R0Pbi −ai0, i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (3.2.13)
Let ei1 and ei3 be the unit vectors along the axes of the cable frame Ri(Ai,Xi,Zi). The
coordinates (xendi ,zendi ) of the ending point Bi of the ith cable in frame Ri can be obtained
from the loop-closure kinematic equation (3.2.13) as follows:
xendi =Ri0(ηp1 +R0Pbi −ai0)ei1 (3.2.14)
zendi =Ri0(ηp1 +R0Pbi −ai0)ei3 (3.2.15)
Referring to the static cable sagging model and substituting unstrained arc length s0i
in equations (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) by unstrained cable length l0i , we get another coordinate
expressions of the cable end point Bi in frame Ri:
xendi =
tix l0i
ES
+
|tix |
ρg
{
sinh−1
[
tiz
tix
]
− sinh−1
[
tiz − ρgl0i
tix
]}
(3.2.16)
zendi =
tiz l0i
ES
− ρgl
2
0i
2ES +
1
ρg
{√
t2ix + t
2
iz
−
√
t2ix + [tiz − ρgl0i ]2
}
(3.2.17)
Now, let us introduce the platform static equilibrium equations. Unlike a CDPM with
massless cables where the tension direction is a long the straight line segment from Bi to
Ai, the cable tension of a CDPM with non-negligible cable mass and elasticity has the same
direction as the unit vector tangent to the cable at the attachment point Bi. Further, we
denoted by F e = [f ext,mext]T the external wrench acting on the suspended platform, where
f ext and mext represent respectively the external force and torque. For suspended platform
static equilibrium, the force and torque balance equations are given by:
f ext −
nc∑
i=1
R0i ti = 0 (3.2.18)
mext −
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi ×R0i ti = 0 (3.2.19)
Thus, the wrench resulting from the tension ti applied by cable i on the platform at the
geometric center of the platform P can be written as follows:
ΨPi
(
tix
tiz
)
=
(
pi1 pi3
R0Pbi ×pi1 R0Pbi ×pi3
)(
tix
tiz
)
(3.2.20)
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where tix and tiz are the components of cable tension ti expressed in the local cable frame
Ri. The vectors pi1 and pi3 are two of the three column vectors of the rotation matrix R0i .
Thus the static equilibrium of the n-DOF suspended platform subjected to the action of nc
cables and an external wrench F e is:
W ρT ρ +F e = 0 (3.2.21)
where W ρ = (ΨP1 ,ΨP2 , ..,ΨPnc ) the matrix that groups the transmission matrices ΨPi
and T ρ = [t1x , t1z , t2x , t2z ..., tncx , tncz ]T the component vector of forces applied by cables on
the platform. To compute the unstrained length of all the driving cables l0i, we assume that
the value of the external wrench F e as well as the position and orientation of the n-DOF
suspended platform are known. Equations (3.2.16)-(3.2.17) for i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} and equation
(3.2.21) together provide a system of 2nc+n equations. The unknowns in these equations are
the nc unstrained cable length l0i and the 2nc cables tension components (tix , tiz ) gathered
in the vector T ρ. Finally, the inverse kinematic problem of the CDPM consists of solving the
following non-linear equation system where there are 3nc unknowns and 2nc + n equations:
xendi =
tix l0i
ES
+
|tix |
ρg
{
sinh−1
[
tiz
tix
]
− sinh−1
[
tiz − ρgl0i
tix
]}
(3.2.22)
zendi =
tiz l0i
ES
− ρgl
2
0i
2ES +
1
ρg
{√
t2ix + t
2
iz
−
√
t2ix + [tiz − ρgl0i ]2
}
(3.2.23)
W ρT ρ +F e = 0 (3.2.24)
For CDPMs with redundancy of actuation (more actuators than DOF (nc > n)), there
exist different sets of cable lengths and tensions to balance a known wrench applied on a given
position of the suspended platform. To make the solution unique, constrained optimization
with a cost function which minimize actuation energy can be used. For instance the quadratic
programming problem seeks to minimize the sum of the squared tensions in order to guarantee
continuity by providing a smooth objective function. Good initial guess is important for the
convergence and the efficiency of the optimization method. In this case, the cable lengths
and tensions obtained from the ideal inverse kinematic model can be used as a good initial
guess for the inverse kinematic model.
3.3 Dynamic Model of the CDPM
3.3.1 Dynamic modeling
To illustrate the dynamic model of a CDPMs with non-negligible cable mass and elasticity,
we consider each chain or branch of the system comprises of two parts: (1) a drum and
portion of cable wound on it and (2) the deployed portion of cable. We assume that only the
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deployed length of the cable has strain while the cable wound on the drum is assumed to be
strain free. The equations of motion for this system are derived using Newton’s laws.
3.3.1.1 Wound portion of cable
Each cable is wound around a drum with radius di and the segment of the cable wound
around the drum is assumed to be inextensible. For simplicity, the axis of the drum is chosen
to be parallel to the plane of motion along y−axis. A guide pulley is employed so that the
cable leaves the drum at a fixed position ξi(t). Note that ξi(t) is a function of time since it
changes during winding and unwinding of the cable.
In this model, we assume that the mass center of the cable wound on the drum coincides
with the mass center of the drum. Indeed, if we suppose that the thickness of the cable
wound on the drum is negligible compared to the radius at which the cable is wound, then
we can write the inertia moment of the cable about the y−axis as:
ρd3i (ϕi −
pi
2 ) (3.3.1)
where ϕi is the angular rotation of cable contact point s0i = 0 and ρ is the cable mass
per unit length. Note that Ii is the inertia moment of the drum about the y−axis, then the
combined inertia moment of the drum and the wrapped cable on it about the y−axis is given
by:
Ii + ρd
3
i (ϕi −
pi
2 ) (3.3.2)
To determine the kinetic moment I, we have to multiply the expression of the inertia
moment (3.3.2) by the angular velocity ϕ˙i:
I = [Ii + ρd
3
i (ϕi −
pi
2 )]ϕ˙i (3.3.3)
To obtain the dynamic moment, we only have to derive the kinetic moment I with respect
to time. Applying the Newton-Euler approach, the dynamic equation of the cable wound on
the drum is:
[Ii + ρd
3
i (ϕi −
pi
2 )]ϕ¨i + ρd
3
i ϕ˙
2
i = τi − fi(ξi)di, 0< s0i < ξi (3.3.4)
where the external moments applied on the drum are the externally torque τi along the
y−axis and the cable tension fi(ξi) applied to the cable exit point ξi(t).
As already mentioned, we consider only the deployed length of the cable has strain while
the cable wound on the drum is assumed to be strain free. Because of this assumption there
is a discontinuity in cable elastic elongation at the outlet point where cable leaves the drum.
The geometric constraint on the cable motion on the drum is:
ξi(t) = di(ϕi − pi2 ) (3.3.5)
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3.3.1.2 Deployed portion of cable
We denote by ds0i a cable element located at s0i , whose position is given by the vector
ri(s0i). The axial forces on the two sides of this element are f i(s0i + ds0i) and f i(s0i)
applied respectively in s0 + ds0i and s0i . In addition, there is a gravity force ρgds0i . Since
the deployed length of the cable has strain, we get the dynamic equation by applying Newton’s
law to the element ds0i as following:
f i(s0i + ds0i)− f i(s0i) + ρge3ds0i = ρr¨i(s0i)ds0i (3.3.6)
where e3 is the unit vector along the direction of gravity. On making ds0i −→ 0, the
resulting governing equations are:
δf i(s0i)
δs0i
+ ρge3 = ρr¨i(s0i) (3.3.7)
The tangent to the cable at a point si is given by tˆ(si) = ∂ri(si)∂si . Define η(s0i) =
∂si
∂s0i
. From
the property of the tangent, we obtain tˆ(s0i)tˆ(s0i) = 1. This results in r ′i(s0i)r ′i(s0i) = η2(s0i)
where r ′i(s0i) =
∂ri(s0i )
∂s0i
. Therefore, η(s0i) = ‖r ′i(s0i)‖ = ∂si∂s0i . From the definition of strain,
ε= ∂si∂s0i
− 1= ‖r ′i(s0i)‖− 1. The axial force f i, on point Pi, is along the unit vector tangent
to the cable and its expression is given by:
f i(s0i) =
ES(‖r ′i(s0i)‖ − 1)r ′i(s0i)
‖r ′i(s0i)‖
(3.3.8)
Substituting the expression f i(s0i) from the equation (3.3.8) back into (3.3.7), we obtain:[
ES(‖r ′i(s0i, t)‖ − 1)r ′i(s0i, t)
‖r ′i(s0i , t)‖
]′
+ ρge3 = ρr¨i(s0i , t), ξi < s0i < l0i (3.3.9)
3.3.1.3 Suspended Platform
The external forces, such as the weight of the platform and its loading, are represented by
the vector mge3 where e3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of gravity, m is the loaded
platform mass and g the gravitational acceleration. The dynamic model of the suspended
platform is given by the following relation:
mη¨p1 =mge3 −
nc∑
i=1
ti (3.3.10)
IP0ω˙p +ωp × IP0ωp = −
nc∑
i=1
R0Pbi × ti (3.3.11)
with χ¨p = [η˙
p
1,ω˙p]T is the operational acceleration vector, where η˙
p
1 and ω˙p represent
respectively the linear and angular acceleration of the platform in operational space. The
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vector T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T groups the nc cables tension ti. Hence, the compact dynamic model
of the suspended platform is:
M (χp)χ¨p +C (χp,χ˙p)χ˙p =Wm(χp)T +G (3.3.12)
where
M (χp) =
(
mI 3×3 03×3
03×3 IP0
)
; C (χp,χ˙p)χ˙p =
(
03
ωp × IP0ωp
)
; G = [mge3,03]T
Wm(χp) =
 r
′
1
‖r′1‖ · · ·
r′nc
‖r′nc‖
R0Pb1 × r
′
1
‖r′1‖ · · · R
0
Pbnc × r
′
nc
‖r′nc‖

3.3.2 Solution of Dynamic Equation
The suspended platform is demanded to track a desired trajectory. Since we focus on the
cable dynamic effect, a typical translational CDPM driven by nc long flexible cables where the
suspended platform is reduced to a point mass is considered. Since cable length is convenient
to adjust in order to move the suspended platform, here the cable length variation is employed
as the input parameter. The dynamics of the deployed cables and the platform can be achieved
by solving (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) given as follows:
[
ES(‖r ′i(s0i, t)‖ − 1)r ′i(s0i, t)
‖r ′i(s0i , t)‖
]′
+ ρge3 = ρr¨i(s0i , t), ξi < s0i < l0i (3.3.13)
mr¨i(l0i, t) =mge3 −
nc∑
i=1
ES(‖r ′i(l0i, t)‖ − 1)r ′i(l0i, t)
‖r ′i(l0i , t)‖
, s0i = l0i (3.3.14)
In order to solve the dynamic equations, the partial differential (3.3.13) has to be con-
verted into ordinary differential equations. This is achieved using Ritz’s procedure. In this
way, the infinite dimensional problem is transformed into a finite dimensional one, thus tra-
ditional numerical integration methods can be readily utilized. The configuration of the ith
cable can be approximately expressed as the linear combination of mode functions and the
corresponding mode coordinates in the following way:
ri(s, t) =
N∑
j=1
N ij(s, t)q ij(t) (3.3.15)
where N ij(s, t) = diag(uij(s, t),vij(s, t),wij(s, t)) such that uij(s, t), vij(s, t) and wij(s, t)
are the mode functions employed in the x, y, and z directions for the ith cable, respectively
φij(t), ϕij(t) and ωij(t) are the mode coordinates associated with these mode functions. The
vector q ij(t) = [φij(t),ϕij(t),ωij(t)]T groups these mode coordinates. N is the number of
mode functions involved. Since the length of the deployed cable depends on time t, the mode
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functions also depend on time, which makes the problem involving variable-length cables
more complex. The derivatives of ri(s, t) with respect to arc length s and time t can be
expressed in terms of mode functions and mode coordinates as:
r ′i(s, t) =
N∑
j=1
N ′ijq ij (3.3.16)
The velocity and acceleration of point Pi can be obtained as:
r˙i(s, t) =
N∑
j=1
N˙ ijq ij +N ijq˙ ij (3.3.17)
r¨i(s, t) =
N∑
j=1
N¨ ijq ij + 2N˙ ijq˙ ij +N ijq¨ ij (3.3.18)
By left-multiplying (3.3.13) by the diagonal matrix N Tij , we get:
− ρN Tijr¨i +N Tij
[
ES(‖r ′i(s0i, t)‖ − 1)r ′i(s0i, t)
‖r ′i(s0i , t)‖
]′
+ ρgN Tije3 = 0 (3.3.19)
From the definition of strain ε= (‖r
′
i(s0i,t)‖−1)
‖r′i(s0i ,t)‖
, we have:
− ρN Tijr¨i +N Tij [ESεr ′i]′ + ρgN Tije3 = 0 (3.3.20)
Since, the dynamic of the drum and the wound cables is not studied, we consider ξi null.
Now we integrate the above equation from ξi = 0 to li and we get the following expressions:
− ρ
∫ li
0
N Tijr¨idsi +
∫ li
0
N Tij [ESεr
′
i]
′
dsi + ρg
∫ li
0
N Tije3dsi = 0 (3.3.21)
− ρ
∫ li
0
N Tijr¨idsi −
∫ li
0
ESεN
′T
ij r
′
idsi + ρg
∫ li
0
N Tije3dsi = 0 (3.3.22)
Due to the closed-loop chain of the CDPM, the mode coordinates of all cables are not
independent. The independent unknowns adopted in this work are: all mode coordinates
for the first cable and the (N − 1) modes coordinates for the rest nc − 1 cables. Hence, we
have (3ncN − 3nc + 3) independent unknown mode coordinates. Referring to (3.3.16) and
(3.3.18), we limit ourself to N − 1 modes resulting in the following equations:
−ρ
∫ li
0
N−1∑
j=1
N Tij
[
N¨ ijq ij + 2N˙ ijq˙ ij +N ijq¨ ij
]
dsi−
∫ li
0
N−1∑
j=1
ESεN
′T
ijN
′
ijq ijdsi+ρg
∫ li
0
N Tije3dsi= 0
(3.3.23)
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N−1∑
j=1
ρ
∫ li
0
N TijN ijdsi q¨ ij +
N−1∑
j=1
2ρ
∫ li
0
N TijN˙ ijdsi q˙ ij+
N−1∑
j=1
[
ρ
∫ li
0
N TijN¨ ijdsi +ESε
∫ li
0
N
′T
ijN
′
ijdsi
]
q ij = ρg
∫ li
0
N Tije3dsi (3.3.24)
N−1∑
j=1
[
M ij q¨ ij +C ij q˙ ij +K ij q ij
]
= g i (3.3.25)
whereM ij = ρ
∫ li
0 N
T
ijN ijdsi, C ij = 2ρ
∫ li
0 N
T
ijN˙ ijdsi, K ij =
∫ li
0 N
T
ijN¨ ijdsi+
∫ li
0 N
′T
ijN
′
ijdsi
and f gi = ρg
∫ li
0 N
T
ije3dsi. The above equation (3.3.25), can be written in matrix form as
follows:
M iq¨ i +C iq˙ i +K iq i = f gi (3.3.26)
in which q i = [q i1 ;q i2 ; ...;q iN−1 ]T groups all the N − 1 mode coordinates for the ith cable.
M i = diag([M ij ]16j6N−1) is the mass matrix, C i = diag([C ij ]16j6N−1) is the centrifuge
matrix, andK i == diag([K ij ]16j6N−1) is the stiffness matrix. If we generalize for nc cables,
we have:
M cq¨ +C cq˙ +K cq = f g (3.3.27)
where q = [q1;q2; ...;qnc ]T and M c = diag([M i]16i6nc), C c = diag([C i]16i6nc) and K c =
diag([K i]16i6nc) are block matrices. f g = [f g1,f g2, ...,f gnc ]T . Now assigning s0i = l0i in
(3.3.16) and (3.3.18) and substituting them into (3.3.14), we can achieve the dynamic equation
of the platform in terms of mode coordinates, resulting in the following equations:
mN¨ iNq iN + 2mN˙ iN q˙ iN +mN iN q¨ iN =mge3 −
nc∑
i=1
ESεN ′iNq iN (3.3.28)
mN iN q¨ iN + 2mN˙ iN q˙ iN +
(
mN¨ iN +ES
nc∑
i=1
εN ′iN
)
q iN =mge3 (3.3.29)
The differential equations of the cables,(3.3.27), and that of the suspended platform,
(3.3.29), provide the necessary equations to determine the (3ncN − 3nc + 3) independent
unknown mode coordinates. The dependent unknowns 3nc − 3 modes coordinates can be
determined from the following relation:
ri(l0i , t) = η
p
1 +R0Pbi, i ∈ {1,2, ...,nc} (3.3.30)
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3.4 Numerical Example
The overall objective of this study is to evaluate the effects of cable mass and elasticity on the
static stiffness of the CDPM. The difference between the suspended platform pose (position
and orientation) obtained through the sagging cable model and the reference pose obtained
through the ideal cable model defines the static pose error of the CDPM ∆χp. As already
mentioned, the both virtual displacements δϕ and δχp are related by following relation:
δϕ =R−1Jδχp (3.4.1)
where δϕ represents the virtual displacement vector of motor rotational angle whereas δχp
represents the virtual displacements vector of the suspended platform caused by the external
force and moment tensor. J is the Jacobian matrix and R is a diagonal matrix that groups
the nc drum radius. As already stated, any rotation of the drum corresponds to a released
or wound cable portion. The relationship between the variation of unstrained cable length,
δl and δϕ is δl =Rδϕ, then we have:
δχp = J
+δl (3.4.2)
in which, J+ =J T (JJ T )−1 is the pseudo-inverse of J . For a given position and orientation
of the suspended platform, a set of unstrained cable length l0i can be obtained through the
inverse kinematic model. Two different cable models can be used for inverse kinematic model
: (i) the ideal cable model where the cable is considered to be an inextensible straight line,
(ii) the sagging cable model where the elastic catenary is employed considering both the cable
elasticity and the effect of cable weight on the static cable profile. The difference between the
cable length, l0i , obtained through the sagging cable model and the cable length,li, obtained
through the ideal cable model defines the deflection of the ith cable, namely ∆li = l0i − li. In
this way, ∆l = [∆l1,∆l2, ...,∆lnc ]T is a vector consisting of all the nc cable deflections. Hence,
the platform pose error ∆χp can be defined as follows:
∆χp = J+∆l (3.4.3)
This relation gives the variation of the platform pose error due to the deformation of
cables length. This variation of the platform can be defined as an index for the static stiffness
evaluation.
To achieve the above objectives, simulation experiments are conducted on a suspended
CDPM, called CoGiRo cogiro2013. The CoGiRo is a redundantly actuated CDPM devel-
oped by LIRMM and Tecnalia. The dimensions of this prototype are about 15 m in length,
11 m in width and 5 m in high giving a potential workspace of 677 m3. The mobile platform
is a cube with 1 m side length and a total mass of 79 kg. The base and platform cable at-
tachment points are listed in Table 3.1. Winches are capable of pulling the 10 mm diameter
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cables at up to 4150 N . Assume that all cables have the same Young’s modulus E = 100
GPa and mass per unit length ρ= 0.346 kg/m.
Table 3.1: The base and platform cable attachment points
xai yai zai xbi ybi zbi
a1 −7.5 −5.5 6 b1 0.5 −0.5 0
a2 −7.5 −5.5 6 b2 −0.5 0.5 1
a3 −7.5 5.5 6 b3 −0.5 −0.5 0
a4 −7.5 5.5 6 b4 0.5 0.5 1
a5 7.5 5.5 6 b5 −0.5 0.5 0
a6 7.5 5.5 6 b6 0.5 −0.5 1
a7 7.5 −5.5 6 b7 0.5 0.5 0
a8 7.5 −5.5 6 b8 −0.5 −0.5 1
CoGiRo is supposed to perform pick-and-place tasks. In this simulation, we consider two
cases. In Case A, the platform mass is 79 kg whereas in Case B, the platform mass goes up
to 200 kg. The inertial parameters of the platform are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Platform inertia parameters
Platform Platform moment inertia matrix (kgm2)
mass (kg) XX Y Y ZZ XY XZ Y Z
Case A 79 62 60 22 −0.32 −0.02 4.5
Case B 200 132 130 45 00 −3 −2
The Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the variation of the pose error of a CDPM with sagging
cables along the vertical direction over the sub-workspace caused by axial cable elasticity
with respectively a fixed external load of 79 kg and 200 kg. The sub-workspace is defined by
−3m< x< 3m, −3m< y < 3m and Z = 3m. As illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the static
pose error of the suspended platform varies significantly with the robot posture. The pose
error tends to decrease as the distance from the platform to the Y -axis becomes larger.
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Figure 3.1: Static pose error of the platform for CDPM with sagging cables
along the vertical direction over the sub-workspace for 79 kg external load
As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the static pose error calculated for a 200 kg external
load is lower than that calculated for the one of 79 kg. In general, the pose error is smallest
near the center of the sub-workspace, while it becomes bigger near the edge of the workspace.
The simulation results show that the static positioning accuracy along the vertical direction
is not that important in both cases.
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Figure 3.2: Static pose error of the platform for CDPM with sagging cables
along the vertical direction over the sub-workspace for 200 kg external load
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3.5 Conclusion
Driven a manipulator by cables have significant advantages, but it involves many technical
challenges. The stiffness of a CDPM is one of the most critical ones because unexpected
cable vibration always occurs due to the cable stiffness influenced by its elasticity and mass.
The overall objective of this chapter is to study the static and dynamic positioning accuracy
especially for a suspended pick-and-place CDPM. Although the sagging cable model is more
accurate than the massless cable models, it is more complex in computation. This drawback
represents a big challenge for real-time applications. Further, a numerical example is given
to evaluate the effects of cable mass and elasticity on the static stiffness of the CDPM. The
simulation results show that the static positioning accuracy along the vertical direction is not
important. Based on this latter results, a non-elastic massless cable model is used to design
a robust controller in the next chapter to accurately pick up and lay down load.
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4.1 Introduction
One of the most important feature of a CDPMs is its capacity to accomplish different type
of tasks with a high level of performance, maneuverability and with less oversight of human
operators. This chapter aims to design a robust controller for stable tracking control for
both conventional CDPM and mobile CDPM. First, a dual-space feedforward control scheme
is proposed with a joint space PD corrector for conventional CDPM. Then, Sliding Mode
Controller (SMC) based on switching theory and Lyapunov’s theory is elaborated for mobile
CDPM. Results demonstrate that the application of the proposed controller leads to high
accuracy in the trajectory tracking while cables remain always in tension .
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4.2 Redundancy of the CDPM
The control of the CDPM is not trivial. Compared to parallel robots with rigid arms, the
cable forces of a CDPMmust be kept in tension in all manoeuvres. Therefore, the components
of the tension vector must remain strictly positives. If the command requires a cable to push
when it is not capable, the platform will be unable to reach the desired position and the
CDPM will not be controllable.
In order to overcome this constraint while controlling all the degrees of freedom (DOF) of
the platform, it is possible to design CDPMs with redundancy of actuation (more actuators
than DOF (nc >n) with n the number of DOF and nc the number of driven cables). Redun-
dant actuation is usually used to keep all the driving cables in tension during the movement
of CDPMs. This type of redundancy refers to the use of more actuators than are strictly
necessary at least with one degree of actuation redundancy. For redundant manipulators,
there exist an infinite number of tension distributions to balance a given wrench applied on
the end-effector. Therefore, the control design must integrate an optimal tension distribution
which minimize actuation energy according to the kinematics and dynamic conditions. As a
consequence, it is important to note that actuation redundancy does not only provide fault
tolerance if one of the actuators fail, but also eliminates singularities and thus increase the
usable workspace.
Extensive research on tension distribution algorithms are carried out to resolve the actu-
ation redundancy present in most CDPMs. Each of these approaches have different charac-
teristics and varying computational cost. If the sum of all tensions is used as the objective
function, then the optimization of tension distribution becomes a linear programming prob-
lem. Furthermore, the L2-norm, which results in a quadratic programming problem, seeks
to minimize the sum of the squared tensions in order to guarantee continuity by providing a
smooth objective function. Another important issue is the determination the lower or upper
tension limits. In fact, in order to keep all the cables in tension, positive lower and upper
boundary of cable forces are used as constraints in tension distribution algorithms such that
cable forces are bounded between minimal and maximal tension values for redundant CDPMs.
The upper boundary is notably given by the maximal admissible cable strain whereas the
lower boundary is usually set as the lowest acceptable tension with the goal of avoiding slack
cables. The value for the lower-boundary of cable forces is chosen arbitrarily and usually
the same for all driving cables [38]. In some case, operation at a fixed lower tension limits
tends to cause cable sag and decreases cable stiffness. An important cable sag can even cause
the end-effector to become under-constrained which means that some driving cables may not
have adequate tensions to make robot under control. Indeed, some other driving cables may
have more than enough tension to maintain the cable sag low, which is a waste of motor
torque and energy consumption. Thus the drawback of fixed lower-boundary emerges.
Usually an optimizer uses iterative algorithms which leads to non-predictable worst-case
runtime and requires a large number of iterations to converge. Hence, those aforementioned
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methods are not applicable within a real-time controller. Let us note that redundancy reso-
lution turns out to be challenging when the computation has to be done in real time. To get
the challenge, a non-iterative efficient methods have been proposed in order to find a feasible
tension distribution. Mikelsons et al. propose such a method in which the barycenter of the
polytope of feasible tension distributions is determined [76]. However, this method requires
the computation of all the vertices of this polytope which takes a lot of time. It is based
on geometric considerations applied to the two-dimensional convex polytope of feasible cable
tension distribution. This polytope is defined as the intersection between the set of inequality
constraints on the cable tension values and the affine space of tension solutions to the mobile
platform static or dynamic equilibrium.
Lamaury et al. elaborate a fast algorithm aiming at a real-time implementation of the
barycentric approach [51]. The proposed algorithm is dedicated to CDPM with two degree
of redundancy. The idea consists essentially in computing a first vertex of this polygon and
finding the others by moving from one vertex to the next one while following the polygon
one-dimensional boundary which is made of straight line segments. Once all the polygon
vertices are determined, the barycenter (centroid) is simply obtained by well-known closed-
form formulas. Therefore, the barycentric approach provides a tension distribution set point
far from the boundaries of the polytope of feasible tension distributions.
The vast majority of the published works use optimization algorithms in order to obtain
an optimal tension distribution [77],[78] . The use of the optimization algorithm has the major
advantage of minimizing the tensions of the cables and therefore the energy absorbed by the
motors. In this chapter, the problem of tension distribution is formulated as a quadratic
programming method as follows:
Compute: min
[
‖T ‖= (Σnci=1t2i ) 12 ] such as WT = F e and 0 < timin ≤ ti ≤ timax i =
{1, ...,nc}
For redundant manipulators, there exist an infinite number of tension distributions T =
W +F e. Here, W + is the pseudo-inverse of the force transmission matrix W and F e is the
external wrench applied on the geometric center of the platform. The solution of the above
linear programming problem can result into positive or negative tensions of the cables. Since
the cables of the CDPM can only work in tension, a constrained optimization technique is
proposed in here such that all its components ti are contained between minimal and max-
imal tension values timin and timax. The maximum timax is notably given by the maximal
admissible cable strain whereas timin is usually set as the lowest acceptable tension with the
goal of avoiding slack cables (timin > 0).
4.3 Conventional Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
Several control schemes such as PID controller is proposed for cable-driven parallel robots
KHOSRAVI2014. This technique is the most common control algorithm used in many
applications, particularly in the industry, because of its simplicity. However, this controller
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demonstrates low robust ability and difficulties in tuning the gains PID corrector in op-
erational space. To overcome such a difficulty, Kawamura et al. propose a Proportional-
Derivative Controller (PD) with feedback in the joint space, only the weight of the platform
is compensated [79]. The stability of the control law is demonstrated by a Lyapunov func-
tion. A similar control scheme (PD corrector in the joint space with feedback linearization)
is proposed by Agrawal but with a compensation of the platform dynamics [80]. Other works
propose a dual-space feedforward control scheme in operational space with two feedforward
terms to compensate both the platform and the winch dynamics [51]. This proposed dual-
space feedforward controller relies on a good knowledge of the system parameters. Since some
of them can be unknown or may vary during the execution of the task, these controllers can
provide erroneous inputs decreasing the tracking and regulation performances. In order to
handle such parametric uncertainties and variability, adaptive control is proposed for control-
ling CDPM [81], [82]. Essentially, the goal of this technique is to tune the controller on-line
according to the state of the system. In this section, a dual-space feed-forward control scheme
with a joint space PD corrector is introduced. This proposed controller not only guarantees a
well tracking performance of the redundantly actuated parallel manipulator, but also enables
to easily embed a tension distribution algorithm.
4.3.1 Inverse Dynamics with PD Controller
The ultimate control objective is to move the suspended platform along a prescribed desired
trajectory. In this chapter, we do not concern ourselves with the actual trajectory planning
problem. The dynamic equations of the CDPM are nonlinear and complex. For this purpose,
a dual-space feedforward control scheme, which are based on inverse dynamics, is designed
with a joint space PD corrector. To improve the tracking performance of the CDPM, the
controller must take into account the dynamic model of the robot in order to compensate
the applied forces. Therefore, this technique presumes that the equations of motion as well
as all the relevant geometric and inertial parameters of the system are known. We assume
that elasticity of cables can be ignored and cables behave as massless rigid strings. Because
the technique is model-based, the full robot motion equations of nc-cable parallel robot with
loaded platform and actuators (winches) in operational space are given by (2.2.32):
J T (χp)R
−1Γ =M eq(χp)χ¨p +C eq(χp,χ˙p)χ˙p −G (4.3.1)
with
• M eq(χp) =M (χp) +J T (χp)R−1ImR−1J (χp).
• M eq(χp,χ˙p) =C (χp,χ˙p) +J T (χp)R−1ImR−1J˙ (χp).
The state vector of the suspended platform is defined by an operational space vector
χp and Γ is the actuator torque input vector. M (χp) is the inertia matrix, C (χp,χ˙p) is
the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal and G is the gravitational force vector. The diagonal
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matrix Im denotes the inertia matrix of the actuator and R is a diagonal matrix such that
diag(R) = [d1,d2, ...,dnc ]T , di is the drum radius of ith winch. The Jacobian matrix J (χp) of
the CDPM relates the operational velocity of the suspended platform χ˙p to the joint velocities
of the nc winches ϕ˙, where ϕ˙ =R−1J (χp)χ˙p. The joint velocity vector of motor rotational
angle, denoted ϕ˙ = [ϕ˙1, ϕ˙2, ..., ϕ˙nc ]T and its time derivative ϕ˙ are assumed to be measured
(by means of incremental encoders).
The proposed controller may be implemented with a correction in the operational space.
However, a direct measurement of the platform state vector χp across a large workspace is
difficult. Consequently, a dual-space feed-forward controller is proposed to take advantages
of both space coordinates. Specifically, the designed controller requires the measurements of
the joint coordinate vector of motor rotational angle and its derivative in the feedback loop.
Further, this inverse dynamic controller uses the reference signals and the measured signals of
the state vector from the trajectory generation to compensate the loaded platform dynamics
with an operational space feed-forward force vector term. Thus, the control law is given by:
J T (χp)R
−1Γ =M eq(χp)χ¨pd +C eq(χp,χ˙p)χ˙pd −G +J T (χp)R−1(Kpeϕ +Kde˙ϕ) (4.3.2)
WhereM eq(χp)χ¨pd +C eq(χp,χ˙p)χ˙pd −G compensates the loaded platform dynamics and
the term J T (χp)R−1(Kpeϕ +Kde˙ϕ) tracks the desired trajectory. The two positive definite
matrix Kp and Kd denote the gain of a PD corrector. The controller consists in converting
the desired platform trajectory χpd and velocity χ˙pd into their associated joint positions ϕd
and velocity ϕ˙d using the inverse kinematic model. The operational tracking error eχp =
χpd −χp is then converted into eϕ =ϕd −ϕ by means of the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian
matrix in order to apply the PD corrector in the joint space. Thereafter a dual-space feed-
forward control scheme (see Figure 4.1) is proposed by integrating a cable tension distribution
algorithm ensuring that the control is capable to keep the cable tensions of the CDPM always
positive.
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Figure 4.1: Dual-space feed-forward control scheme with a joint space PD
corrector
4.3.2 Stability Analysis
Referring to the control law given by (4.3.2) and the dynamic model given by (4.3.1), the
closed loop system is:
M eq(χp)e¨χp +C eq(χp,χ˙p)e˙χp +J T (χp)R−1(Kpeϕ +Kde˙ϕ) = 0 (4.3.3)
in which, eχp = χpd −χp et eϕ = ϕd −ϕ. Although the dynamic equations of the global
system are nonlinear and complex, they have some known properties which are necessary for
the controller synthesis and stability analysis:
• Property 1 The inertia matrix M eq(χp) is symmetric and positive definite.
• Property 2 The matrix M˙ eq(χp)− 2C eq(χp,χ˙p) is skew symmetric.
Let V be the Lyapunov function for the closed loop system:
V =
1
2e˙
T
χpM eqe˙χp +
1
2e
T
ϕKpeϕ ≥ 0 (4.3.4)
Kp is chosen as a positive definite diagonal matrix. The time derivative of the Lyapunov
function is given by :
V˙ = e˙TχpM eqe¨χp +
1
2e˙
T
χpM˙ eqe˙χp + e˙ϕKpeϕ (4.3.5)
By substituting M eqe¨χp from the closed loop system:
V˙ =
1
2e˙
T
χp(M˙ eq(χp)− 2C eq(χp,χ˙p))e˙χp − e˙TχpJ T (χp)R−1(Kpeϕ +Kde˙ϕ) + e˙TϕKpeϕ (4.3.6)
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Using the inverse kinematic model (2.2.15) and by replacing e˙Tϕ by e˙TχpJ T (χp)R−1 in the
subsequent equation we get:
V˙ =
1
2e˙
T
χp(M˙ eq(χp)− 2C eq(χp,χ˙pd))e˙χp − e˙TϕKde˙ϕ (4.3.7)
According to property 2, the first term vanishes and therefore:
V˙ = −e˙TϕKde˙ϕ ≤ 0 (4.3.8)
where V˙ ≤ 0 since Kd is chosen to be positive definite. Referring to LaSalle’s Invariance
Principle the system is stable. Thus, the motion converges to a maximum invariant set which
satisfies V˙ = 0. This implies that e˙ϕ = 0. Due to the kinematic relation e˙ϕ =R−1J (χp)e˙χp ,
e˙χp = 0. Substituting these on (4.3.3), we get eϕ = 0. This means that ϕ tends to ϕd as time
t goes to infinity.
4.3.3 Simulation Results
The overall objective of this study is to evaluate the capability of the proposed controller
to move the platform while keeping it stable along the trajectory. To achieve the above
objectives, simulation experiments are conducted on a suspended CDPM, called CoGiRo.
The CoGiRo prototype is a redundantly actuated CDPM developed by LIRMM and Tecnalia.
The dimensions of this prototype are about 15 m in length, 11 m in width and 5 m in high
giving a potential workspace of 677 m3. The mobile platform is a cube with 1 m side length
and a total mass of 79 kg. It is capable of manipulating payloads of 300 kg over the entire
workspace. The inertial parameters of the platform with and without a typical payload are
given in Table 4.2. CoGiRo has 8−actuators with a 6−DOF moving platform. The base and
platform cable attachment points are listed in Table 4.1. Winches are capable of pulling the
10 mm diameter cables at up to 4150 N .
Table 4.1: The base and platform cable attachment points
xai yai zai xbi ybi zbi
a1 −7.5 −5.5 6 b1 0.5 −0.5 0
a2 −7.5 −5.5 6 b2 −0.5 0.5 1
a3 −7.5 5.5 6 b3 −0.5 −0.5 0
a4 −7.5 5.5 6 b4 0.5 0.5 1
a5 7.5 5.5 6 b5 −0.5 0.5 0
a6 7.5 5.5 6 b6 0.5 −0.5 1
a7 7.5 −5.5 6 b7 0.5 0.5 0
a8 7.5 −5.5 6 b8 −0.5 −0.5 1
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Table 4.2: Platform inertia parameters
Platform mass (kg) Platform moment inertia matrix (kgm2)
XX Y Y ZZ XY XZ Y Z
Without load 79 62 60 22 −0.32 −0.02 4.5
With load 200 132 130 45 00 −3 −2
CoGiRo is supposed to perform pick-and-place tasks. In this simulation study, the desired
trajectory given in Table 4.3 is chosen such that the moving platform reaches 5 poses during
pick-and-place task. It has been generated by a 5th-order polynomial interpolation given by
the following expression:
f(t) = hi
(tf − t)5
(tf − t)5 + (t− ti)5 + hd
(t− ti)5
(t− ti)5 + (tf − t)5 if ti ≤ t≤ tf (4.3.9)
Table 4.3: The desired trajectory of the platform
xp yp zp φp θp ψp xp yp zp φp θp ψp
p1 0 0 1.3 0 0 0 p4 1.4 −0.7 2.5 0 0 0
p2 0 0 2.5 0 0 0 p5 0 0 2.5 0 0 0
p3 −1.1 1.2 2.5 0 0 25 p6 0 0 1.3 0 0 0
Figure 4.2: Position and orientation error of the platform (Case A)
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Figure 4.3: Linear and angular velocity error of the platform (Case A)
The simulation results show that the proposed controller provides a non-negative and
continuous tension distribution along the whole trajectory. As it is shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3,
4.6 and 4.7, position and orientation outputs reach the desired path for both case A and B.
Figure 4.4: Cables tension (Case A)
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Figure 4.5: Winches torque (Case A)
To prove the robustness of the proposed controller, we consider two simulation cases. In
Case A, the dual-space feed-forward controller is simulated with no-load platform whereas
in Case B, we consider loading the platform at configuration p1 and releasing the load at
configuration p3. We have to state that the control parameters in our algorithms are all the
same in each case (i.e without and with load). For the fast convergence, the gain matrix were
selected as Kp = diag(1.3,1.3,3.5,1.1,1.1,1.1) and Kd = diag(0.4,0.4,0.4,0.37,0.37,0.37).
Figure 4.6: Position and orientation error of the platform (Case B)
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Figure 4.7: Linear and angular velocity error of the platform (Case B)
Figure 4.8: Cables tension (Case B)
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Figure 4.9: Winches torque (Case B)
4.4 Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
For a mobile CDPM, the position and orientation of the suspended platform depend on
the cables length which can be adjusted by motorized winches mounted on a mobile base.
In addition to these, the motions of the base have a direct impact on handling position of
the suspended platform due to coupling characteristics. The main objective is to develop a
robust controller for stable tracking control of mobile CDPM considering the whole dynamics
of the system. The well-known control algorithms intended for conventional CDPM with
fixed base can be applied only if the base is controlled at a fixed point (stabilization). Few
references can be found in the literature regarding mobile cable robots. In fact, all recent
works deal with static and kinematic analysis of mobile CDPM [62] and [66]. Further, a real
time tension distribution algorithm, that takes into account the dynamic equilibrium of the
moving-platform and the static equilibrium of the mobile bases, is introduced by Tahir in
[67].
Considering the field of this novel configuration, the main contribution of this chapter is
to provide a safe manipulation of the entire system, during an object pick-and-place task.
For this purpose, it raises an initial idea that the nc motorized winches used to adjust cable
length should not only manipulate the suspended platform to track a prescribed desired
trajectory but also compensate the n-dimensional motions of the base [83]. Such a system
would eliminate load oscillation and facilitate pick-and-place task of the mobile CDPM.
4.4.1 Tracking Control of Suspended Platform
In this section, the cables tension is considered as the control input to the robot dynamics.
The controller design objective is to find a positive tension vector such that the suspended
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platform can follow a predefined desired trajectory. For this purpose, a Sliding Mode Con-
troller (SMC) based on switching theory and Lyapunov’s theory is proposed. One of the
main features of this approach is that we only need to drive the error to a "switching sur-
face", after which the system is in "sliding mode" and it will not be affected by any modeling
uncertainties or disturbances. Therefore, SMC represents an attractive alternative. This
technique provides an effective approach for the control problem of systems with nonlineari-
ties and bounded external disturbances [84] and [85]. The dynamic equation of the suspended
platform:
M P (χ)χ
◦◦+CP (χ,χ˚)χ˚ +GP (χ) +DP (χ,χ˚,η¨a,η˙a) =W P (χ)T (4.4.1)
RememberM P is the inertia matrix, CP is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal, DP is
the bounded disturbance vector due to base motion andW P is the force transmission matrix.
Let the state vector of the suspended platform be denoted by χ and T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T that
groups the nc cable tensions represents the control vector input. First of all, we define a
sliding surface as follows:
s = e˚χ +Λeχ (4.4.2)
where Λ = diag(λ1,λ2, ...,λ6) with λi > 0 i ∈ {1, ...,6}. The operational tracking error
is defined as eχ = χd −χ and its derivative is e˚χ = χ˚d − χ˚. To ensure trajectory tracking in
operational space, we consider the following control law:
T =W +P {M P (χ)(Λe˚χ +χ◦◦d) +CP (χ,χ˚)(Λeχ + χ˚d) +GP (χ) +Ksgn(s)} (4.4.3)
whereW +P =W TP (W PW TP )−1 is the pseudo-inverse of the rectangular matrixW P and K
is a positive definite matrix defined as follows :
K =

k1 0
. . .
0 kn
 (4.4.4)
and sgn(s) is a signum function defined as follows :
sgn(s) =

sgn(s1)
:
sgn(sn)
 (4.4.5)
in which
sgn(s) =
+1 ifsi > 0−1 ifsi < 0 (4.4.6)
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4.4.2 Stability Analysis
Referring to the control law given by (4.3.2) and the dynamic model given by (4.3.1), the
closed loop system is:
M P (χ)e˚χ +CP (χ,χ˚)e˚χ −DP +M P (χ)Λe˚χ +CP (χ,χ˚)Λeχ = 0 (4.4.7)
Although the dynamic equations of the global system are nonlinear and complex, they
have some known properties which are necessary for the controller synthesis and stability
analysis:
• Property 1 The inertia matrix M P (χ) is symmetric and positive definite.
• Property 2 The matrix M˙ P (χ)− 2CP (χ,χ˚) is skew symmetric.
The Lyapunov function is defined as follows:
V =
1
2s
TM P (χ)s (4.4.8)
The time derivative of the Lyapunov function is given by:
V˙ = sT (M P (χ)s˚ +
1
2M˙ P (χ)s) (4.4.9)
V˙ = sT
(
M P (χ)e˚χ +M P (χ)Λe˚χ +
1
2M˙ P (χ)e˚χ +
1
2M˙ P (χ)Λeχ
)
(4.4.10)
Solving now for M P (χ)e˚χ in (4.4.1) and substituting into the last equation yields:
V˙ = sT
(
DP −Ksgn(s) + 12 (M˙ P (χ)− 2CP (χ,χ˚))e˚χ +
1
2 (M˙ P (χ)− 2CP (χ,χ˚))Λeχ
)
(4.4.11)
According to property 2, the two latter terms vanish and therefore:
V˙ = sT (DP −Ksgn(s)) (4.4.12)
As it is known KsT sgn(s) =∑n=6i=1 ki|si|, this leads to:
V˙ = sTDP −
n=6∑
i=1
ki|si| (4.4.13)
Let us note by Di the component of the disturbance vector DP . Then it is sufficient to
choose the terms of positive definite matrix K as follows:
ki > |Di|+ ηi (4.4.14)
Where ηi > 0, therefore,
V˙ 6−
n=6∑
i=1
ηi|si| (4.4.15)
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To avoid chattering, we replace the sgn(s) function by the sat(s) function given as:
sat(s) =
sgn(si) if |si|> δsi
δ if |si|6 δ
(4.4.16)
δ is a constant boundary layer thickness. Hence the control law now looks like:
T =W +P {M P (χ)(Λe˚χ +χ◦◦d) +CP (χ,χ˚)(Λeχ + χ˚d) +GP (χ) +Ksat(s)} (4.4.17)
Referring to LaSalle’s Invariance Principle the system is stable. Thus, the motion con-
verges to a maximum invariant set which satisfies V˙ = 0. This implies that s = 0. the
following equation is derived :
lim
t−→∞s = limt−→∞(e˚χ +Λeχ) = 0 (4.4.18)
Witch implies that :
e˚χ =Λeχ (4.4.19)
Thus, the error system is asymptotically stable if Λ satisfies the Hurwitz condition. As
already mentioned, the asymptotic stability of the suspended platform can not only be pro-
vided by the adequate choice of the control law but also a cable tension distribution algorithm
should be integrated to ensure that the control is capable to keep the CDPM cable tensions
always positive.
4.4.3 Simulation Results
In this section, some numerical simulation are carried on to illustrate the performance of
the proposed controller. Simulations concern a suspended CDPM, named CoGiRo. We
have to mention that CoGiRo parameters are previously presented in the previous section
4.3.3. Sliding parameters are chosen as Λ = diag(0.7,0.7,3.05,1.05,1.05,3.05), δ = 1 and
K = diag(0.25,0.25,0.37,0.37,0.25,1). The resulting simulation is illustrated in Figure 4.10
and Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10: Position and orientation error of the platform
Figure 4.11: Linear and angular velocity error of the platform
As it is shown in Figure 4.12, the algorithm developed for the tensions distribution keeps
cables in tension for the whole manoeuvre. We can conclude that our objective is largely
achieved through the application of sliding mode controller. In fact as can be seen in Figure
4.10, it is clear that thanks to the proposed controller the platform tracks very well the desired
trajectory.
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Figure 4.12: Cables tension
In this simulation we highlight the capability of our sliding mode controller not only to
manipulate the suspended platform in order to track a prescribed desired trajectory but also
compensate the motion of the base that ensure safe manipulation of the load.
4.5 Conclusion
For a CDPM with base mobility, a Sliding Mode Controller is proposed to move the suspended
platform along a desired trajectory. This technique represents an attractive alternative since
it ensures a fast convergence and robustness against disturbance due to base motion. The
control design should integrate an optimal tension distribution because cables must remain
in tension for this class of robot. The stability of the system is analyzed through Lyapunov
function. Finally the performance of proposed controller is examined by simulation results.
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5.1 Introduction
Recently, cargo airships has been specifically designed to be a radically new and sustainable
transportation mode for both passengers and cargo. In our study, the heavy lift Airship’s
loading and unloading phase makes use of a Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator (CDPM).
Specifically, the cargo is handled by motorized cable winches, mounted underneath the airship.
By this way, the heavy lift airship can load and unload cargo without landing.
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The contribution of this chapter consists in the development of the complete model of
the heavy lift airship. To the best of our knowledge, we are pioneer in this field. Due to
the CDPM dynamics, the modeling of such a multi-body system composed of the airship
and the CDPM is more complex than that of the conventional airship. To set up the model,
we consider that the airship and the suspended platform are independent. Hence, the heavy
lift airship can be modeled as an interconnection of lower order subsystems (i.e the airship
and CDPM). In this case, the basic motion of one subsystem is regarded as an external
disturbance input for the other one [86].
5.2 Conceptual Design
The heavy lift airship consists of an airship carrying a payload through a Cable Driven
Parallel Manipulator (CDPM). The following section gives an overview of the design of our
heavy lift airship, including its mechanical components as well as its operating principle.
5.2.1 Composition of the Mechanism
This novel flying robot, the heavy lift airship, is composed of four basic components. (i) A
moving suspended platform, which is positioned within a workspace to fulfill a specific task,
(ii) driving cables to control and move the platform, (iii) winches which change the cable
length and finally (iv) an airship considered as a supporting structure underneath which
these winches are fastened.
Figure 5.1: Loading and unloading of the heavy-lift airship
(i) Moving suspended platform : A 6-DOF platform is suspended by eight identical
cables. One end of each cable is attached to the mobile platform at point Bi, and the
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other end is connected to a mobile point Ai. The position and orientation of the moving
platform depend on the cables length which can be adjusted by motorized winches
mounted on the airship. In fact, cables are considered as as transmission elements.
(ii) Driving cables : For cable driven parallel manipulator, each cable connects the winch
mounted on the airship (supporting structure) to the mobile platform. The eight iden-
tical cables are considered as straight line segment for the kinematic and dynamic
analysis. The supporting structure have no orientation constrains at the connected
points with the cables, which means the cables can rotate about any direction at the
connected points with the supporting structure. Hence, the connection between cable
and the supporting structure can be viewed as a universal joint, whereas the connection
between cable and the moving platform is spherical. Moreover, the cable can elongate
along its direction, which can be treated as a prismatic joint. Therefore, the kinematic
structure of the cable may be considered as universal-prismatic-spherical (commonly
denoted as UPS), in which only the prismatic joint is actuated.
(iii) Motorized winches : Eight motorized winches, mounted underneath the airship, are
used to adjust the length or tension in cables. Each winch consist of a synchronous
servo motor coupled to a planetary gearbox witch is connected to a drum having a
diameter that can store wound portion of cable. The maximum size of the workspace
is primary given by the capacity of the winch’s drum. Tiny winches can have a stroke
of some millimeters while industrial large scale winches can coil several kilometers of
cable.
(iv) Airship : In our study, we use the characteristics of the airship MC500 developed
by the French network DIRISOFT. This airship is a collection of aerodynamic profiles,
with symmetry around the x− z axis. Each transverse section of the careen parallel to
the plan y− z gives roughly an ellipse. The MC−500 is an experimental reduced scale
prototype for a set of great innovating airships including cargo airships.
5.2.2 Operating Mechanism
During loading and unloading phase, the heavy-lift airship requires the cooperation of two
subsystems (i.e the Airship and Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator). Specifically, the airship
hovers above the ground and a special loading frame, which is fixed during flight to the keel
of the airship, is then rigged with eight cable winches to the ground. Associating airship
and cable driven parallel manipulator, this new design offers novel possibilities for heavy-lift
airship to load and unload cargo without landing.
(i) Propulsion : The propulsion of the MC500 airship is provided by four electric rotors.
Each rotor can swivel in two directions. A rotation of angle βi around the y− axis and
a rotation of angle γi around z− axis. Therefore the airship have twelve actuators :
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The four propulsion forces f i, the four angles of inclination βi and the four orientation
angles γi.
(ii) Cable tensions for loading and unloading : Eight motorized winches are used
to adjust cable lengths or tensions ti in order to control and move the platform. The
cables of a CDPM can only pull and not push on the mobile platform and their tension
ti are contained between minimal and maximal tension values timin and timax. The
maximum timax is notably given by the maximal admissible cable strain whereas timin
is usually set as the lowest acceptable tension with the goal of avoiding slack cables,
timin > 0. For this purpose, we use eight cables to manipulate the suspended platform
in the full six dimensional task space, thus resulting in two redundant cables that can
be used to better distribute the tensions.
5.3 Kinematic Modeling
5.3.1 Coordinate Systems
The kinematic and dynamic analysis of the composed system consisting of the airship and
the cable driven parallel manipulators require a representative parametrization which implies
a significant benefit in the motion equations (see figure 5.1). In fact, the analysis of the
global system motion is made with respect to three frames, namely an earth-fixed reference
frame R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0), an airship body-fixed frame RA(A,Xa,Ya,Za), having as origin the
gravity center of the airship A and a platform body-fixed frame RP (P ,Xp,Yp,Zp) having as
origin the geometric center of the CDPM suspended platform P .
(a) Inertial reference axis : An inertial axis system is needed as a point of reference for
the airship’s position and orientation, namely an earth-fixed frame R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0).
The origin O is fixed on an arbitrary point on the earth. The x-axis is positive towards
the north, while the y-axis is positive towards the east and is subject to right-hand
rule. The z-axis lies in the direction of the gravity vector and is positive towards the
center of the earth.
(b) Airship body axis : For convenience, the motion equations for a 6-DOF air vehicle
are usually derived in the body frame. An airship body-fixed frame RA(A,Xa,Ya,Za)
is centered at the airship gravity center A. The xa-axis is coincident with the symmetry
axis of the envelope, the xaza-plane coincides with the longitudinal plane of symmetry of
the airship where the za-axis increasing downward and the positive ya-axis is determined
by the right hand rule. It is reasonable to assume both the center of volume B and the
center of gravity A lie on the axis of symmetry of the envelope. The transformation
from the inertial reference frame R0 to the local frame RA, fixed to the airship, is
achieved by the following sequence of rotations starting from the Earth fixed inertial
frame:
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(i) First a rotation around the z-axis of yaw angle ψa (positive direction).
(ii) Then a rotation around Y1-axis, the new y-axis resulting from the previous rota-
tion, of pitch angle θa (positive direction).
(iii) Last a rotation around the resulting x-axis of roll angle φa (positive direction).
Where the roll φa, pitch θa and yaw ψa angles are commonly referred to as Euler angles.
The complete transformation from the inertial frame R0 to the local frame RA is then
given by the rotation matrix R0A, expressed as function of the Euler angles [φa,θa,ψa]T :
R0A =

cψacθa cψasθasφa − sψacφa sψasφa + cψacφasθa
sψacθa cψacθa + sφasθasψa sθasψacφa − cψasφa
−sθa cθasφa cθacφa
 (5.3.1)
The following shorthand notation for trigonometric function is used: cθ := cosθ, sθ :=
sinθ, tθ := tanθ. The notation holds for all the transformation matrix used in this
manuscript.
(c) Platform body axis : To describe the platform’s position and its orientation with
regards to both the inertial and airship body-fixed frame, an additional axis needs to
be established on the CDPM mobile platform. Thus, we define a platform body-fixed
frame RP (P ,Xp,Yp,Zp) having as origin the geometric center of the platform P . We
choose the orientation of RP to be given by a space-three rotation sequence:
(i) First a rotation around the za-axis of yaw angle ψ.
(ii) Then a rotation around Y1-axis, the new ya-axis resulting from the previous rota-
tion, of pitch angle θ.
(iii) Last a rotation around the resulting xa-axis of roll angle φ.
We use a parametrization by Euler angles : yaw, pitch and roll to describe the suspended
platform attitude in regard to RA. The rotation matrix RAP between the two local
frames RP and RA is:
RAP =

cψcθ cψsθsφ − sψcφ sψsφ + cψcφsθ
sψcθ cψcθ + sφsθsψ sθsψcφ − cψsφ
−sθ cθsφ cθcφ
 (5.3.2)
5.3.2 Airship
The vehicle’s motion in space is defined by several coordinates which can be classified into
two categories: ones expressed in the reference frame and others in mobile body-fixed frame.
Under the established coordinate frames, the general motion of the lighter than air vehicle can
be described by ηa = [ηa1,ηa2]T with respect to the reference frame R0, where ηa1 = [xa,ya,za]T
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and ηa2 = [φa,θa,ψa]T denote respectively the position and orientation vector of the airship
expressed in R0.
Let us denote by η˙a1 = [x˙a, y˙a, z˙a]T the linear velocity of the airship inertia center A with
respect to reference frame and expressed in R0, while νa1 = [u,v,w]T is the linear velocity
of the airship inertia center A with respect to reference frame R0 expressed in the airship
body-fixed frame RA. The transformation of the velocity vector from the local frame to the
reference frame is done using the rotation matrix R0A. Thus, the two vectors η˙a1 and νa1 are
connected by the following relation:
x˙a
y˙a
z˙a
=R0A

u
v
w
 (5.3.3)
The vector η˙a2 = [φ˙a, θ˙a, ψ˙a]T designates the angular velocity with respect to the reference
frame and expressed in R0, whereas the vector νa2 = [p,q,r]T is the angular velocity with
respect to the reference frame R0 and expressed in the airship body-fixed frame RA.
φ˙a
θ˙a
ψ˙a
=

1 sφatθa cφatθa
0 cφa −sφa
0 sφacθa
cφa
cθa

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P−1a (ηa2 )

p
q
r
 (5.3.4)
where P −1a (ηa2) is the transformation matrix from angular velocities to Euler angle rates.
The kinematics equations of an airship can be expressed in the following way:
(
η˙a1
η˙a2
)
=
(
R0A(ηa2) 03×3
03×3 P −1a (ηa2)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ja
(
νa1
νa2
)
(5.3.5)
The first line in the above equation can be regarded as a linear velocity transformation,
while the second line presents an angular velocity transformation. The transformation matrix
J a transforms νa= [νa1,νa2]T , expressed in the airship body-fixed frameRA, into ηa= [ηa1,ηa2]T ,
expressed in the reference frame R0 and is defined as:
J a =
(
R0A(ηa2) 03×3
03×3 P −1a (ηa2)
)
(5.3.6)
Thus, the compact kinematic model of an airship can be written as:
η˙a = J aν
a (5.3.7)
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5.3.3 Suspended platform
For this novel flying mechanism, the airship is used as the supporting structure of the CDPM
and a 6 DOF platform is suspended via nc cables as transmission element. The general
motion of suspended platform with respect to the reference frame R0 can be described by
νp = [νp1,ν
p
2]
T , where νp1 and ν
p
2 represent respectively the linear and angular velocity of the
platform expressed in airship body-fixed frame RA. The expression of νp1 is:
d
−−→
OP
dt
eRA
cR0
=
d
−→
OA
dt
eRA
cR0
+
d
−→
AP
dt
eRA
cRA
+−→ω eRAcRA/R0 ×
−→
AP (5.3.8)
We introduce the notation d
−−→
OM
dt
eC
cG to represent the linear velocity vector of a pointM with
respect to the frame G, expressed in a frame C and −→ω eCcB/G represents the angular velocity
vector of a frame B with respect to a frame G, expressed in a frame C. The notation holds
for all the vectors used in this section. As it is known, νa1 is the absolute linear velocity of the
airship inertia center A with respect to R0 expressed in RA which corresponds to d
−→
OA
dt
eRA
cR0 and
νa2 is the absolute angular velocity expressed in the body fixed frame RA which corresponds
to −→ω eRAcRA/R0 . By substituting these expressions in the above equation (5.3.8), we get:
νp1 = ν
a
1 + v + ν
a
2 ×p (5.3.9)
where p = [x,y,z]T and v = [x˙, y˙, z˙]T denote the relative position and linear velocity of
the platform geometric center P expressed in the airship body-fixed frame RA. The time
derivative of the above equation gives the linear acceleration defines as follows:
d2
−−→
OP
dt2
eRA
cR0
=
d2
−→
AP
dt2
eRA
cRA
+ 2−→ω eRAcRA/R0 ×
d
−→
AP
dt
eRA
cRA
+
d2
−→
OA
dt2
eRA
cR0
+
d−→ω
dt
eRA
cRA/R0
×−→AP +−→ω eRAcRA/R0 × (
−→ω eRAcRA/R0 ×
−→
AP )
 (5.3.10)
Note that d2
−→
OA
dt2
eRA
cR0 and
d−→ω
dt
eRA
cRA/R0 correspond to the absolute linear and angular accel-
eration of the mobile base, defined respectively as ν˙a1 and ν˙a2. Further, d
2−→AP
dt2
eRA
cRA represents
the relative linear acceleration of the platform geometric center P expressed into the base
body-fixed frame RA, denoted as v˚. By substituting these expressions in the above equation
(5.3.10), we get:
ν˙p1 = v˚ + ν˙
a
1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p) (5.3.11)
The expression of the absolute angular velocity of the suspended platform expressed in
airship body-fixed frame RA is:
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−→ω eRAcRP /R0 =
−→ω eRAcRP /RA +
−→ω eRAcRA/R0 (5.3.12)
The absolute angular velocity νp2 of the platform body frame RA is equal to the absolute
angular velocity νa2 of the airship body-frame RA plus the relative angular velocity ω of
platform body-frame RP with respect to airship body-frame RA. Hence, the expression of
νp2 is given by:
νp2 = ν
a
2 +ω (5.3.13)
Derivate the angular velocity νp2 with respect to time, we obtain the angular acceleration
defined by:
ν˙p2 = ν˙
a
2 + ω˚ + ν
a
2 ×ω (5.3.14)
In the following section, we will examine the external forces and moments acting on the
heavy-lift airship.
5.4 Forces Analysis
To set up the dynamic model, the forces applied on the system should be determined. In
our study, the resulting force applied on the airship is a sum of the forces generated by the
four rotors f j , the gravitational and buoyancy force fwb and cable tensions f c. We denote
by mj ,mwb and mc external torques due to the applied forces f j ,fwb et f c respectively.
In first study, we try to evaluate the behavior of the airship in the case of low velocity or
while hovering. In these cases, the effect of aerodynamic forces can be neglected. Hence, the
resultant force τ a1 and torque τ a2 can be written as:
τ a1 =
4∑
j=1
f j + fwb + f c (5.4.1)
τ a2 =
4∑
j=1
mj +mwb +mc (5.4.2)
5.4.1 Propulsion
The propulsion of the MC500 airship is provided by four electric engines driving rotors (see
Figure 5.2). Each rotor is attached to an auxiliary frame Rj(Pj ,Xj ,Y0,Zj), where the origin
point Pj is the rotor position and RAj denote the rotation matrix between the local frame Rj
and the airship body-fixed frame RA:
RAj =

cγjcβj −sγjcβj sβj
sγj sγj 0
−cγjsβj sγjsβj cβj
 j ∈ {1, ...,4} (5.4.3)
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Figure 5.2: Rotor of the airship MC500
Each rotor has two parallel contrarotating propellers to avoid any aerodynamic torque.
The rotor can swivel in two directions. A rotation of angle βj around the Y0 axis and a
rotation of angle γj around Zj-axis. If we suppose that the intensity of the rotor thrust force
is ‖f j‖ having as direction the unitary vector ej along the Xj-axis, then the forces produced
by each rotor in the inertia center A will be defined by [87]:
f j =RAj ‖f j‖ej j ∈ {1, ...,4} (5.4.4)
f j =

‖f j‖cγjcβj
‖f j‖sγj
−‖f j‖cγjsβj
 j ∈ {1, ...,4} (5.4.5)
The positions Pj of the rotors in the local reference frame are P1 = [a,b1,c]T , P2 = [a,−b1,c]T ,
P3 = [−a,b3,c]T , and P4 = [−a,b3,c]T . The resultant torque vector applied by each rotor on
the airship is:
mj = f j ×−−→PjA j ∈ {1, ...,4} (5.4.6)
Thus,
For P1 =

a
b1
c
 , m1 = ‖f 1‖

c.sγ1 + b1.cγ1 .sβ1
−c.cγ1 .cβ1 − a.cγ1 .sβ1
b1.cγ1 .cβ1 − a.sγ1

For P2 =

a
−b1
c
 , m2 = ‖f 2‖

c.sγ2 − b1.cγ2 .sβ2
−c.cγ2 .cβ2 − a.cγ2 .sβ2
−b1.cγ2 .cβ2 − a.sγ2

For P3 =

−a
b3
c
 , m3 = −‖f 3‖

c.sγ3 + b3.cγ3 .sβ3
−c.cγ3 .cβ3 − a.cγ3 .sβ3
b3.cγ3 .cβ3 − a.sγ3

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For P4 =

a
−b3
c
 , m4 = ‖f 4‖

c.sγ4 − b3.cγ4 .sβ4
−c.cγ4 .cβ4 − a.cγ4 .sβ4
−b3.cγ4 .cβ4 − a.sγ4

To simplify the force and moment expressions, we denote by fj = ‖f j‖cγjcβj , gj =
‖f j‖sγj and hj = −‖f j‖cγjsβj the three components of the thrust vector f j such that f j =
[fj ,gj ,hj ]T j ∈ {1, ...,4}. Hence, The resultant force f pro and torquempro vector applied by
the four rotors on the airship are:
f pro =

∑4
j=1 fj∑4
j=1 gj∑4
j=1hj
 (5.4.7)
mpro =

c
∑4
j=1 gj + b1(h1 − h2) + b3(h3 − h4)
−c∑4j=1 fj + a(h4 − h3 − h1 − h2)
b1(f1 − f2) + b3(f3 − f4) + a(g4 + g3 − g1 − g2)

(5.4.8)
5.4.2 Aerodynamic Forces
Like others flying objects, the airships are subjected to aerodynamic forces due to the fluid
viscosity. These forces have significant influence on airship dynamics. In [88], the authors add
a term related to the cross-flow drag to correct the effects of viscosity for an inclined body of
revolution. Indeed, wind tunnel tests have shown that strong aerodynamic interaction effects
exist between the hull and the fins of airships. The author of [89] elaborate an aerodynamics
prediction methods using efficiency factors to account the interaction between the hull and the
fins. These factors are estimated from wind-tunnel test. The aerodynamic model presented
here is developed using the procedure outlined by [23]. This model includes expressions for
axial force and moment on an axis symmetric airship. The effect of these aerodynamic forces
f a and moments ma are presented as follows:
f a = (Fa1 ,Fa2 ,Fa3) (5.4.9)
ma = (Ma1 ,Ma2 ,Ma3) (5.4.10)
Fa1 , Fa2 and Fa3 are drag, sideforce, and lift, respectively. Ma1 , Ma2 and Ma3 are roll
moment, pitch moment, and yaw moment, respectively. These axis forces and moments are
expressed as follows in the airship body-fixed frame RA:
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
Fa1 =
1
2ρairSrefv
2
aCX
Fa2 =
1
2ρairSrefv
2
aCY
Fa3 =
1
2ρairSrefv
2
aCZ
Ma1 =
1
2ρairLrefSrefv
2
aCL
Ma2 =
1
2ρairLrefSrefv
2
aCM
Ma3 =
1
2ρairLrefSrefv
2
aCN
(5.4.11)
va = νa1−vw is the airship’s aerodynamic translational velocity where νa1 and vw represent
respectively the linear airship’s velocity and the wind’s velocity with respect to the reference
frame R0 expressed in RA (note that in case of no wind va = νa1). Sref is a reference section
of the airship, for example the medium transverse section, Lref can be chosen as the length
of the airship and ρair is the density of the air. Indeed, CX , CY , CZ , CL, CM and CN
are the aerodynamic coefficients which are computed from wind tunnel experiments. These
aerodynamic coefficients are function of several parameters such as the Reynolds number,
the angle of attack and the angle of side-slip. More details of the computation of these
aerodynamic efforts for an ellipsoidal airship can be seen in [90]. As already mentioned, we
try to evaluate the behavior of the airship in the case of low velocity or while hovering. In
these cases, the effect of these forces can be neglected.
5.4.3 Gravity and Buoyancy
An important characteristic of the airships is the buoyancy Bu. This force represents a natural
static lift, corresponding roughly to 1Kg for each m3 of helium involved in the careen. We
suppose here that this force is applied in the buoyancy center B different from the gravity
center A:
Bu = ρairVg (5.4.12)
Where V is the volume of the careen, ρair is the density of the air, and g the gravity acceler-
ation. In the airship body-fixed frame RA, the composite effect of gravity and buoyancy is
denoted by fwb as follows:
fwb = (mag−Bu)R0TA e3 (5.4.13)
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Where e3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of gravity, R0A is the rotation matrix
and ma is the airship mass. That leads to:
fwb =

−(mag−Bu)sθa
(mag−Bu)sφacθa
(mag−Bu)cφacθa

(5.4.14)
The moment due to the weight and buoyancy is:
mwb = Bu(R0TA e3 ×
−−→
BA) (5.4.15)
The center of volume B and the center of gravity A lie on the axis of symmetry of the
envelope, where −−→BA= [0,0,−zB ]T . The moment vector is given by:
mwb =

−BuzBsφacθa
−BuzBsθa
0

(5.4.16)
5.4.4 Cable Tensions
Remember that our flying cable crane, the heavy lift airship, consists of a suspended platform
connected to an airship via nc cables. The ith cable is attached at one end to a point Ai
on the airship (moving anchor) and at the other end it is attached to a point Bi on the
payload. The coordinates of these points are collected respectively in the vectors ai and bi.
ai is expressed in airship body-fixed frame RA while bi is expressed in platform body-fixed
frame RP .
We assume that the cable sag is very small and not extensible which means that the cable
shape can be seen as a straight line. So the tensions exerted by cables have the same direction
as the vector −−−→AiBi and can be defined by the line segment between the cord end point Ai
and Bi as follows: −−−→
AiBi = p +RAPbi + ai, i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.17)
where p is the relative position vector of the platform geometric center P and RAP is the
rotation matrix between the two local frames RA and RP . We denote by ui =
−−−→
AiBi
‖−−−→AiBi‖
the
unit vector along the ith cable expressed in airship body-fixed frame RA. It is interesting to
note that the airship motion affects the direction of the cables tensions by moving the cable
exit point Ai thus making the suspended platform unstable. In the same way, the platform
motion changes the direction of the cables tensions by moving the cable attachment point Bi.
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By using cables as transmission elements, we introduce the two force transmission matrices
between airship and CDPM suspended platform as follows:
1. Airship force transmission matrix : The cable tension vector f ci , applied by each
cable on the airship at different exit points Ai, can be seen as the product between the
cable tension magnitude ti and the corresponding unit vector collinear to
−−−→
AiBi:
f ci = tiui i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.18)
The resultant torque vector applied by each cable on the airship at different mobile exit
points Ai expressed in airship body-fixed frame RA is:
mci = f ci ×
−−→
AiA, i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.19)
mci = tiui ×−ai, i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.20)
These tensions are collected in a wrench [f c,mc]T applied at the airship gravity center
A. Its expression is given by the following relation:
f c =
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.4.21)
mc =
nc∑
i=1
ai ×−uiti (5.4.22)
Or in matrix form, where T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T groups the nc cable tensions ti:(
f c
mc
)
=
(
u1 · · · unc
a1 ×−u1 · · · anc ×−unc
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
WC
T (5.4.23)
W C describes the force transmission matrix from suspended platform to airship:
W C =
(
u1 · · · unc
a1 ×−u1 · · · anc ×−unc
)
(5.4.24)
2. Platform force transmission matrix : Similar to the airship, the cable tension
vector, f pi applied by each cable on the platform at different attachment points Bi, can
be seen as the product between the cable tension magnitude, ti, and the corresponding
unit vector opposite to −−−→AiBi:
f pi = −tiui i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.25)
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The resultant torque vector applied by each cable on the platform at different attach-
ment points Bi expressed in airship body-fixed frame RA is:
mpi = f pi ×
−−→
BiP , i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.26)
mpi = −RAPbi ×uiti, i ∈ {1, ...,nc} (5.4.27)
These tensions are collected in a wrench [f p,mp]T applied at the geometric center P .
Its expression is given by the following relation:
f p = −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.4.28)
mp = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi ×uiti (5.4.29)
hence, (
f p
mp
)
= −
(
u1 · · · unc
RAPb1 ×u1 · · · RAPbnc ×unc
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
WP
T (5.4.30)
where the vector T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T is the collection of the nc cable tensions ti andWP
describes the force transmission matrix from airship to suspended platform:
WP = −
(
u1 · · · unc
RAPb1 ×u1 · · · RAPbnc ×unc
)
(5.4.31)
5.5 Airship Mass Matrix
The airship mass matrix incorporates all masses and inertias of the airship, including the
virtual terms associated with the fact that we are dealing with a buoyant vehicle. The
dynamics of an airship are markedly different from traditional aircraft with significant effects
from added mass and inertia. Hence, The airship 6× 6 mass matrix M T is composed of the
standard mass matrix M b as well as the additional added mass matrix M a. Therefore:
M T =M a +M b (5.5.1)
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5.5.1 Standard Mass Matrix
The standard mass matrix is given by:
M b =

ma 0 0 0 0 0
0 ma 0 0 0 0
0 0 ma 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ixx 0 Ixz
0 0 0 0 Iyy 0
0 0 0 Izx 0 Izz

(5.5.2)
wherema is the total physical mass of the airship and Ixx, Iyy and Izz are the inertia moments
with respect to the indexed axes such as:
Ixx =
∑
i
(z2i + y
2
i ); Iyy =
∑
i
(x2i + z
2
i ); Izz =
∑
i
(x2i + y
2
i )
The non-diagonal terms are such that : Ixz,zx =
∑
ixizi
5.5.2 Added Mass Matrix
When an airship moves in an incompressible and infinite inviscid fluid, the kinetic energy
of the particles of air produces an effect equivalent to an important increase of the mass
and inertia of the airship. Many theoretical works on the computation of added masses for
conventional airships are based on potential flow theory [91] and [92]. Other comparable
theoretical approaches like the decomposition of the airship surface into finite elements are
applied to determine the added-mass terms [93] and [94]. Furthermore, these coefficients can
be derived by an energy approach in terms of Kirchhoff equations [95] and [96]. The added
mass matrix M a of a rigid body airship includes the contributions of both the hull and the
fins, thus:
M a =M ahull +M afins (5.5.3)
Considering that the velocity potential of the air surrounding the airship obeys the
Laplace’s equation, the added masses matrix of the hull will be determined by means of
the velocity potential flow theory. The analytical method for calculating the added mass
factors can be found in [87]. M ahull is defined as follows:
M ahull =

Mah11 0 0 0 0 0
0 Mah22 0 0 0 0
0 0 Mah33 0 0 0
0 0 0 Mah44 0 Mah46
0 0 0 0 Mah55 0
0 0 0 Mah46 0 Mah66

(5.5.4)
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The non-zero elements in the added-mass matrix of the fins are obtained by integrating the
2-D added mass of the cross section over the fin area. Due to the small size of the fin area,
extra-diagonal terms are negligible and only the diagonal elements needs to be calculated.
Hence, the added mass matrix of fins M afins is given by:
M afins =

Maf11 0 0 0 0 0
0 Maf22 0 0 0 0
0 0 Maf33 0 0 0
0 0 0 Maf44 0 0
0 0 0 0 Maf55 0
0 0 0 0 0 Maf66

(5.5.5)
The whole symmetric block-diagonal mass matrix M T can be written in this form [87]:
M T =M a +M b =
(
M TT 0
0 MRR
)
=

M11 0 0 0 0 0
0 M22 0 0 0 0
0 0 M33 0 0 0
0 0 0 M44 0 M46
0 0 0 0 M55 0
0 0 0 M46 0 M66

(5.5.6)
5.6 Dynamic Modeling
The motion of a rigid body in a fluid is often investigated by having recourse to Kirchhoff
equations. The main feature of Kirchhoff equations is that they describe the motion of a
rigid body in an ideal fluid. Furthermore they are written in a form which resembles that
of Lagrange equations once we replace the generalized coordinates and their time derivatives
with velocity and angular velocity. The derivation of Kirchhoff equations traces back to
Kirchhoff [97] and perhaps the main reference to the subject in the literature is [95]. More-
over, a recent paper presents the connection between Kirchhoff and Euler equations of rigid
body dynamics [98]. The authors establish the conservation laws arising from given external
forces. Revisiting the derivation of Kirchhoff equations provides a deeper understanding of
the subject.
The heavy lift airship is a multi-body systems in which multiple rigid bodies are joined
together. The dynamic model of this multi-body system composed of the airship and the
CDPM can be modeled as an interconnection of lower order subsystems. Specifically, we
decompose our system into two isolated subsystems (i.e the airship and the CDPM). By
applying Kirchhoff equations, we obtain the motion equation. This method involves two
steps. The first one is to formulate the expression of kinetic energy Ttot . The second one
consists of applying Kirchhoff equations as follows:
d
dt
(
δTtot
δν1
)
+ ν2 × δTtot
δν1
= τ 1 (5.6.1)
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d
dt
(
δTtot
δν2
)
+ ν2 × δTtot
δν2
+ ν1 × δTtot
δν1
= τ 2 (5.6.2)
where the force τ 1 and moment τ 2 are expressed in the body-fixed frame. The vectors
ν1 and ν2 represent respectively the body-fixed linear and angular velocity. We have to note
that Kirchhoff equations do not include the gravitational forces and is valid in any reference
frame, inertial and body-fixed as long as independent generalized coordinates are used.
For this approach, the two subsystems, the airship and the movable suspended platform
of the CDPM, are viewed independently. In this section, we develop a 12-DOF mathematical
model for the heavy lift airship. These 12-DOF consist of 6-DOF for the airship’s rigid body
and 6-DOF of the suspended platform where cables are massless, inextensible and they are
always taut. The advantage of this approach is that the interconnection between the airship
and the suspended platform is clearly presented and the modeling of the airship can refer to
the conventional airship model which is available in many reference. The dynamics of the
MC500 is firstly derived and then those of the suspended platform of the CDPM is derived
based on the force analysis done in the previous section.
5.6.1 Airship Dynamic Modeling
In most dynamics models of aircraft, the vehicles are modeled as a rigid-body with three
translation and three rotation degree of freedoms [99] and [100]. The Newton-Euler descrip-
tion is used extensively in many studies of rigid aircraft [16]. This choice is mainly motivated
by the easiness to build control or stabilization algorithms based on this model. This approach
considers the effect of time-varying mass and inertia properties. An alternative approach of
the Newton-Euler formulation applies Lagrangian mechanics [101]. The Lagrangian approach
involves three energy terms with first the energy of the vehicle motion itself, second the en-
ergy of the air around the airship due to the relative velocities and third the energy added to
the buoyancy air. Unfortunately, we cannot use the Lagrange equation directly to formulate
the equations of motion in the body-fixed frame. However, this problem can be circumvented
by applying Kirchhoff equations [102]. This model is written originally for marine vehicles
[103]. It is modified later to take into account the specificity of the airship [104] and [105].
For convenience, the motion equations for a 6-DOF air vehicle are usually derived in the
body-fixed frame. The airship dynamic modeling is deduced from Kirchhoff equations. The
modeling is based on the following hypotheses:
(i) In order to apply the mechanical theory of a rigid body, aeroelastic phenomena are
neglected, the hull is considered as a solid.
(ii) The mass of the airship and its volume are considered as constant. This strong hypoth-
esis neglects the variation of mass induced by the inflation of air ballonets inside the
hull.
(iii) The center of volume B and the center of gravity A lie on the symmetry axis of the
airship envelope.
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(iv) During hovering flight of the airship, the aerodynamic forces are neglected.
(v) As the Mach number is low for an airship, the fluid viscosity, which depends on the
temperature, can be considered constant. As a consequence the Prandtl number is
neglected and the density of air is not locally modified by the airship motion.
The motion of the airship can be described by its inertial velocity νa = [νa1,νa2]T including
the inertial linear νa1 and angular νa2 velocities (expressed in airship body-fixed frame RA).
Thus, the expression of the kinetic energy of the airship Ta is defined as:
Ta =
1
2ν
aT
1 M TTν
a
1 +
1
2ν
aT
2 MRRν
a
2 (5.6.3)
Once the kinetic energy is defined, we can apply Kirchhoff equations such that the forces
and moments are referred to the airship body-fixed axes. The airship motion is usually
represented by a set of kinematics and dynamic equations that describe its evolution in a
6-DOF space:
(
M TT 03×3
03×3 MRR
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MT
(
ν˙a1
ν˙a2
)
+
(
νa2 ×M TTνa1
νa2 ×MRRνa2 + νa1 ×M TTνa1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q
=
(
τ a1
τ a2
)
(5.6.4)
As already mentioned, τ a1 and τ a2 represent respectively the resultant force and torque
applied on the airship such that τ a1 = f pro + fwb + f c and τ a2 =mpro +mwb +mc. We
suppose that τ pro = [f pro,mpro]T is the propulsion wrench generated by the four rotors,
τwb = [fwb,mwb]T is the gravitational and buoyancy wrench as well as τ cab = [f c,mc]T is the
effort caused by cable tensions applied on the airship in each exit point Ai. Hence, the model
can be described by two equations. The first characterizes the system dynamics with respect
to RA, while the second represents the kinematic link between the frames RA and R0:
M T ν˙
a +Q(νa) = τ
cab
+ τ pro + τwb (5.6.5)
η˙a = J a(η
a
2)ν
a (5.6.6)
The two vectors νa= [u,v,w,p,q,r]T and ηa= [xa,ya,za,φa,θa,ψa]T represent respectively
the velocity and position vector of the airship. M T is the inertia matrix including the
aerodynamic virtual inertia (added mass) and the vector Q contains the nonlinear forces
and moments due to centrifugal and Coriolis forces. τ pro , τwb and τ cab represent the external
forces and moments applied on the airship.
5.6.2 Suspended Platform Dynamic Modeling
Once the airship dynamic model is elaborated, we derivate the dynamic model of the CDPM
suspended platform. At present, the research on heavy lift airship is still basically in the ex-
ploration phase. In [80], authors present a dynamics model of a helicopter carrying a payload
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through a cable suspended robot, using Newton-Euler approach. The cable robot is intro-
duced for fine motion, while the gross motion is left to the helicopter. Further, the problem
of cooperative aerial transportation has already been addressed in several recent publications
where the payload is suspended by cables from multiple quad-rotors [106]. Because of the
similar structure, the helicopter carrying a payload and the flying cable robot can provide
references for the research of heavy lift airship.
In [107], authors develop the full dynamics of the a cooperative aerial transportation.
They are inspired by the literature on Reconfigurable Cable-Driven Parallel Robot (RCD-
PRs). For this class of robot, the geometric structure can be changed by appropriately
modifying the exit or attachment points of CDPR. Following the modeling convention of
RCDPRs, authors are able to describe explicitly the interaction between payload and quad-
rotors through the cable tensions. Different from previous works, we elaborate the dynamic
model of the CDPM suspended platform using the Kirchhoff equations. To develop the
mathematical models of the heavy lift airship, we have to make some assumptions:
(i) The cables are massless and stiff so that the inertias and spring stiffness of cables will
have no effect. Furthermore, cables are always taut which means that they are always
under tension.
(ii) The suspended platform via cables is taken as the research object. Therefore, the
inertia/dynamics of motors that drive cables is ignored.
(iii) For low speed flight of the airship, the aerodynamic effects of the suspended platform
are ignored.
(iv) The airship motion acts as a disturbance to the cable robot.
The six-dimensional motion of the suspended platform can be described by its velocity
vector νp = [νp1,ν
p
2]
T including the linear and angular velocity (expressed in the airship body-
fixed frameRA) denoted respectively by νp1 and νp2. Hence, the kinetic energy of the suspended
platform Tp is given by:
Tp =
1
2ν
pT
1 MPνp1 +
1
2ν
pT
2 IPνp2 (5.6.7)
whereMP and IP are respectively the inertia mass and moment matrix of the suspended
platform expressed in the local frame RA. By applying Kirchoff equations, the partial deriva-
tive of the kinetic energy Tp relative to νp1 and ν
p
2:
∂Tp
∂νp1
=MPνp1 (5.6.8)
∂Tp
∂νp2
= IPνp2 (5.6.9)
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As mentioned in [98], the time derivative is applied with respect to the local frame RP in
Kirchhoff equations. Hence, for any vector function −→u of time t we have d−→udt cRP =
d−→u
dt cR0 −−→ω cRP /R0 ×−→u (see B.1). Here, −→ω cRP /R0 corresponds to νp2. Now taking the time derivative
gives:
d
dt
(
∂Tp
∂νp1
)
=MP ν˙p1 −MPνp2 × νp1 (5.6.10)
d
dt
(
∂Tp
∂νa2
)
= IP ν˙p2 (5.6.11)
For the suspended platform, τ p1 and τ p2 represent respectively the resultant force and
torque applied on the geometric center of the platform P . We consider the weight of the
platform, represented by the vector mge3 and the nc cable tensions ti, having as direction
the unit vector along the ith cable ui, as external efforts applied on the platform. Thus, the
expression of τ p1 and τ p2 is given by:
τ p1 =mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.6.12)
τ p2 = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (5.6.13)
where e3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of gravity, RA0 is the rotation matrix,
m is the platform mass and g is the gravity acceleration. Referring to Kirchoff equations and
summing up all the previous terms from (5.6.8) to (5.6.13), we get both force and moment
equations:
MP ν˙p1 −MPνp2 × νp1 + νp2 ×MPνp1 =mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.6.14)
IP ν˙p2 + νp2 ×IPνp2 + νp1 ×MPνp1 = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (5.6.15)
We have to note thatMP is a diagonal matrix defined byMP =mI 3×3, so that the term
νp1 ×MPνp1 is null since νp1 × νp1 = 0 as well as the term νp2 ×MPνp1 −MPνp2 × νp1 is equal
to zero. IP is the inertia matrix of the suspended platform with respect to the airship body
fixed frame RA, such that IP =RAPI pRPA, where I p is the inertia matrix of the suspended
platform with respect to the local frame RP . Hence, the latter equations are simplified as
follows:
mν˙p1 =mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.6.16)
RAPI pRPAν˙p2 + νp2 ×RAPI pRPAνp2 = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (5.6.17)
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We replace both linear and angular velocities by their expressions νp1=νa1+v +νa2×p and
νp2 = ν
a
2 +ω respectively. Then, we substitute similarly the linear and angular acceleration
by their expressions ν˙p1 = v˚ + ν˙a1 + 2νa2 ×v + ν˙a2 ×p+νa2 × (νa2 ×p) and ν˙p2 = ν˙a2 + ω˚ +νa2 ×ω
respectively in the above equations. Thus, we have:
m [v˚ + ν˙a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)] =mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.6.18)
RAPI pRPA(ν˙a2 + ω˚ + νa2 ×ω) + (νa2 +ω)×RAPI pRPA(νa2 +ω) = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (5.6.19)
This leads to:
mv˚ +m(ν˙a1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)) =mgRA0 e3 −
nc∑
i=1
tiui (5.6.20)
RAPI pRPAω˚ +ω ×RAPI pRPAω +RAPI pRPA(ν˙a2 + νa2 ×ω)
+ νa2 ×RAPI pRPA(νa2 +ω) +ω ×RAPI pRPAνa2 = −
nc∑
i=1
RAPbi × tiui (5.6.21)
By selecting appropriate coordinates, the unknown disturbance from the airship motion
can be modeled as additive terms in the dynamics of suspended platform. We can combine
both force and moment equations such as:
(
mI 3 03×3
03×3 RAPI pRPA
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MP
(
v˚
ω˚
)
+
(
03×1
ω ×RAPI pRPAω
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
CP χ˚
+
(
−mgRA0 e3
03×1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
GP
+
 Dνa1
Dνa2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DP
= −
(
u1 · · · unc
RAPb1 ×u1 · · · RAPbnc ×unc
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
W P
T (5.6.22)
with:
Dνa1 =m [ν˙
a
1 + 2νa2 × v + ν˙a2 ×p + νa2 × (νa2 ×p)]
Dνa2 =RAPI pRPA(ν˙a2 + νa2 ×ω) + νa2 ×RAPI pRPA(νa2 +ω) +ω ×RAPI pRPAνa2
The above dynamic model shows explicitly the interaction between suspended platform
and movable airship through the expression of the two additive terms Dνa1 and Dνa2 that
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depend essentially on airship acceleration vector [νa1,νa2]T . Knowing that χ
◦◦= [v˚,ω˚ ]T , the
compact dynamic model of the suspended platform is given by the following expression:
M P (χ)χ
◦◦+CP (χ,χ˚)χ˚ +GP (χ) +DP (χ,χ˚,νa,ν˙a) =W PT (5.6.23)
where M P is the inertia matrix, CP is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal terms, DP is
the disturbance vector due to airship motion and W P is the force transmission matrix.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduce firstly the concept of the heavy lift airship. A special focus
is done on the critical phase of loading and unloading using CDPM. Different from the
conventional airship, the developed model intends to include the motion of the CDPM rigidly
linked to the airship. On the other side, the airship motion leads to an imprecise dynamics
modeling and cable tension determination. The proposed approach corresponds to consider
the airship and the CDPM platform as two independent subsystems. The dynamic model is
derived using Kirchhoff equations. This explicit dynamic model describes clearly the internal
motions of the system. Based on the kinematic and dynamic model, a robust controller is
developed to ensure safe cargo handling in the next chapter.
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6.1 Introduction
The work of the heavy lift airship requires the cooperation of the two subsystems (i.e the
airship and CDPM). Specifically, the airship hovers above the ground and a special loading
frame, which is fixed during flight to the keel of the airship, is then rigged with eight cables to
the ground. Due to the inertial coupling between the airship and the platform, the suspended
platform may sway with large amplitudes that may generate dangerous configurations to the
system. On the other side, the suspended CDPM suffers from various external disturbances,
especially the persistent and unpredictable airship motion. In this chapter, our ultimate
control objective is to provide protection for the safety of the heavy lift airship during loading
and unloading phase.
As already mentioned, the dynamic model of the global system is modeled as an inter-
connection of lower order subsystems (i.e the airship and the CDPM). We assume that the
heavy lift airship is a weakly coupled subsystems. This assumption is exploited to design a
decentralized controller, which makes it possible to control the airship and the CDPM in-
dependently. Base on this assumption, we elaborate a robust controller for each subsystem.
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The main goal of the decomposition is the reduction of computational complexity. This con-
trol architecture serves as effective tool to overcome specific difficulties arising in large-scale
complex systems such as high dimensionality, information structure constraints, uncertainty
and delays.
In this chapter, a robust sliding mode control, capable of auto-piloting and controlling the
airship, is firstly developed. Secondly, a PD computed-torque control is applied on the CDPM
in order to ensure loading and unloading phase. The feature of the proposed control system is
that the unknown disturbance terms of the airship motion in the suspended platform dynamic
are explicitly incorporated into control system design without any simplifying assumption and
vice versa. Furthermore, numerical simulation results are presented and a stability analysis
is provided to confirm the accuracy of our derivations.
6.2 Stabilization of the Airship
For the stabilization control of airships, linear control methods and a back-stepping control
approach have been used. In [108] a back-stepping control approach is designed for each
navigation phases from takeoff to landing. Due to the decoupling properties, an equilibrium
state is reached at the end of each flight phase. In [109], the stabilization problem is solved
with an explicit homogeneous time-varying control law through a detailed analysis of the
blimp dynamic model. In this research, a time-varying stabilization is developed by combining
an averaging scheme and a back-stepping approach. A proof of the stability of the closed
loop system is provided. However, they are effective only around the equilibrium state since
these controllers are based on the airships linearized model. The author of [110] studies
the stability problem of nonlinear dynamical control systems. he considers a continuous-
time dynamical systems whose nominal part is stable and whose perturbed part is norm-
bounded by a positive function. Further, nonlinear dynamic inversion control is applied to
the autonomous airship due to its ability to remain valid at nonstandard flight regimes [111].
In [87], a q-LPV approach is used to asymptotically stabilize an unconventional airship based
on the non-linear dynamic model.
6.2.1 State Representation
In order to elaborate an efficient control strategies, it is necessary to develop the simplest
possible mathematical model that adequately predicts the responses of the physical system
to all inputs. The airship motion is usually represented by a set of kinematics (5.6.6) and
dynamic equations (5.6.5) that describe its evolution in a six degrees of freedom (6−DOF)
space:
M T ν˙
a +Q(νa) = τ
cab
+ τ pro + τwb (6.2.1)
η˙a = J a(η
a
2)ν
a (6.2.2)
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The two vectors νa= [u,v,w,p,q,r]T and ηa= [xa,ya,za,φa,θa,ψa]T represent respectively
the velocity and position vector of the airship. M T is the inertia matrix including the
aerodynamic virtual inertia (added mass) and the vector Q contains the nonlinear forces
and moments due to centrifugal and Coriolis forces. τ pro = [f pro,mpro]T is the propulsion
wrench generated by the four rotors and τwb = [fwb,mwb]T is the gravitational and buoyancy
wrench. τ
cab
= [f c,mc]T is the effort caused by cable tension applied on the airship in each
exit point Ai. τ cab is represented by the force vector f c = [Fc1 ,Fc2 ,Fc3 ]T and moment vector
mc = [Mc1 ,Mc2 ,Mc3 ]T . Let us note Mij the terms of the inertia matrix M T . It should be
mentioned that the mass matrix coupling terms M45 and M56 are null. Thus, the airship
dynamic model can be written as follows after some mathematical analysis done by [87]:

u˙= 1M11
∑4
j=1 ‖f j‖cγjcβj − (mag−Bu)M11 sθa − M33M11 qw+ M22M11 vr+ 1M11Fc1
v˙ = 1M22
∑4
j=1 ‖f j‖sγj − (mag−Bu)M22 sφacθa + M33M22 pw− M11M22ur+ 1M22Fc2
w˙ = − 1M33
∑4
j=1 ‖f j‖cγjsβj − (mag−Bu)cφacθa + M11M33uq− M22M33 vp+ 1M33Fc3
p˙= −α1c∑4j=1 ‖f j‖sγj + α2b1(‖f 1‖cγ1sβ1 − ‖f 2‖cγ2sβ2)
+α2b3(‖f 3‖cγ3sβ3 − ‖f 4‖cγ4sβ4) + α3a(‖f 4‖sγ4 + ‖f 3‖sγ3 − ‖f 1‖sγ1 − ‖f 2‖sγ2)
−α1BuzBsφacθa − α4pq+ α5qr+ α6uv− α7vw+ α1Mc1 − α3Mc3
q˙ = 1M55 c
∑4
j=1 ‖f j‖cγjcβj + 1M55a(‖f 4‖cγ4sβ4 + ‖f 3‖cγ3sβ3 − ‖f 1‖cγ1sβ1 − ‖f 2‖cγ2sβ2)
−BuzBM55 sθa + α10p2 + α11pr+ α10r2 − α12vw+ 1M55Mc2
r˙ = α3c
∑4
j=1 ‖f j‖sγj + α6b1(‖f 1‖cγ1sβ1 − ‖f 2‖cγ2sβ2) + α6b3(‖f 3‖cγ3sβ3 − ‖f 4‖cγ4sβ4)
−α7a(‖f 4‖sγ4 + ‖f 3‖sγ3 − ‖f 1‖sγ1 − ‖f 2‖sγ2) + α3BuzBsφacθa + α8pq+ α4qr
−α13uv− α14vw− α3Mc1 − α7Mc3
(6.2.3)
where
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
α1 =
M66
M44M66−M246
α2 =
M46−M66
M44M66−M246
α3 =
M46
M44M66−M246
α4 =
M46(M44−M55+M66)
M44M66−M246
α5 =
M55M66−M246+M266
M44M66−M246
α6 =
M66(Ma33−M22)
M44M66−M246
α7 =
M46(Ma22−M11)
M44M66−M246

α8 =
M46−M44
M44M66−M246
α9 =
M44
M44M66−M246
α10 =
M44
M44
α11 =
M66−M44
M55
α12 =
M11−M33
M55
α13 =
M246(Ma22−M11)
M66(M44M66−M246)
α14 =
M46(Ma33−M22)
M44M66−M246
As already mentioned, the MC500 airship has twelve actuators: the four propulsion
forces f j , the four angles of inclination βj and the four orientation angles γj . To stabilize
the airship, we consider u = [u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6]T as the control input vector expressed by a
function u = f(f j ,βj ,γj) where f j ,βj and γj are the actual input of each rotor. The function
f transforms the real control input f j ,βj and γj into the virtual control input u form defined
as:

u1 =
1
M11
∑4
j=1 fj
u2 =
1
M22
∑4
j=1 gj
u3 = − 1M33
∑4
j=1hj
u4 = −α1c∑4j=1 gj + α2b1(h1 − h2) + α2b3(h3 − h4) + α3a(g4 + g3 − g1 − g2)
u5 =
1
M55
c
∑4
j=1 fj +
1
M55
a(h4 + h3 − h1 − h2)
u6 = α3c
∑4
j=1 gj + α6b1(h1 − h2) + α6b3(h3 − h4)− α9a(g4 + g3 − g1 − g2)
(6.2.4)
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where fj = ‖f j‖cγjcβj , gj = ‖f j‖sγj and hj =−‖f j‖cγjsβj . The explicit expression of the
airship dynamic model can be written as follows:

u˙= u1 − (mag−Bu)M11 sθa − M33M11 qw+ M22M11 vr+ 1M11Fc1
v˙ = u2 − (mag−Bu)M22 sφacθa + M33M22 pw− M11M22ur+ 1M22Fc2
w˙ = u3 − (mag−Bu)cφgcθa + M11M33uq− M22M33 vp+ 1M33Fc3
p˙= u4 − α1BuzBsφacθa − α4pq+ α5qr+ α6uv− α7vw+ α1Mc1 − α3Mc3
q˙ = u5 − BuzBM55 sθa + α10p2 + α11pr+ α10r2 − α12vw+ 1M55Mc2
r˙ = u6 + α3BuzBsφacθa + α8pq+ α4qr− α13uv− α14vw− α3Mc1 − α7Mc3
(6.2.5)
By denoting νa= [u,v,w,p,q,r]T as the airship velocity vector and u= [u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6]T
as the control input vector, we get the airship dynamic model expressed as follows in a com-
pact form:
ν˙a =Aνa +u +Ed (6.2.6)
Where
A =

0 M22M11 r −M33M11 q 0 0 0
−M11M22 r 0 M33M22 p 0 0 0
M11
M33
q −M22M33 p 0 0 0 0
0 α6u− α7w 0 0 α4p+ α5r 0
0 0 α12v α10p+ α11r 0 α10r
0 −α13u− α14w 0 0 α8p+ α4r 0

(6.2.7)
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and
Ed =

1
M11
[Fc1 − (mag−Bu)sθa ]
1
M22
[Fc2 − (mag−Bu)sφacθa ]
1
M33
Fc3 − (mag−Bu)cφacθa
α1Mc1 − α3Mc3 − α1BuzBsφacθa
1
M55
[Mc2 −BuzBsθa ]
−α3Mc1 − α7Mc3 + α3BuzBsφacθa

(6.2.8)
We add the effort applied by cables on the airship in each exit point Ai to the gravitational
and buoyancy effort. The above result is considered as a disturbance effort that is represented
by the vector Ed. Indeed, χa = [u,v,w,p,q,r,xa,ya,za,φa,θa,ψa]T represents the vector state
and u is the control input vector. Finally, the dynamic (6.2.1) and kinematic (6.2.2) model
of the airship can be expressed in state representation form used later for control synthesis:
ν˙a =A(νa)νa +u +Ed
η˙a = J a(ηa2)ν
a
χa =
 νa
ηa

(6.2.9)
6.2.2 Stabilization Control
Our proposed idea consists of developing a stabilization control in such a way that stabilizes
the hovering flight of an airship, while being robust against disturbance due to cable tension.
The desired stabilization corresponds to a control system objective where both the velocity
state νa and the position state ηa are regulated to zero. The present section proposes a
control scheme for airship stabilization using Sliding Mode Control (SMC). It is a class of
nonlinear, variable structure method, presenting on the concept of changing the controller
structure in order to obtain the desired response [112]. The main feature of SMC is that it
can switch the control law very fast to drive the system states from any initial state onto
a user-specified sliding surface, and to maintain the states on the surface for all subsequent
time. Because of this feature, SMC is a powerful control technique yielding high robustness
to model uncertainty and external disturbances [113]. A possible drawback is that the control
signal tends to switch around the zero error region giving a high frequency input to the control
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actuator, called chattering. SMC has been widely applied to the design of many practical
control system, such as servo system, robot manipulators, and flight control systems, etc.
Motivated by the above studies, a SMC is proposed to deal with the positioning control
problem of an airship in the presence of parametric uncertainty and external disturbance,
since SMC not only provides a robust and accurate response, but also makes the system
response insensitive to changes in the system parameters and platform disturbances. Before
the controller is formulated, some reasonable assumptions have to be made : i) The cable
tension, the buoyancy and the gravity, represented by the disturbance vector Ed are bounded
ii) the state vector χa = [νa,ηa]T is measurable. We choose the sliding surface to be:
s = νa +Ληa (6.2.10)
whereΛ = diag(λ1,λ2, ...,λ6) with λi> 0 i∈ {1, ...,6}. The Lyapunov function is defined
as follow:
V =
1
2s
Ts (6.2.11)
The time derivative of the Lyapunov function is given by:
V˙ = sT s˙ (6.2.12)
V˙ = sT (ν˙a +Λη˙a) (6.2.13)
By substituting ν˙a and η˙a from equations (6.2.9) in the previous equation (6.2.13) we get
V˙ = sT (Aνa +u +Ed +ΛJ aνa) (6.2.14)
To ensure the payload asymptotic stability, we must choose a control law that satisfies
the condition V˙ 6 0. Hence, we select the control law as:
u = − [(A +ΛJ a)νa +K sgn(s)] (6.2.15)
where K is a positive definite matrix defined as follows:
K =

k1 0
. . .
0 kn
 (6.2.16)
and sgn(s) is a signum function defined as follows:
sgn(s) =

sgn(s1)
:
sgn(sn)
 (6.2.17)
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in which
sgn(s) =
+1 ifsi > 0−1 ifsi < 0 (6.2.18)
As it is known KsT sgn(s) =∑n=6i=1 ki|si|, so we obtain:
V˙ = sT [Ed −K sgn(s)] (6.2.19)
V˙ = sTEd −
n=6∑
i=1
ki|si| (6.2.20)
Let us note by Ei the component of the disturbance vector Ed. Then it is sufficient to
choose the terms of positive definite matrix K as follow:
ki > |Ei|+ ηi (6.2.21)
where ηi > 0, therefore,
V˙ 6−
n=6∑
i=1
ηi|si| (6.2.22)
To avoid chattering, we replace the sgn(s) function by the sat(s) function given as :
sat(s) =
sgn(si) if |si|> δsi
δ if |si|6 δ
(6.2.23)
δ is a constant boundary layer thickness. Hence the control law now looks like:
u = − [(A +ΛJ a)νa +K sat(s)] (6.2.24)
The proposed controller (6.2.15) consists of three components. Term −K sat(s) guar-
antees the system reaches and remains on the sliding surface and a compensation term
−(A +ΛJ a)νa. Referring to LaSalle’s Invariance Principle the system is stable. Thus, the
motion converges to a maximum invariant set which satisfies V˙ = 0. This implies that s = 0.
the following equation is derived:
lim
t−→∞s = limt−→∞(ν
a +Ληa) = 0 (6.2.25)
By substituting νa = J−1a η˙a in the previous equation:
lim
t−→∞J
−1
a η˙
a +Ληa = 0 (6.2.26)
This leads to:
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η˙a = −J aΛηa (6.2.27)
Hence, it is clear that the position can asymptotically converge to zero if we select Λ such
that the matrix product −J aΛ satisfies the Hurwitz condition. Therefore, SMC provides
an effective approach for the control problem of systems with nonlinearities and bounded
external disturbances. As already mentioned, the airship MC500 has twelve actuators : the
four propulsion forces f j , the four angles of inclination βj and the four orientation angles γj .
To control the airship, we have to compute the values of real actuators (f j ,βj and γj) by a
control allocation algorithm.
6.2.3 Simulation Results
The first proposed scenario consists of state stabilization problem simulated on the uncon-
ventional airship MC500. We test the proposed framework in numerical simulations that
are developed using Matlab/Simulink. The airship parameters are defined in Table 6.1. The
inertia mass and moment matrix around the principal axes of inertia are listed respectively
in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The chosen airship equilibrium values are [0;0;0;0;0;0]T for the six
attitude/position vector and [0;0;0;0;0;0]T for speed.
Table 6.1: Characteristic of the airship MC500
Parameter Value
Airship mass ma (kg) 500
Airship volume V (m3) 500
Density of the air ρair (kgm−3) 1.3
Position of volume center (0,0,−zB) (m) (0,0,−0.5)
Position of rotor P1 (a,b1,c) (m) (2.5,5.4,2)
Position of rotor P2 (a,−b1,c) (m) (2.5,−5.4,2)
Position of rotor P3 (−a,b3,c) (m) (−2.5,6.5,2)
Position of rotor P4 (−a,−b3,c) (m) (−2.5,−6.5,2)
Table 6.2: Inertia mass matrix
Inertia mass matrix M11 M22 M33
Value (kg) 607 655 715
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Table 6.3: Inertia moment matrix
Inertia moment matrix M44 M55 M66 M46
Value (kgm2) 11023 11231 19341 203
The simulation is initialized with some small deviations from the equilibrium. The initial
position along X-axis is 3m instead of 0. The airship attitude is increased by 11 degree from
the equilibrium for each Euler angle, whereas the airship initial velocity states are null. The
controller is designed to hover the airship back to the steady state from the initial state. As
can be seen in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, it is clear that thanks to the sliding mode controller,
the airship still be controlled at a fixed equilibrium point.
Figure 6.1: Convergence of position and orientation of the airship to the
equilibrium point
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Figure 6.2: Convergence of linear and angular velocity of the airship
In order to validate the robustness of the proposed controller, it is interesting to stabilize
the hovering flight of the airship in the presence of disturbance. In the case of a heavy hift
airship, the forces applied by cables on the airship are considered as disturbance. During
loading and unloading phase, the airship stabilization behavior can be affected by the eight
cables tensions applied in each exit points Ai. These suspension points have as coordinates
ai listed in the Table 6.4. Note that each pair of winches is installed at each corner of a
rectangle. To handle the suspended platform with a total mass of m= 100 kg from origin to
a desired position along the vertical axis, we need only to activate four winches. As shown in
Figure 6.3, the four cables tensions remain fairly stable about 50 N, whereas the others ones
rise to 400 N.
Table 6.4: Cable suspension points
xai yai zai xai yai zai
a1 −2.5 −1.5 0 a5 2.5 1.5 0
a2 −2.5 −1.5 0 a6 2.5 1.5 0
a3 2.5 −1.5 0 a7 −2.5 1.5 0
a4 2.5 −1.5 0 a8 −2.5 1.5 0
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Figure 6.3: Cable tensions applied on the airship
As in the previous simulations scenario, the developed sliding mode controller has success-
fully stabilized the airship while being robust against disturbance caused by external cable
tensions (shown in Figure 6.3). We have to state that the control parameters in our algo-
rithms are all the same in each case(i.e without and with disturbance). Sliding parameters
are chosen as Λ = diag(9,4,10,11,7,9), K = diag(4,2,2,3,1.5,3) and δ = 1. The resulting
simulation is illustrated in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. In those figures, the dashed blue line de-
scribes the convergence of airship state vector taking into account the effect of cable tensions,
while the red line denotes the results given from the first simulation without disturbance. We
should mentioned that cable tensions do not really affect the airship stabilization behavior.
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Figure 6.4: Position and orientation of the airship with and without distur-
bance
Figure 6.5: Linear and angular velocity of the airship with and without
disturbance
6.3 Tracking Controller for Loading and Unloading
During loading and unloading process, the transferred cargo can oscillate due to airship
maneuvers. This pendulum-like behavior brings a lot of troubles to the handling operation
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such as instability and hence must be avoided. In this field, a two time scale control method
is proposed by Agrawal in order to control the helicopter and the cable robot independently
[80]. In a time separation control scheme, the helicopter state variables are partitioned into
two carefully chosen sets, translation constitutes slow dynamics while orientaion with fast
dynamics. This scheme is realized by implementing a hierarchical structure of controllers.
The slower high level controller runs at a sampling time period ∆Th, an order of magnitude
slower than the sampling time of the lower level faster controller ∆T l. Therefore at the slow
time scale, the fast states have already reached their steady state values. Then, a robust
controller is designed for the cable robot where the disturbance due to the helicopter motion
is modeled as additive terms in the dynamics of the cable robot. By operating the cable
system in the slow time scale, the disturbance term can be simplified so that its bounds are
determined in a state independent form. Further, the authors of [114] use a new Lyapunov
function to obtain a global uniform asymptotic stability of some perturbed systems.
For heavy lift airship, it is interesting to note that the six-dimensional motions of the
airship have a direct impact on handling position of the moving suspended platform. In
fact, the airship motion affects the direction of the cables tensions by moving the cable exit
point Ai, thus making the suspended platform unstable. For loading and unloading phase,
we assume that the ultimate control objective is to move the suspended platform along a
prescribed desired trajectory. In this chapter, we do not concern ourselves with the actual
trajectory planning problem. Computed torque is a special application of feedback linearizion
of nonlinear systems, which has gained popularity in modern systems theory. In order to
integrate a robust control that can ensure the loading and unloading of the heavy lift airship,
we chose to apply the proportional-plus derivative (PD) computed-torque controller. This
technique allows us to conveniently derive very effective robot controllers.
6.3.1 PD Computed-Torque Control
It is important to realize that computed-torque depends on the inversion of the robot dynam-
ics. Because the technique is model-based, the following motion equation of the suspended
platform (5.6.23) is needed:
M P (χ)χ
◦◦+CP (χ,χ˚)χ˚ +GP (χ) +DP (χ,χ˚,νa,ν˙a) =W PT (6.3.1)
Remember M P is the inertia matrix, CP is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal terms,
DP is the bounded disturbance vector due to airship motion andW P is the force transmission
matrix. χ is the state vector and T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T that groups the nc cable tensions
represents the control vector input. In order to integrate a robust control that can ensure the
loading and unloading of the heavy lift airship along a prescribed desired trajectory χd, we
chose to apply the proportional-plus derivative (PD) Computed-torque control, well known
in the field of parallel robots. This technique presumes that the equations of motion of the
system as well as all the relevant geometric and inertial parameters are known. Defining the
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auxiliary control input function by:
ut = χ
◦◦
d +M
−1
P (CP χ˚ +GP −W PT ) (6.3.2)
The feedback linearizing transformation (6.3.2) may be inverted to yield:
T =W +P (M P (χ
◦◦
d −ut) +CP χ˚ +GP ) (6.3.3)
To ensure trajectory tracking in operational space, we define respectively a tracking error
and its derivative by e = χd −χ and e˚ = χ˚d − χ˚. We select the auxiliary control signal ut as
a PD feedback:
ut = −KPe −KDe˚ (6.3.4)
where the two positive define matrix KP and KD denote the gain of a PD feedback. The
control vector input T = [t1, t2, ..., tnc ]T that groups the nc tension cables becomes:
T =W+P (M P (χ◦◦d +KPe +KDe˚) +CP χ˚ +GP ) (6.3.5)
6.3.2 Stability Analysis
Referring to the control law given by (6.3.3) and the dynamic model given by (6.3.1), the
closed loop system will then be:
M Pχ
◦◦+CP χ˚ +GP +DP =M P (χ
◦◦
d −ut) +CP χ˚ +GP (6.3.6)
Thus,
e
◦◦−ut =M−1P DP (6.3.7)
The disturbance function is defined by:
w =M−1P DP (6.3.8)
By Substituting the two equations (6.3.4) and (6.3.8) into (6.3.7), the tracking error
dynamics can be written as follows:
e
◦◦+KDe˚ +KPe =w (6.3.9)
The two diagonal matrices KP and KD are chosen to be positive definite. Thus, the
error system is asymptotically stable as long as the disturbance w tends to zero. By referring
to the disturbance vector expression DP = [Dνa1 ,Dνa2 ], we notice that w depends on airship
acceleration [ν˙a1,ν˙a2]T and airship velocity [νa1,νa2]T . Thus, our proposed idea is to design a
controller that steers the airship to remain at a fixed point in such a way that the acceleration
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and velocity of the airship tends to zero. The above results lead to the characterization of
the asymptotic stability of the tracking error e since w is null.
6.3.3 Simulation Results
One hazardous task in an airship mission is the loading and unloading of the heavy load by
means of motorized winches while the airship hovers above the ground. Simulation experi-
ments are conducted on a reduced scale prototype of the suspended mobile CDPM. We use
nc = 8 cables to manipulate a suspended platform in the full n = 6 dimensional task space,
thus resulting in two redundant cables that can be used to better distribute the tensions.
The suspended platform is a cube with a total mass of m = 100 kg. Its inertia moment
matrix is I p = diag(78,78,27) expressed in the platform-body fixed frame RP . The airship
and platform cable attachment points are given in Table 6.5, where each pair of winches is
installed at each corner of the rectangle and cube.
Table 6.5: The airship and platform cable attachment points
xai yai zai xbi ybi zbi
a1 −2.5 −1.5 0 b1 0.2 −0.2 0
a2 −2.5 −1.5 0 b2 −0.2 0.2 0.4
a3 2.5 −1.5 0 b3 −0.2 −0.2 0
a4 2.5 −1.5 0 b4 0.2 0.2 0.4
a5 2.5 1.5 0 b5 −0.2 0.2 0
a6 2.5 1.5 0 b6 0.2 −0.2 0.4
a7 −2.5 1.5 0 b7 0.2 0.2 0
a8 −2.5 1.5 0 b8 −0.2 −0.2 0.4
To show the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm, we suppose that the load
is at the origin and has to track the following reference trajectory along the vertical axis to
reach a desired position (0,0,hd) at a specific time tf see Figure 6.6. It is generated by a
5th-order polynomial interpolation given by the following expression:
zd(t) =
hd
t5
t5+(tf−t)5 , if 0≤ t≤ tf
hd, if t > tf
(6.3.10)
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Figure 6.6: Desired trajectory of the suspended platform
It is interesting to note that the airship motion, even though it does not visibly affect
payload, it affects the direction of the cables tensions, thus making the suspended platform
unstable. Due to the inertial coupling between the two subsystem (i.e airship and CDPM),
the airship acceleration for stabilization, shown in Figure 6.7, can destabilize the suspended
platform during the loading and unloading process.
Figure 6.7: Acceleration of the airship while hover stabilization
we see that our control algorithm for cable robot is able to achieve good tracking perfor-
mance even with disturbance due to the airship motion. For the fast convergence, the gain
matrix are selected as KP = diag(3,3,3,3,3,3) and KD = diag(1,1,1,1,1,1). As it is shown
in Figure 6.8, position and orientation outputs of the suspended CDPM platform track the
desired values very well.
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Figure 6.8: Position and orientation of the platform with PD computed
torque controller
Figure 6.9: Linear and angular velocity of the platform with PD computed
torque controller
In this simulation we highlight the capability of our controller not only to manipulate the
suspended platform in order to track a prescribed desired trajectory but also to keep cables
in tension for the whole manoeuvre that ensure safe loading and unloading process. As it
is shown in Figure 6.10, the algorithm developed for the tension distributions gives strictly
positive cable tensions.
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Figure 6.10: Cable tensions distribution for handling payload along the Z-
axis
6.4 Conclusion
The heavy lift airship consists of two subsystems (i.e. airship and CDPM) which cooperate
each other for load and unload cargo. In order to control the airship and the CDPM inde-
pendently, a decentralized control architecture is proposed. The scenario studied corresponds
to the critical case where the suspended platform may be subjected to external disturbances
due to airship maneuvers during loading and unloading phase. This motion can generate
the payload swing which can be detrimental to the safety of the assembly. For this pur-
pose a sliding mode control is developed to remain the airship at a fixed point while a PD
computed-torque control. This controller is applied to the eight motorized winches used to
adjust cables length in order to track a prescribed desired trajectory. Such a system would
eliminate load oscillation and facilitate point-to-point transport without the airship touching
the ground and almost independently of local infrastructure.
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Chapter 7
General Conclusion
This research has performed the design, modeling and control of a heavy lift airship during
loading and unloading phase. This system makes use of a Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
(CDPM), allowing the airship to load and unload cargo without touching the ground. The
proposed flying crane has the potential to transport heavy loads in a precautionary way.
With unlimited access to isolated locations around the globe, heavy lift airship presents an
eco-friendly alternative to existing modes of transportation. One of the most significant
challenges facing heavy lift airship is to enable safe cargo exchange process.
To develop the mathematical models of the heavy lift airship, we have to make some
assumptions. In the first part, we assume that there is no inertial coupling between the
airship and CDPM. Hence, our research concerns only the CDPM tacking into account the
base mobility in first time and then the cable characteristics. Contrary to the first assumption,
the inertial coupling between the two above subsystems (airship and CDPM) is considered
in the second part. In this context, the modeling of such a multi-body system composed
of the airship and the CDPM is more complex than that of the conventional airship. The
elaborated mathematical models have been used to design the control systems of heavy lift
airship.
The main contributions of this thesis are revisited as follows :
• Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator
Unlike conventional CDPM, a mobile CDPM consists of a suspended platform con-
nected to winches mounted on a mobile base by means of nc non-elastic massless cables
acting in parallel. First of all, the kinematic and dynamic models of a mobile CDPM
are introduced in details. For the kinematic modeling, the suspended platform twist
depends on the variation of cable length and the motion of the base. Latter, we describe
the dynamic equations showing explicitly the interaction between suspended platform
and the movable base. In fact, the unknown disturbance due to base motion can be
modeled as additive terms in the dynamics of the suspended platform. Based on the
above kinematic and dynamic models, a sliding mode controller is proposed for sta-
ble tracking control of mobile CDPM. Such a system would not only manipulate the
suspended platform to track a prescribed desired trajectory but also compensate the
n-dimensional motions of the base. This controller is applied to the eight motorized
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winches used to adjust cables length in order to track a prescribed desired trajectory.
The control design should integrate an optimal tension distribution since cables must
remain in tension. Thus, the simulation results show that the proposed controller pro-
vides a non-negative and continuous tension distribution along the whole trajectory.
• Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator with Non-negligible Cable Mass and
Elasticity
Based on the static and dynamic cable models, the static and dynamic models of CDPM
considering the effect of cable sag are introduced. The sagging cable model considers the
effect of cable mass and elasticity. This more realistic cable behavior has lead to analyze
the static positioning accuracy of CDPM, especially for large workspace application. To
achieve this purpose, the inverse kinematic model is presented through both the cable
catenary equations and the platform static equilibrium equations. Further, a dynamic
structure approach for large CDPM is developed. Through this dynamic model, we can
evaluate the influence of cable mass towards the dynamic behavior of CDPM.
• Heavy Lift Airship
In the second part, the heavy lift airship is considered as a multi-body systems in
which multiple rigid bodies are joined together. To set up the model, we consider that
the airship and the suspended platform are independent. Specifically, we decompose
our system into two isolated subsystems (i.e the airship and the CDPM). By applying
Kirchhoff equations, we obtain the motion equations. We assume that the heavy-lift
airship is a weakly coupled subsystems. Based on this assumption, a decentralized
controller is proposed to control the airship and the CDPM independently. Firstly, a
sliding mode controller is developed to remain the airship at a fixed point in the presence
of external disturbances. In this context, the proposed controller should stabilize the
hovering flight of the airship, while being robust against disturbance due to platform
motion during loading and unloading process. Secondly, the transferred cargo has
to follow a preplanned desired trajectory and keep moving forward even if there is
disturbances caused by airship maneuvers while hovering over the ground. For this
purpose, a PD computed-torque control is applied to the cable driven parallel robot in
order to enable safe cargo handing. The position and orientation error of the suspended
platform is asymptotically stable as long as the disturbance due the airship motion tends
to zero.
Based on the above conclusions, perspectives for future works can be made as follows :
• All algorithms, introduced in this work, have been validated in simulations. Therefore,
an experimental validation should be carried out to confirm simulation results.
• The proposed dynamic model of heavy lift airship takes into consideration only non-
elastic and massless cables, which is restrictive and does not depict the reality. It will
be interesting to consider both cable mass and elasticity.
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• In this work, all state variables are assumed to be measurable, which could not be
the case in real systems. Then, it becomes necessary to develop an state observer to
overcome such problem.
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Appendix A
Orientation of Rigid Bodies
When analyzing the motion of an aerial vehicles in 6-DOF, it is convenient to define two coor-
dinate frames. The first one is fixed, known as earth-fixed frame and denoted asR0(O,X0,Y0,Z0).
This axis system is regarded as an inertial reference frame in which Newton’s laws of motion
are valid. The second frame, Rm(O′,Xm,Ym,Zm) is attached to the aerial vehicle and con-
strained to move with it. The moving coordinate frame Rm is called the body-fixed reference
frame.
A.1 Rotation Matrix
The transformation from the inertial reference frame R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0) to the body-fixed ref-
erence frame. Rm(O′,Xm,Ym,Zm) is achieved by the following sequence of rotations starting
from the Earth fixed inertial frame:
1. The coordinate system X0,Y0,Z0 is rotated a yaw angle ψ about the Z0 axis. This
yields the coordinate system X ′,Y ′,Z0

x
y
z
=

cψ −sψ 0
sψ cψ 0
0 0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rz,ψ

x′
y′
z
 (A.1.1)
2. Then coordinate system X ′,Y ′,Z0 is rotated a pitch angle θ about the Y ′ axis. This
yields the coordinate system Xm,Y ′,Z ′.

x′
y′
z
=

cθ 0 sθ
0 1 0
−sθ 0 cθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ry,θ

xm
y′
z′
 (A.1.2)
3. Finally Then coordinate system Xm,Y ′,Z ′ is rotated a roll angle φ about the Xm axis.
This yields the coordinate system Xm,Ym,Zm.
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
xm
y′
z′
=

1 0 0
0 cφ −sφ
0 sφ cφ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rx,φ

xm
ym
zm
 (A.1.3)
Where the roll φ, pitch θ and yaw ψ angles are commonly referred to as Euler angles.
The rotation sequence is written as
Rm0 = Rz,ψRy,θRx,φ (A.1.4)
Hence, the complete transformation from the mobile frame Rm to the inertial reference
frame R0 is given by the rotation matrix R0m, expressed as function of the Euler angles
(φ,θ,ψ) and defined as follows :
R0m =

cψcθ −sψcφ + cψsθsφ sψsφ + cψcφsθ
sψcθ cψcθ + sφsθsψ −cψsφ + sθsψcφ
−sθ cθsφ cθcφ
 (A.1.5)
The following shorthand notation for trigonometric function is used: cθ := cosθ, sθ := sinθ,
tθ := tanθ. The inverse of a rotation matrix R0m is, by definition, Rm0 since it transforms
coordinates from the inertial reference frame R0 to the mobile frame Rm. the inverse of a
rotation matrix is its transpose :
Rm0 = (R0m)T (A.1.6)
or, without reference to specific frames:
R−1 =R (A.1.7)
Each rotation matrix is an orthogonal matrix, since it satisfies the following relation :
RRT = I3 (A.1.8)
A.2 Angular velocity transformation
Let us denote by ωm = [ωxm ,ωym ,ωzm ]T the body-fixed angular velocity vector expressed in
the inertial reference frame R0, defined as follows :
ωm =

0
0
ψ˙
+Rz,ψ

0
θ˙
0
+Rz,ψRy,θ

φ˙
0
0
 (A.2.1)
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witch implies that :
ωm =

cψcθφ˙− sψ θ˙
sψcθφ˙+ cψ θ˙
ψ˙− sθφ˙
 (A.2.2)

ωxm
ωym
ωzm
=

cψcθ −sψ 0
sψcθ cψ 0
−sθ 0 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sm(ηm2 )

φ˙
θ˙
ψ˙
 (A.2.3)
Hence, the body-fixed angular velocity vector ωm= [ωxm ,ωym ,ωzm ]T and the Euler rate vector
η˙m2 = [φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙]T are related through the following expression :
ωm = Sm(η
m
2 )η˙
m
2 (A.2.4)
Where Sm(ηm2 ) is the transformation matrix from Euler angle rates to angular velocity.
Further, we denote by νm2 = [p,q,r]T the body-fixed angular velocity vector expressed in the
body-fixed frame Rm. This vector can be written as follows :
νm2 = R
−1
x,φR
−1
y,θ

0
0
ψ˙
+R−1x,φ

0
θ˙
0
+

φ˙
0
0
 (A.2.5)
This leads to
νm2 =

φ˙− sθψ˙
sφcθψ˙+ cφθ˙
cφcθφ˙− sφθ˙
 (A.2.6)

p
q
r
=

1 0 −sθ
0 cφ sφcθ
0 −sφ cφcθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pm(ηm2 )

φ˙
θ˙
ψ˙
 (A.2.7)
Hence, the body-fixed angular velocity vector νm2 = [p,q,r]T and the Euler rate vector η˙m2 =
[φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙]T are related through the following expression :
νm2 = Pm(η
m
2 )η˙
m
2 (A.2.8)
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Where Pm(ηm2 ) is the transformation matrix from Euler angle rates to angular velocity. By
multiplying the previous equation by P−1m (ηm2 ), we obtain :
φ˙
θ˙
ψ˙
=

1 sφtθ cφtθ
0 cφ −sφ
0 sφcθ
cφ
cθ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P−1m (ηm2 )

p
q
r
 (A.2.9)
A.3 Rotation matrix time rate
The orthogonality property of the transformation matrix can be used to obtain an expression
for that derivative. We can differentiate the equation RRT = I3 to obtain the following
expression :
R˙RT +RR˙T = 0 (A.3.1)
which implies that :
R˙RT = −RR˙T = −(R˙RT )T (A.3.2)
A matrix that is equal to the negative of its transpose must be a skew symmetric matrix.
It follows that :
R˙RT = [ωm] (A.3.3)
where [ωm] a skew symmetric matrix defined by the preceding equation. This skew
symmetric matrix defines a vector ωm, called the angular velocity vector defined in the global
coordinate system R0. It follows from the preceding equation that the time derivative of the
transformation matrix is given by :
R˙= [ωm]R (A.3.4)
Note that [ωm] is the anti-symmetric tensor corresponding to the cross product associated
with ωm and is defined as follows :
[ωm] =

0 −ωzm ωym
ωzm 0 −ωxm
−ωym ωxm 0
 (A.3.5)
Alternatively, we can differentiate the equation RTR= I3 to obtain the following identity:
RT R˙= −R˙TR= −(RT R˙)T (A.3.6)
which defines another skew symmetric matrix [νm2 ] given by
RT R˙= [νm2 ] (A.3.7)
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This equation provides another definition for the time derivative of the transformation matrix,
given by
R˙=R[νm2 ] (A.3.8)
The skew symmetric matrix [νm2 ] defines a vector νm2 , called the angular velocity vector
defined in the body coordinate system.
R˙=R[νm2 ] = [ωm]R (A.3.9)
Pre-multiplying and post-multiplying this equation by RT , we obtain respectively :
[ωm] =R[νm2 ]RT (A.3.10)
and
[νm2 ] =RT [ωm]R (A.3.11)
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Appendix B
Composition of Velocity and
Acceleration
B.1 Velocity and acceleration vectors of rotating frame
To describe the relationship between velocity and acceleration vectors from rotating to non-
rotating coordinate systems, we consider two frames. The first one is fixed, known as in-
ertial reference frame R0(O,X0,Y0,Z0) while the second one is a mobile frame denoted as
Rm(O′,Xm,Ym,Zm). Let −→i ′, −→j ′ and −→k ′ be the unit vectors along the axes of the rotating
coordinate system Rm. −→U is an arbitrary vector expressed as follows :
−→
U = Ux
−→
i ′ + Uy
−→
j ′ + Uz
−→
k ′ (B.1.1)
where, Ux, Uy, and Uz denote the components of the vector
−→
U . Since Rm is a mobile frame,
its associated unit vectors −→i ′, −→j ′ and −→k ′ are function of time. Thus, the time derivative of−→
U with respect to the inertial reference frame R0 system is given by :
d
−→
U
dt
=
(
dUx
dt
−→
i ′ +
dUy
dt
−→
j ′ +
dUz
dt
−→
k ′
)
+
(
Ux
d
−→
i ′
dt
+ Uy
d
−→
j ′
dt
+ Uz
d
−→
k ′
dt
)
(B.1.2)
The mobile frame Rm is rotating with respect to the fixed frame R0 with an angular velocity
ω. Hence, the linear velocity of a fixed point M in a rotating frame is given by :
d−→r
dt
= −→ω ×−→r (B.1.3)
where r is to the position vector of the point M . From the previous equation we can state :
d
−→
i ′
dt
= −→ω ×−→i ′ (B.1.4)
d
−→
j ′
dt
= −→ω ×−→j ′ (B.1.5)
d
−→
k ′
dt
= −→ω ×−→k ′ (B.1.6)
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Using Equations B.1.4,B.1.5 andB.1.6, the second term on the right side of Equation B.1.2
becomes :
Ux
d
−→
i ′
dt
+ Uy
d
−→
j ′
dt
+ Uz
d
−→
k ′
dt
= −→ω ×−→U (B.1.7)
Besides, as the unit vectors −→i ′,−→j ′ and −→k ′ are constant with respect to the rotating frame.
the first term on the right side of Equation B.1.2 corresponds to the derivative of −→U with
respect to Rm. Hence, the transformation relationship of the time derivative from a rotating
coordinate system to a fixed one is given by :
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cR0
=
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cRm
+−→ω eRmcRm/R0 ×
−→
U (B.1.8)
Note that d
−−→
OM
dt
eC
cG represents the linear velocity vector of a point M with respect to the frame
G, expressed in a frame C and −→ω eCcB/G represents the angular velocity vector of a frame B
with respect to a frame G, expressed in a frame C. The notation holds for all the vectors
used in this section.
B.2 Composition of linear velocity and acceleration
Let −−→OM be the position vector of the point M , such that :
−−→
OM =
−−→
OO′ +
−−−→
O′M (B.2.1)
d
−−→
OM
dt
eR0
cR0
=
d
−−→
OO′
dt
eR0
cR0
+
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cR0
(B.2.2)
By applying the Varignon’s theorem to the vector
−−−→
O′M , we get :
d
−−→
OM
dt
eR0
cR0
=
d
−−→
OO′
dt
eR0
cR0
+
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cRm
+−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M (B.2.3)
Note that d
−−→
OM
dt
eR0
cR0 and
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cRm correspond to the absolute and relative linear velocity
of the point M , defined respectively as −→v a(M) and −→v r(M ). Further, −→v e(M) represents the
velocity of a point coincident with M but fixed in the mobile frame Rm . The absolute linear
velocity expressed in inertial reference frame can be expressed as :
−→v a(M) = −→v r(M) +−→v e(M) (B.2.4)
Where
−→v r(M) = d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cRm
(B.2.5)
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−→v e(M) = d
−−→
OO′
dt
eR0
cR0
+−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M (B.2.6)
We can differentiate the equation B.2.3 to obtain we get the linear acceleration :
d2
−−→
OM
dt2
eR0
cR0
=
d2
−−→
OO′
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
d
dt
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cRm
+−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M
 (B.2.7)
d2
−−→
OM
dt2
eR0
cR0
=
d2
−−→
OO′
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
d−→v r(M)
dt
eR0
cR0
+
d−→ω
dt
eR0
cRm/R0
× −−−→O′M + −→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cR0
(B.2.8)
By applying the Varignon’s theorem to the two vectors
−−−→
O′M and −→v r(M), we get :
d2
−−→
OM
dt2
eR0
cR0
=
d2
−−→
OO′
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
{
d−→v r(M)
dt
eRm
cRm
+−→ω eRmcRm/R0 ×
−→v r(M)
}
+
d−→ω
dt
eR0
cRm/R0
×−−−→O′M
+−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eRm
cRm
+−→ω eRmcRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M
 (B.2.9)
d2
−−→
OM
dt2
eR0
cR0
=
d2
−−−→
O′M
dt2
eR0
cRm
+ 2−→ω eR0cRA/R0 ×
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cRm
+
d2
−−→
OO′
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
d−→ω
dt
eR0
cRm/R0
×−−−→O′M +−→ω eR0cRm/R0 × (
−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M)
 (B.2.10)
Note that d2
−−→
OM
dt2
eR0
cR0 and
d2
−−−→
O′M
dt2
eR0
cRm correspond to the absolute and relative linear accelera-
tion of the pointM , defined respectively as −→a a(M) and −→a r(M). Further, −→a e(M) represents
the acceleration of a point coincident with M but fixed in the mobile frame Rm. The term
−→ω eR0cRm/R0 × (
−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M) is a centripetal acceleration directed toward an axis of rota-
tion through O′. The term −→a c(M ) is the Coriolis acceleration due to a velocity relative to
the rotating frame. The absolute linear acceleration expressed in inertial reference frame can
be written as :
−→a a(M) = −→a r(M) +−→a e(M) +−→a c(M ) (B.2.11)
Where
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−→a r(M) = d
2−−−→O′M
dt2
eR0
cRm
(B.2.12)
−→a e(M) = d
2−−→OO′
dt2
eR0
cR0
+
d−→ω
dt
eR0
cRm/R0
×−−−→O′M +−→ω eR0cRm/R0 × (
−→ω eR0cRm/R0 ×
−−−→
O′M) (B.2.13)
−→a c(M) = 2−→ω eR0cRA/R0 ×
d
−−−→
O′M
dt
eR0
cRm
(B.2.14)
B.3 Composition of angular velocity and acceleration
We consider three frames R0,R1 and Rm, by applying the Varignon’s theorem we get :
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cR1
=
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cRm
+−→ω eRmcRm/R1 ×
−→
U (B.3.1)
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cR0
=
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cR1
+−→ω eRmcR1/R0 ×
−→
U (B.3.2)
From the two previous equations, we get :
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cR0
=
d
−→
U
dt
eRm
cRm
+ (−→ω eRmcRm/R1 +
−→ω eRmcR1/R0)×
−→
U (B.3.3)
By identification, we have :
−→ω eRmcRm/R0 =
−→ω eRmcRm/R1 +
−→ω eRmcR1/R0 (B.3.4)
We can differentiate the equation B.3.4 to obtain the angular acceleration given by :
d−→ω
dt
eRm
cRm/R0
=
d(−→ω cRm/R1)
dt
eRm
cR0
+
d−→ω
dt
eRm
cR1/R0
(B.3.5)
By applying the Varignon’s theorem to the vector −→ω cRm/R1 , we get :
−→˙
ω
eRm
cRm/R0 =
−→˙
ω
eRm
cRm/R1 +
−→ω eRmcR1/R0 ×
−→ω eRmcRm/R1 +
−→˙
ω
eRm
cR1/R0 (B.3.6)
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Titre : Mode´lisation et commande d’un robot paralle`le a` caˆbles suspendu a` un dirigeable gros porteur
Mots cle´s : Dirigeable gros porteur, Robot paralle`le a` caˆbles, Controˆle du chargement et de´chargement
Re´sume´ :
A l’heure ou` le monde entier appelle a` de´velopper de
nouvelles technologies de transport afin de faire face
au de´fi e´cologique, des projets de dirigeables gros
porteurs permettent de relever ce de´fi. En outre, les
dernie`res avance´es technologiques dans le domaine
de l’ae´rospatiale ont permis de re´soudre un certain
nombre de proble`mes responsables de l’hibernation
des grands dirigeables. Ceci a donne´ naissance a` de
nouveaux types de dirigeables gros porteurs. Dans
cette the`se, le mode`le dynamique du dirigeable gros
porteur est de´fini afin de concevoir un controˆleur ef-
ficient. La particularite´ du dirigeable pre´sente´ est sa
capacite´ de charger et de de´charger le fret en vol sta-
tionnaire. Ce dirigeable est muni d’une grue forme´e
par un robot paralle`le a` caˆbles (RPC) permettant d’op-
timiser le chargement et de´chargement. Nous avons
concentre´ nos efforts dans cette the`se a` l’analyse de
cette phase critique. Le dirigeable gros porteur sera
repre´sente´ par un syste`me multi-corps compose´ de
plusieurs corps relie´s entre eux par des articulations.
Les contributions de la the`se sont pre´sente´es en
deux parties. Dans la premie`re partie, nous suppo-
sons qu’il n’y a pas de couplage inertiel entre le diri-
geable et le RPC. Ainsi nos recherches ne concernent
que le RPC en tenant compte de la mobilite´ de la
base suspendue par des caˆbles conside´re´s dans un
premier temps comme ide´aux, puis les phe´nome`nes
d’affaissement et de flexibilite´ des caˆbles seront pris
en compte. La conception de la commande de ce
syste`me doit aussi inte´grer une re´partition optimale
de la tension car les caˆbles doivent a` chaque confi-
guration rester tendus. Dans la deuxie`me partie, nous
abordons l’analyse du syste`me global en conside´rant
l’effet de couplage inertiel entre la charge utile sus-
pendue et le dirigeable. Le mode`le dynamique de
ce syste`me multicorps forme´ par le dirigeable et le
RPC peut eˆtre mode´lise´ comme une interconnexion
de sous-syste`mes d’ordre infe´rieur. Nous supposons
que le dirigeable gros porteur est un sous-syste`me
faiblement couple´. En se basant sur cette hypothe`se,
un controˆleur de´centralise´ est propose´ permettant
de controˆler inde´pendamment le dirigeable et le
RPC. Les re´sultats des simulations nume´riques sont
pre´sente´s et montrent la robustesse de ce controˆleur.
Title : Modeling and control of a cabel driven parallel manipulator suspended by a heavy lift airship
Keywords : Heavy lift airship, Cable driven parallel manipulator, Control of cargo loading and unloading
Abstract :
In the recent years, researchers have become increa-
singly interested in the development of radically new
and sustainable transportation modes for both pas-
sengers and cargo. These challenges have led to
study in areas of knowledge that were dormant, such
as the potential of using lighter than air aircraft for
cargo transportation. The focus of this thesis is the
development of a control architecture that can be in-
tegrated on autonomous heavy lift airship and thereby
enables safe cargo exchange process. Besides, the
dynamic model of the heavy lift airship must be clari-
fied before designing a controller. This system makes
use of a Cable Driven Parallel Manipulator (CDPM),
allowing the airship to load and unload cargo while
hovering.
The heavy lift airship is a multi-body systems in which
multiple rigid bodies are joined together. During loa-
ding and unloading process, the transferred cargo can
oscillate due to airship maneuvers. On the other hand,
the pendulum-like behavior of suspended load can al-
ter the flight characteristics of the airship. The the-
sis contributions are presented in two parts. In the
first part, we assume that there is no inertial cou-
pling between the airship and CDPM. Hence, our re-
search concerns only the CDPM tacking into account
the base mobility at first and then the cable sagging
phenomena. The control design should integrate an
optimal tension distribution since cables must remain
in tension.
In the second part, we address the analysis of the
heavy lift airship considering the coupling effect bet-
ween the suspended payload and the airship. To des-
cribe the dynamics coupling, the basic motion of one
subsystem is regarded as an external disturbance in-
put for the other one. Hence, the dynamic model of
this multi-body system composed of the airship and
the CDPM can be modeled as an interconnection of
lower order subsystems. We assume that the heavy
lift airship is a weakly coupled subsystems. Based on
this assumption, we design a decentralized control-
ler, which makes it possible to control the airship and
the CDPM independently. Numerical simulation re-
sults are presented and stability analysis is provided
to confirm the accuracy of our derivations.
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